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Chapter 1 General Introduction
1.1 Reconfigurable Antennas
Reconfigurable antennas are becoming an increasing active topic due to the requirement for
antennas to provide additional functionality and flexible properties ([Bernhard 2005]). At
present, there are multiple modern wireless and radio frequency (RF) sensing systems intended
for different applications (e.g., mobile communications, satellite communications, military
applications, radio astronomy, medical imaging…) which require systems with increasing
functionality (e.g., direction finding, radar, control, command, beam steering, tracking, etc.). In
addition, with the global expansion of telecommunications, operating environments are
becoming ever more challenging due to multiple factors, such as the “spectrum crunch”, caused
by the massive use of communications, or the complex clutter and multipath/propagation
backgrounds found e.g., in urban or indoor environments ([Guerci 2014]). Consequently, there
is an increasing need for systems that can adapt continuously to an ever changing transmission
channel in an “intelligent” and sophisticated way. In this new context, the benefits of
reconfigurability are being reappraised and recognized by the industry. Therefore, antenna
reconfiguration appears to be a solution and an important direction in antenna design. For
example, having different antennas for each of the multitude of wireless standard protocols
which exist today (e.g., GSM, UMTS, Bluetooth, WiFi, WiMAX, DSRC, etc.), is no longer a
good enough solution. Instead, a single reconfigurable antenna is able to implement the
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functionality of multiple antennas, reducing space and costs. In the field of spatial
communications, antenna reconfigurability is clearly very appreciated because it can
dramatically reduce cost by allowing antennas to be retasked via programming from the ground
rather than requiring completely new satellites to enable new functions and all of the cost that
this entails ([Bernhard 2005], [Christodoulou 2012]). Also, reconfigurable antennas have been
proposed to be good candidates for the implementation of novel systems based on Software
Defined Radio (SDR), because of their capability to adapt and control via microcontrollers
([Perruisseau-Carrier

2010-I]). Likewise, current Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO)

systems can benefit from reconfigurable antennas by introducing an extra degree of freedom
which enhances the system performance ([Christodoulou 2012]). Another important example of
utility of reconfigurable antennas is related to the mitigation of the aforementioned “spectrum
crunch”, that is promoted by the appearance of Cognitive Radio (CR) ([Perruisseau-Carrier
2010-I]); one of the paradigms of major interest at present in the wireless communication field.
Cognitive Radio is conceived to provide additional intelligence to communication systems in
order to manage dynamically the spectrum efficiently. These systems will require the
availability of multi-functional antennas, which integrate multiple reconfigurable characteristics
in one single device. Thus, simple and flexible RF front ends can be conceived ([Yashchyshyn
2010-II]), making the implementation of such systems possible and without prohibitive costs.
The field of antenna reconfiguration is currently progressing to the design of simpler and
compact solutions which provide higher performance, being able to tune one or different
antenna parameters. According to the reconfigurable parameters, reconfigurable antennas are
usually classified in four categories ([Costantine 2009]): frequency reconfigurable antenna,
polarization reconfigurable antenna, pattern reconfigurable antenna, and multi-function
antennas, which is a combination of previous three categories. The corresponding
reconfigurability for each category will require of a change in the antenna surface current
distribution, a change in the feeding network, a change in the antenna physical structure or a
change in the antenna radiation edges ([Christodolou 2012]). Typically, the goal is to alter one
or more of these characteristics independently of the others. Therefore, it is essential that
engineers take into account that any of these changes can affect to other parameters, so the
design procedure must be careful in order to optimize all the antenna characteristics
simultaneously and obtain the required reconfigurability.
There are a number of reconfiguration mechanisms to enable tunability. They can be
categorized principally in four groups:
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Mechanical e.g., employing reversible structure modifications, such as rotations, or
electromechanical

devices,

such

as

microelectromechanical

systems

(MEMS),

piezoelectric actuators or microfluidic.
-

Electronic, employing electronic switches, e.g., PIN diodes, or electronic tunable devices,
e.g., varactor diodes (varactors) or FET transistors.

-

Photosensitive e.g., employing optical switches made of semiconductor materials (e.g.,
silicon, gallium…)

-

Electrical/Magnetic by using special materials (so called smart materials) with
controllable permittivity, permeability or conductivity (e.g., ferrite substrates, liquid
crystal, semiconductor plasmas, graphene, etc.)

Typically, each antenna is designed to deliver functionality for a specific application. Therefore,
according to the type of application to which the antenna is intended, different topologies have
been studied for integrating additional functionalities, and find out their potential in this field,
since some structures are more suitable for this purpose than others.
Low gain radiators such as microstrip, slot or dipole/monopole antennas have been highly
reconfigured for mobile and portable communications or other applications where factors such
as wide bandwidth, multiband operation, reduced size, low cost or low observability, can play a
key role ([Bernhard 2005]). For example, frequency reconfigurable antennas with discrete
change between two or more frequency bands have been achieved by structural modifications
controlled by mechanical reconfiguration systems ([Bernhard 2001], [Tawk 2011]), or
strategically locating electronic switches, such as PIN diodes ([Gupta 2000]), MEMS
([Anagnostou 2006], [Balcells 2010], [Cetiner 2010], [Topalli 2009],), optical switches
([Freeman 1992]), on the radiating structures. A photograph of a frequency reconfigurable slot
antenna with eight PIN diodes in two different configurations that produce operation at two
separate frequencies is shown in Fig. 1.1.1(a). Recently, microfluidic switches, based on the
flow of a conductive fluid through air-filled microchannels, have been analyzed for a frequency
reconfigurable slot antenna able to operate at two different operating frequencies ([King 2013]),
as depicted in Fig. 1.1.1(b). These frequency reconfigurable designs offer frequency selective
functionality which can reduce the adverse effects of co-site interference and jamming. It is
worth to note that an alternative solution to achieve frequency reconfigurability is based on a
wideband antenna (e.g., Vivaldi antenna as employed in [Tawk 2012]) combined with a tunable
band-pass filter integrated in the radiator feeding line, resulting in a frequency switchable
“filtenna”. This concept is attractive since it does not require the insertion of switching
components directly in the radiating element, although it may have other issues (e.g., related to
noise rejection or compactness of the structure) to take into account ([Haider 2013]). Employing
tunable reactive loadings (e.g. varactors or FET components), rather than switches, continuous
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tunability can be also achieved ([Korosek 2006], [Hum 2010]). All these structures are based on
the reconfiguration of their electrical length, by isolating parts of the radiating aperture (case of
switches) or tuning their reactance (case of tunable elements such as varactors), to make the
structure resonate at the desired frequency bands. Based on the same principles, frequency
reconfigurable Yagi antennas have been achieved, integrating switches or variable reactance
devices on the parasitic dipoles, for multiple-band reconfiguration and high-gain ([Cai 2012],
[Yang 2004]). Fig. 1.1.1(c) shows a frequency reconfigurable Yagi antenna prototype which
attains a 46% continuous tuning frequency bandwidth with high gain and almost constant
endfire pattern ([Cai 2012]). Also, polarization reconfiguration can be integrated by
reconfiguring the feeding network in some way ([Balcells 2010], [Li 2010], [White 2009]). Fig.
1.1.1(d) shows a microstrip antenna loaded with MEMS for both frequency and dualpolarization reconfigurability.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1.1.1 (a) Photograph of a reconfigurable rectangular slot antenna in two different
configurations (after [Gupta 2000]). (b) Fluidic frequency reconfigurable slot antenna (after
[King 2013]). (c) Yagi antenna with varactor diodes for frequency reconfiguration (after [Cai
2012]). (d) Frequency and polarization agile microstrip patch antenna (after [Balcells 2010]).
Related to Yagi antennas, other small arrays of low gain antennas with electronically tuned or
switched parasitic elements close to a driven element can provide interesting pattern variability,
while maintaining impedance match and bandwidth. ([Harrington 1978], [Huff 2006], [Jung
2006], [Djerafi 2008]). Fundamentally, tuning of antenna radiation patterns in this manner relies
on the change of the mutual coupling between closely spaced driven and parasitic elements,
resulting in effective array behavior from a single feed point ([Bernhard 2007]). One of the first
and fundamental examples of this type of “parasitic tuning” antenna was proposed by
Harrington in 1978 ([Harrington 1978]), shown in Fig. 1.1.2, where the single dipole element in
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the center of the array is driven, while tunable reactance on the surrounding parasitic dipoles
couple to the source antenna and produce a high-directive beam in a desired direction.

(a)
Fig. 1.1.2 A seven-element circular array of reactively loaded parasitic dipoles for
reconfigurable beam steering and beamforming (after [Harrington 1978]).
Unlike previous low gain radiators, high-gain antennas have the ability to efficiently direct the
injected power in a desired direction of free space, or equivalently, to receive energy
preferentially from a desired direction. For this reason, high-gain reconfigurable antennas are
much desired for many applications which require of long-distance communication systems,
radar or more expensive and specialized systems, such as satellites, airborne platforms or longhaul land-based communications. Presently, a variety of antenna types are proposed for highgain applications with additional functionalities such as multiband, beam-steering or
beamforming. Some examples have been already mentioned, such as Yagi antennas, or parasitic
tunable arrays, however there are other notable examples which are currently hot topics in the
field of reconfiguration, stimulated for the applications aforementioned, and which are intended
to conceive new reconfigurable aperture antennas. Some of them are not new, such as phased
arrays or reflector antennas, whereas others are being currently studied in this field since just a
few years ago; we are mainly referring to reflectarrays, array lens antennas, pixelled antennas
and leaky-wave antennas.
Phased-array antennas have been studied for decades especially for frequency and pattern
reconfigurable functionalities. Historically, they were employed for military applications,
however, arrays are now being used in a much broader set of scenarios to provide additional
functionality and security ([Bernhard 2005]). Phased arrays are well known because of its
reconfiguration flexibility, which, unlike aforementioned parasitic tuning antennas, is
traditionally delivered through control of the signal magnitude and phase of each one of the
identical antenna elements which constitute them, arranged either periodically or aperiodically.
This can be achieved by the integration of phase-shifters/true-time delays, circulators,
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attenuators and/or amplifiers in the feeding network, which allow to conform the desired
wavefront, as observed in Fig. 1.1.3.

Fig. 1.1.3 Beam-steering phased array using phase-shifters at each radiating element (after
[Hansen 1998]).
For example, one-dimensional (1D) phased arrays can produce fan beams narrow in one plain,
and wide in the orthogonal plane, which can be steerable in elevation or azimuth (depending on
the orientation of the antenna). Two-dimensional (2D) phased arrays introduce a higher degree
of freedom, allowing to produce pencil beams (narrow in both orthogonal planes) steerable
simultaneously in both azimuth and elevation. Simultaneous frequency/pattern reconfigurable
phased arrays have been also implemented by employing arrays of aforementioned “filtennas”,
or employing different radiating elements for different frequency bands ([Haider 2013]).
However, all these systems suffer of technical issues which complicate the design of these
systems as the number of elements or operating frequency increases. Additional losses
introduced by phase-shifters are usually compensated by integrating additional amplifiers
located immediately near the antenna radiating elements; however, this becomes an important
technical issue which raises much the price for some applications where large arrays with
hundreds of elements are required. Also, the complexity of the feeding network is cumbersome
in this situation. Furthermore, many new current applications are being envisaged to take
advantage of higher frequency bands (millimeter waves, THz…). In these cases, the interelement spacing required to avoid grating lobes becomes prohibitively small. For these reasons,
new investigations on phased arrays and amplifiers are focused on the miniaturization and
enhancement of the efficiency of these devices, for example employing MEMS to reduce cost
and loss associated ([Rock 2008]).
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These issues have been some of the stimulus for the industry to look for alternative technologies
which offer same or higher performance under a more compact solution. In this context, new
reconfigurable aperture antennas have arisen. In concept, reconfigurable apertures represent the
ideal functionality of reconfigurable antennas in that they allow the complete specification of
radiating currents that can produce any desired frequency and radiation behavior. The challenge
lies in developing real structures and control mechanisms that can support this functionality
([Bernhard 2005], [Manasson 2010]).
Reflector antennas are excellent candidates for pattern reconfiguration applications and
frequency independent tuning, since the reflective surface is physically removed and isolated
from the primary feed. Mechanical positioning or deformations of the reflector (or subreflector)
surface result in changes in the currents on the reflector, which in turn alter the aperture field,
and finally, the radiation pattern of the antenna. First proposals to reconfigure such type of
antennas are based on directly rotating the whole system (reflector antenna + feeding antenna),
as observed for example in radio astronomy or space communication, where the antennas are
reoriented to point at a fixed target in the sky or to maintain the communication with a satellite,
as the Earth rotates. However, these systems are usually bulky, slow and require of periodic
maintenance of the mechanism, what for many applications is not feasible. Other electromechanical alternatives arisen to modify directly the main reflector surface. For example, in
[Clarricoats 1991], it was demonstrated pattern reconfiguration with a reflector antenna by
changing the structure of a mesh reflector by computer-controlled stepper motors. A cheaper
solution was proposed in [Washington 2002] deforming a subreflector by piezoelectronic
actuators, remaining the shape of the main reflector fixed.
Reflectarrays have appeared as an immediate alternative to conventional reflector antennas and
phased arrays for electronic beam-scanning and general beam-forming applications ([Hum
2014], [Perruisseau-Carrier 2010-I]). Reconfigurable reflectarrays combine the simplicity and
low-losses of reflector antennas with the planarity and pattern versatility of phased arrays. On
the other hand, the bandwidth of reflectarray antennas is significantly narrower than that of
reflectors. These antennas are usually composed of a flat textured surface (the main reflector)
which is illuminated by an external basic source, such as a horn antenna (as depicted in Fig.
1.1.4(a)). This surface can be comprised of one or various layers of dielectric substrates with
periodic tunable scatterers ([Barba 2007]) combined with electronically controllable elements,
such as PIN diodes, ([Carrasco 2012-II], [Rodrigo 2013]) varactor diodes ([Boccia 2010], [Hum
2005, 2007], [Rodrigo 2013], [Sazegar 2012], [Sievenpiper 2002, 2003]), MEMS ([Carrasco
2012-I], [Chicherin 2006, 2011-II], [Perruisseau-Carrier 2008, 2010-II]), and tunable materials
such as liquid crystal ([Hu 2008], [Perez-Palomino 2012]), ferroelectric substrates
([Romanofsky 2006]) or more recently, graphene ([Carrasco 2013]). Designing properly the
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tunable surface of the antenna with such technologies, the textured surface can be properly
reconfigured by a tunable phase gradient, so that these antennas are able to reflect the incident
waves producing the desired beam-form and direction of propagation. In this way, significant
efforts are devoted to provide additional capabilities to reflectarrays ([Hum 2014]).
Reflectarrays have arisen with beam steering at fixed frequency ([Hum 2007]). Also, beamsteering has been achieved simultaneously with flexible polarization and dual-polarization (with
independent beam scanning for each polarization ([Carrasco 2012], [Perruisseau-Carrier 2010II])), with dual band ([Guclu 2012]), with amplification capabilities ([Clark 2003]) and, more
recently, with multi-band ([Rodrigo 2012-III]).
Array lens (also called transmitarrays), have been also proposed in this field ([Hum 2014]).
These structures are excited by an external feeder which illuminates one side of the array, while
the radiation is produced on the opposite side. The array is usually composed of a single or
multi-layer substrates with different tunable scatterers which allows the electronic control of the
transmission properties of the structure (Fig. 1.1.4(b)). This topology has several advantages
over their reflectarrays equivalents. First, array lens designs are free from feed blockage effects,
which may be a consideration in small apertures. Also, in addition to far-field beam-forming,
array lenses have the potential capacity to form focal points in the vicinity of the lens aperture
which can be useful in applications requiring adaptive focusing, such as microwave
hyperthermia. Reconfigurable transmitarrays have also been implemented in a number of
electronic switches, devices, and tuning material ([Boccia 2012], [Lau 2012], [Sazegar 2012]).
One of the most outstanding properties recently demonstrated is their potential for electronic
beam-forming capabilities employing varactor diodes ([Hum 2014], [Lau 2012]).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.1.4 (a) General scheme of a printed reflectarray antenna (after [Huang 2008]). (b) General
scheme of a printed transmitarray antenna (after [Sazegar 2012]).
One of the principal drawbacks of any reflector antenna or transmitarrays falls on the necessity
of an external protruding source to illuminate the surface, what complicates its integration with
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systems where a reduced volume is required. In this sense, more compact solutions, with a more
streamlined geometry that integrate the source embedded in the structure itself are being
investigated for these cases.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.1.5 (a) General scheme of a pixelled antenna (after [Pringle 2008]). Configurations of the
switches to configure (b) bow-tie antenna and (c) Yagi antenna.
Another type of reconfigurable aperture antenna is a pixelled antenna ([Maloney 2000], [Pringle
2004], [Weedon 2001]). The terms self-structure or evolving-antenna have been also used to
define similar concepts. These antennas are based on a grid of electrically small elements (e.g.
metallic patches) interconnected by RF switches, which according to their state, allow or not the
flow of current, providing reconfigurability of the current distribution over the antenna surface.
The scheme of a pixelled antenna with switches for interconnecting non-resonant conductive
pads can be observed in Fig. 1.1.5(a). One of the disadvantages of these antennas is that the
number of switches can easily number into the thousands and generally, what slows down the
optimization algorithms which are usually employed to find out the best configurations to attain
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the required performance goal. However, these antennas are able to obtain from one single
reconfigurable array diverse radiation patterns, according to the configuration chosen for the
switches, as observed in the examples presented in Fig. 1.1.5(b) and (c). From this principle,
several structures can be envisaged. For example, most recent advances in this field have
demonstrated how a MEMS reconfigurable pixelled antenna can be used for beam-steering and
frequency reconfiguration with multi-size pixels ([Rodrigo 2012]). Also, other basic antennas,
such as dipoles or horn antennas, have been combined with tunable pixel layers with different
geometries to conceive new devices which incorporate frequency and pattern reconfigurability
([Rodrigo 2011]).
Based on the same principle, but with a less conventional architecture, a new type of
reconfigurable aperture antenna based on semiconductor plasma has been proposed. One of the
motivation of these structures is to avoid having dozens or hundreds of separated switches on
the aperture (avoiding the bias networks that this entailed), although only some switches are
involved in the generation of the desired radiation pattern, as occurs with pixelled antennas. The
mechanism of these antennas, developed by researchers at the Sarnoff Corporation ([Fathy
2003], [Taylor 2003-I, II]), relies on high conductivity plasma islands that are temporarily
created by DC currents that have been injected into high-resistivity silicon-based diode
structures. Thus, only the necessary switches are temporarily created in the semiconductor
substrate which constitutes the antenna itself. These diodes are also called surface PIN diodes or
S-PIN ([Taylor 2003-II]).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.1.6 (a) Depiction of a controllable plasma grid structure for a reconfigurable aperture:
The grid structure is fabricated on top of the silicon wafer. (b) A cross-section of the plasma
grid structure shows the layer interconnection (after [Fathy 2003]).
In the

OFF state,

when the S-PIN diode is not biased, it presents the high resistance of the area

between the doped regions. In the

ON

state, the S-PIN diode then represents a layer of highly
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conductive material. The resistance of an activated S-PIN device depends on the level of the
forward current and the carrier lifetime at the plasma region. Fig. 1.1.6 contains a detailed
description of the structure, including the plasma injection driver configuration. Thereby, the
regions dominated by each S-PIN diode define the antenna structure, and they can be changed to
create different antennas. While elegant in its conception, the embodiment is fundamentally as
complex as the previous pixelled antennas. This means that many practical and technical issues
exist with this approach, including the challenge of creating the necessary carrier densities in the
silicon. Nevertheless, the applicability of these structures is promising for future applications in
microwave and mm-wave applications ([Yashchyshyn 2010-I, II]). At present, holographic
antennas based on a semiconductor chip that contains a set of individually controlled S-PIN
diodes have been proposed. Electromagnetic waves propagate through the chip, which also
serves as a planar dielectric waveguide excited by e.g., a mounted dipole antenna in the
substrate. Through selective activation of S-PIN, metallization patterns can be simulated, which
are excited by the propagated surface wave ([Taylor 2003-I]). The aperture field for the desired
pattern is then produced through interaction with the plasma aperture, enabling beam-steering
and beamforming without the need for expensive phase shifters. Likewise, this approach can be
also appropriate for creating intermediate apertures illuminated by more basic sources, as in the
case of reflectarrays or previous pixelled antennas. In this case, the impinging wave interacts
with the plasma aperture, which is reconfigured to create the desired reflected wavefront
([Bernhard 2005]). The plasma aperture could be designed using iterative methods or other
means and reconfigured to deliver performance comparable to traditional phased arrays.
Recently, arrays of S-PIN diodes have been combined with the radiators of a waveguide slot
antenna in order to achieve electronic beam-steering and frequency tuning capabilities
([Yashchyshyn 2010-I]). These antennas are a potential alternative to e.g., PIN biasing circuit
complexity, but their nonlinearities, as well as antenna efficiency, would still require further
investigations.
One of the antenna types which is attracting more attention since the last decade in the field of
high-gain electronically reconfigurable aperture antennas is the leaky-wave antenna (LWA).
LWAs have been in the antenna scene for many decades because of their simplicity and highgain characteristics ([Oliner 2007]). Today, several books on this topic can be found. ([Caloz
2010], [Hessel 1969], [Jackson 2008], [Oliner 2007], [Tamir 1969], [Walter 1965]). These
antennas can be regarded as transmission lines that gradually radiates (“leaks”) into free space
the energy of the waves which propagate through the structure (hence its name, leaky wave).
LWAs are able to produce narrow beams which direction, θRAD, is determined by the phase
constant () of the leaky wave along the transmission line, while the beamwidth is determined
by the length of the aperture, and the leakage rate  ([Oliner 2007]). However, due to the
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natural dispersion of leaky lines, the bandwidth of LWAs is usually narrow. Nevertheless, the
principal advantages which have generated interest in this type of antennas are their simple
structure, often planar or low profile (with only a modest depth requirement) and integrated
excitation, what offers more compactness, easy integration with other microwave circuits and
design simplicity if compared with large phased arrays or pixelled antennas, which require of
complex feeding networks, or with reflector antennas, which need of protruding external feeds
to illuminate the structure. Regarding the structure, a wide variety of different one-dimensional
(1D) and two-dimensional (2D) geometries have been built to support such waves. Initially,
LWAs were built by open waveguides ([Hansen 1940], [Hines 1957], [Rotman 1959]) or
dielectric rods ([Peng 1978]). Later, microstrip lines excited with the higher order mode were
studied ([Menzel 1979]). ([Oliner 2007]). Since then, a number of technologies have been
employed to conceive low cost LWAs implemented in planar technologies such as e.g.
microstrip, coplanar waveguide, slot line, substrate integrated waveguide, etc. ([Grbic 2002],
[Deslandes 2005], [Martínez-Ros 2012-I, 2013-I], [Menzel 1979]…), or low-profile hybrid
technologies ([Lampariello 1987], [Gómez-Tornero 2005-I], [Garcías-Vigueras 2012-II]…). In
addition, it is worth to note that many of these technologies allow scalability of LWAs, what
makes them also attractive not just for microwave applications ([Oliner 2007]), but for
millimeter-waves ([Grbic 2002], [Manasson 1995], [Chicherin 2006, 2011-I, II], [Oliner 1988,
1990], [Raisanen 2012]) and even THz ([Jackson 2011] [Esquius-Morote 2014]). However, the
lack of necessary fixed frequency reconfigurable elements is still the obstacle which is
preventing the realization of tuneable LWAs at these higher frequency bands.
In this dissertation, we focus on the electronic reconfiguration of this type of antennas.
Although detailed state-of-the-art revision and background knowledge is provided throughout
the next chapters, below, an overview on some of the most significant reconfigurable LWAs is
now given in order to clarify the context that has motivated this Ph.D. One typical property of
LWAs which has been widely exploited for reconfiguration purposes is frequency scanning
([Oliner 2007]). This characteristic, which is inherent to these structures because of the
aforementioned dispersive nature, confers to LWAs the capability to steer its main beam just
sweeping the operating frequency, what has been interesting for some scanning applications, but
finds limited applicability in current modern systems, such as point-to-point communications,
where it is usually required to operate at a fixed frequency. Advances in dispersion engineering
of these transmission lines have risen to novel leaky-wave guiding structures with natural
properties which allow higher directivity, backward-to-forward frequency scanning, wide
bandwidth, dual-band scanning (scanning at two discrete operational bands), dual-polarization,
circular-polarization, etc. ([Bruni 2007], [Debogovic 2014-I], [Duran-Sindreu 2013], [Feresidis
2005], [Kelly 2007], [Kodera 2009], [Krauss 2011], [Jackson 1988], [Jackson 1993], [Ju 2012],
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[Machac 2013], [Moghadas 2013], [Neto 2003], [Orr 2014])…). Some of the most notable
leaky-wave based theoretical developments, structures and systems appeared during the last
decade can be found in recent books such as [Jackson 2008] or [Caloz 2010]. Regarding
electronic reconfigurability, one of the potentials of many leaky-wave structures is its simplicity
to be combined with tunable devices, such as tunable elements, electronic switches or tuning
materials. Thus, the dispersion characteristics of the leaky lines can be altered, controlling the
wave propagation velocity, and hence, reconfiguring the aperture illumination of the antenna. In
this way, several types of LWAs have been conceived, especially for multiband and fixedfrequency beam-steering functionalities. Some notable examples are presented below. For
example, different topologies of dielectric LWAs have been loaded with PIN diodes, MEMS,
photosensitive switches or electrical switches for beam-switching among different discrete
angles ([Alphones 1995], [Horn 1980], [Huan 2000], [Chang 1999], [Chicherin 2011-I, II],
[Karmokar 2013], [Li 2006, 2008]). In these cases, the number of possible angles is given by
the density of switches along the line and the number of combinations ([Karmokar 2013],
[Manasson 2010]). Luxey and Noujeim studied the effect of reactive loads on microstrip LWAs,
observing potential for continuous beam-steering at fixed frequency ([Luxey 2000], [Noujeim
1998, 2003]). Continuous scanning is now commonly achieved employing tuning devices such
as varactors ([Sievenpiper 2005]) or MEMS varactors for higher frequency applications
([Chicherin 2011-I], [Zvolensky 2010]). One of the most typical examples of continuous beamsteering LWA is depicted in Fig. 1.1.7, where it is shown a textured surface loaded with
varactor diodes which was presented in [Sievenpiper 2005]. This surface is constructed as a
printed circuit board, with metal plates on the front side connected to a ground plane on the back
by vias. Varactor diodes are connected between each pair of plates (Fig. 1.1.7(a)). Half of the
plates are connected to a ground plane on the back by metal plated vias, and the other half are
connected to bias lines that control the varactors by independently biased rows (Fig. 1.1.7(b)). A
horizontally polarized flared notch antenna excite TE surface waves in the dielectric slab, which
are transformed into forward (Fig. 1.1.7(c)) and backward (Fig. 1.1.7(d)) leaky waves when
interact with the tunable textured surface, achieving fixed frequency continuous beam-steering
at first and second quadrant. Notice that backward radiation is achieved by applying two
alternate voltages to adjacent rows, which doubles the effective lattice period, exciting a higher
order space harmonic which radiates at backward angles ([Oliner 2007]).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1.1.7 (a) Top view and (b) Side view of a tunable textured surface. This feed can launch (c)
forward leaky waves or (d) backward leaky waves (after [Sievenpiper 2005]).

Fig. 1.1.8 30-cell prototype of the voltage-controlled reconfigurable CRLH LWA structure with
a magnified view of the unit cell. The E-field polarization is along the x-direction (after [Lim
2004-II]).
Another important example of continuous beam-steering LWA, was given by the researchers
Lim, Caloz and Itoh, which proposed in [Lim 2004-I] a reconfigurable LWA based on the
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properties of a Composite Right/Left Handed (CRLH) (also commonly referred as
metamaterial) transmission line. This antenna is able to scan continuously its main beam from
backward to forward, employing different shunt and series varactors in the unit cell which
composed the periodic geometry of the antenna. In addition, controlling locally the phase
constant of the leaky wave (independently biasing each unit cell), they achieved simultaneously
control of the pointing angle and beamwidth ([Lim 2004-II]). Fig. 1.1.8 shows the fabricated
prototype, and also shows in detail one single unit cell. After these works, more reconfigurable
CRLH LWAs emerged with different capabilities apart from beam-steering ([Matsuzawa 2005,
2006, 2007], [Lee 2007], [Nguyen 2007, 2011], [Ouedraogo 2011], [Piazza 2010] [Suntives
2012]). At present, metamaterials is a hot topic in the field of reconfiguration ([Palmer 2011]).
Also, other LWAs have been built employing tuning materials to build the guiding structure,
allowing continuous scanning by changing the permittivity/permeability/conductance of these
materials. One of the first trials was with magnetically-biased ferrite substrates ([Maheri 1988],
[Varadan 1994]). Now, ferroelectric substrates ([Yashchyshyn 2005-I]), or photosensitive
silicon substrates ([Zuliani 2004]) have been conceived, employing electric or optical signals
respectively, to control RAD. Aforementioned plasma semiconductor substrates have also been
employed to excite leaky waves by reconfiguring S-PIN to create the desired pattern ([Taylor
2003-I, II]). Last advances have employed liquid crystal for mm-wave applications
([Matsuzawa 2005, 2006], [Roig 2013]) and even a graphene LWA has been recently proposed
for continuous beam-steering at THz bands ([Esquius-Morote 2014]).
A type of LWA which is gaining much attention because of their simple structure, high gain
characteristics and potential to integrate reconfiguration, is the Fabry-Pérot (FP) LWA. FP
LWAs were firstly introduced by Von Trentini ([Trentini 1956]) in the 1950s, and are basically
constituted by a FP resonant cavity composed of two reflective surfaces (for example, a partially
reflective surface (PRS) made by a one-dimensional or two-dimensional frequency selective
surface (FSS) and a ground plane or a high impedance surface (HIS), as will see) and an
embedded (usually punctual) low gain radiator which feeds the whole structure (e.g. a patch
antenna, a slot on a ground plane). The control of the aperture illumination is usually based on
the reflection properties of these surfaces, which comprise the FP cavity, so tunable surfaces are
employed to allow reconfiguration. In most cases, 2D FP LWAs have been employed to
produce a pencil beam pointing at broadside with high directivity. Also, these antennas can
generate conical beams due to the symmetry of 2D structures, however, although there might be
potential applications for FP LWAs having conical beams ([Costa 2011]), in general it is
desirable to preserve the maximum radiation in the normal direction for all states of the antenna
([Debogovic 2010]). For example, a FP LWA was proposed in [Weily 2008] for multi band
operation, keeping constant a high gain pencil beam pointing at broadside at different frequency
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bands. To this aim, the FP cavity, which was centrally excited by a stacked patch antenna, was
loaded with a tunable HIS with varactor diodes at the bottom of the cavity, as can be observed
in Fig. 1.1.9. This tunable surface was in charge of tuning the FP resonance frequency, allowing
operate from 5.2GHz to 5.95GHz (13.5% tuning range). Similar applicability has been pursued
in other works ([Ourir 2007], [Burokur 2013]).

Fig. 1.1.9 Cutaway drawing of the frequency reconfigurable FP LWA. One quarter of the PRS
material has been removed to show the details of the antenna more clearly (after [Weily 2008]).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.1.10 (a) Electronically tunable metasurface reflector. (b) Measured gain patterns in the Eplane (ϕ =90°) at 7.9 GHz for δV = 0 V, δV = 0.2 V and δV = 0.3 V. The steering of the
antenna’s radiated beam can be clearly observed with a positive steering angle for positive bias
and negative one for a negative bias (after [Burokur 2013]).
Other works have proposed tunable PRS to control the beamwidth of the pencil beam for zoom
applications ([Edalati 2007], [Wang 2014], [Debogovic 2010, 2014-I, II]). These works are
based on the control of the leakage rate of the leaky wave through a tunable PRS which
resonance response (transparency) can be electronically tuned by PIN diodes ([Edalati 2007]),
varactor diodes ([Debogovic 2010, 2014-II]) or MEMS ([Devogobic 2014-I]). Also, fixed-
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frequency beam-steering capability has been attempted with these structures to scan a conical
beam employing a tunable HIS with varactors ([Costa 2011]), or a ferroelectric superstrate
([Lovat 2007]). Electronic steering of a pencil beam have been recently developed with FP
structures ([Ourir 2009], [Burokur 2013], [Debogovik 2014-II]), avoiding the natural evolution
of FP LWAs into a conical beam. A two-dimensional FP LWA constituted by a ground plane
and a tunable metasurface with varactors has demonstrated this capability ([Ourir 2009],
[Burokur 2013]). The metasurface reflector employed as PRS is depicted in Fig. 1.1.10(a). This
PRS imposes a phase-gradient along the FP cavity, as a function of the bias voltage applied to
the row of varactors, allowing scanning of the pencil beam in the E-plane. The radiation patterns
obtained for different configurations are depicted in Fig. 1.1.10(b). Also, in [Debogovik 2014II] a similar FP LWA, depicted in Fig. 1.1.11, was conceived to scan its pencil beam in the Hplane, but not through a tunable PRS, but through the phase shift of a small phased array of
patch antennas embedded into the FP cavity to excite the structure. In addition, this antenna
implemented the possibility of changing the beamwidth of the pencil beam by a reconfigurable
PRS with varactors.

Fig. 1.1.11 Proposed array-fed PRS antenna with independent dynamic beamwidth control and
beam-scanning in the H-plane (XZ-plane). All physical dimensions are in millimeters (after
[Debogovic 2014-II]).
In some examples presented above, it is usually employed complex structures which require of a
high number of control signals or complicated design procedures to obtain the desired
reconfigurable properties. In this context, and following the current tendency of reconfigurable
LWAs, we proposed in this research work novel reconfigurable LWAs which take advantage of
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the concepts and properties of FP LWAs (simplicity and high gain), to obtain pattern
reconfiguration capabilities in a simple way. To this aim, this work presents a simple but
accurate methodology to characterize and design these structures, allowing to analyze in a fast
and efficient way the response of the antenna, prior to perform full-wave methods. For first
time, pattern reconfigurable 1D and 2D FP LWAs are conceived just employing their dispersion
properties, without necessity of dielectric substrates with gratings, external switches or
metamaterial lines, to obtain half-space and full-space beam steering capabilities. Final studies
have demonstrated experimentally how a 2D FP LWA with a tunable HIS can be employed for
two-dimensional beam steering of its pencil beam, in azimuth and elevation, so that the antenna
can form a beam in practically any direction within a wide scanning range. In addition, it is
believed that the reconfiguration mechanisms studied in this thesis can be scaled to conceive
reconfigurable antennas at higher frequencies.

1.2 Motivation and Objectives
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Despite the increasing investigations performed during the last decades in the field of
reconfigurable antennas ([Bernhard 2005]), there is still a need for reducing costs, losses and
design complexity to innovate with high-performance multifunctional antennas, what is still a
challenge to satisfy all the practical demands of the industry. The design of reconfigurable
antennas is usually more complex than for passive (non-reconfigurable) antennas. This
complexity is usually associated to the addition of mechanical, electrical or electronic
mechanisms to confer their dynamic response. Mismatching issues due to the change of the
input impedance with the operating mode, or the difficulties derived from the integration of
tunable elements (losses, bias networks, additional control signals…) are also factors to take
into account. All these factors notably increase the economic cost of these antennas. Today, the
availability of different types of reliable switches and tunable elements has made
reconfigurability considerably more practical for antennas than it was even a few years ago,
extending the range of their applicability ([Christodoulou 2012], [Haider 2013], [Rock 2008],
[Rutschlin 2013], [Yashchyshyn 2010-II]). However, the tendency is oriented to look for
technologies which allow for simpler structure, frequency scalable and low cost reconfiguration
mechanisms. The principal motivation of this thesis is the proposition of novel reconfigurable
antennas with electronic control of the radiation pattern (pattern reconfigurable antennas)
employing a simple structure in low cost technology. In particular, the thesis focuses on
reconfiguration of Fabry-Pérot (FP) leaky-wave antennas (LWAs). One of the major attractions
of these antennas is their structure simplicity to conceive compact high-gain antennas. The
author proposes for first time three novel pattern reconfigurable FP LWAs with electronic
beam-steering capabilities. These antennas can be considered low profile (with a modest depth
requirement) and employ new reconfiguring mechanisms based on the electronic control of the
dispersion properties of the cavity to control the beam direction while operating at fixed
frequency. Experimental prototypes have been designed, manufactured and tested to operate in
the microwave C-band (around 5.5GHz) as proof of concept.
The major contributions of the thesis to the field of reconfigurable antennas can be summarized
in the following points:


Proposition of new pattern reconfigurable antennas based on FP LWAs implemented in
simple (easily manufacturable) and low profile technology.



Demonstration of new electronic-reconfiguration mechanisms employing dispersion
properties of FP structures.



Guidelines for the efficient analysis and design of reconfigurable FP LWAs.
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Discussion on limiting factors and challenges for the design of new low-cost and highperformance reconfigurable antennas.

Below, seven specific technical objectives are described, which together represent the overall
goal pursued with the development of this thesis:
O1.

Design of a reconfigurable 1D FP LWA with half-space electronic-steering employing
a tuneable HIS.

O2.

Characterization of FSSs loaded with tunable elements by an extended pole-zero
expansion method.

O3.

Efficient modal dispersion analysis of FP LWAs loaded with tunable FSS with lumped
elements.

O4.

Analysis of the pattern bandwidth of reconfigurable beam-steering FP LWAs.

O5.

Design of a reconfigurable 1D FP LWA with full-space electronic-steering employing
a tuneable HIS and the EBG electronic-routing mechanism.

O6.

Demonstration of an electronic-routing mechanism based on the electromagnetic
band-gap of periodic FP LWAs.

O7.

Design of a 2D FP LWA with simultaneous and independent electronic-steering in
azimuth and elevation employing a tuneable HIS and the EBG electronic-routing
mechanism.

1.3. Thesis Outline and Original Contributions
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1.3 Thesis Outline and Original Contributions
In this section, the organization of the thesis is given in order to sum up the principal aspects
and contributions demonstrated in each chapter. The principal contents have been divided in
four chapters which cover chronologically each step followed during the development of the
investigation. Next, a brief description of the work described in each chapter is given.
In Chapter 2, the analysis and design of an original half-space electronic-steering 1D FP LWA
is performed. This 1D antenna demonstrate its capability to electronically scan continuously a
fan beam in the directive plane at the first quadrant (positive angles), just employing a tunable
High Impedance Surface (HIS) loaded with varactor diodes. After an introduction to the state of
the art in electronic beam-steering LWAs, the bases on LWAs and FP LWAs are reviewed to
define the concepts which allow us to deal with this type of antennas. Later, the passive (nonreconfigurable) double-layer 1D FP LWA, recently proposed in [García-Vigueras 2012-II], is
analyzed to explain the control mechanisms which have inspired the starting hypothesis of the
reconfiguration mechanism of our electronically-steerable antenna. Then, we move on the
structure of the proposed reconfigurable 1D FP LWA. An efficient modal dispersion analysis is
performed by a TEN of the structure, and a characterization method is developed to integrate the
effect of the reflective surfaces which comprise the FP cavity. Experimental results obtained
from a fabricated prototype are shown to demonstrate the proof of concept. Also an efficiency
analysis gives interesting information about the effect of losses due to varactors and materials.
Finally, a study of the pattern bandwidth has been performed to analyze the effect of beamsquint in fixed-frequency beam-steering reconfigurable antennas. The fulfillment of objectives
O1, O2, O3 and O4 are here pursued.
In Chapter 3, it is presented the analysis and design of a novel full-space electronic-steering 1D
FP LWA. The structure of this antenna is derived from the previous half-space antenna, which
in this case is excited from its center and divided in two independently controllable sections to
achieve continuous scanning of the beam direction from positive (first quadrant) to negative
angles (second quadrant), besides broadside radiation. To do so, leaky waves launched from the
central source are rerouted by a novel concept baptized as electromagnetic band-gap (EBG)
electronic-routing mechanism which is based on the electronic tunability of the EBG properties
arisen in periodic FP structures. Thus, this mechanism, along with the electronic beam-steering
properties demonstrated in Chapter 2, grant the continuous full-space steering capability to the
antenna. Simulations and a fabricated prototype demonstrate the scanning properties of the
antenna and its maximum scanning range. The objectives aimed in this chapter are O5 and O6.
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In Chapter 4, a two-dimensional version of the previous full-space electronic steering 1D
antenna is considered to conceive for first time a 2D FP LWA with simultaneous scanning in
elevation and azimuth. The structure is excited from its center and is loaded with a tunable HIS
divided in four sectors tuned independently. This antenna is illuminated by cylindrical leaky
waves which would generate in a normal homogeneous/symmetrical FP LWA a high-directive
pencil beam at broadside or a conical beam when the pencil beam is scanned off broadside.
However, thanks to the electronic-steering properties and the EBG electronic-routing concept
presented in previous chapters, it has been demonstrated how a 2D FP LWA with a single
central excitation (a stacked patch antenna in this case) is able to scan in azimuth and elevation
its pencil beam as a function of the four control signals which bias the varactors of each one of
the tuning sectors. Thus, a discrete azimuth scanning at eight different angles is obtained,
whereas continuous scanning in elevation is achieved. A prototype has been fabricated and
measured demonstrating the proof of concept. Objective O7 is here accomplished.
Finally, in Chapter 5 the most relevant results are compiled. Also, some comments on limiting
factors of the presented antennas and short-term research perspectives are provided.

Chapter 2 Half-Space Electronic-Steering
1D FP LWA
In this chapter it is performed the analysis and design of a novel fixed-frequency electronic
scanning one-dimensional (1D) Fabry-Pérot Leaky Wave Antenna (FP LWA). This antenna is
able to electronically control its fan beam direction in the first (positive) quadrant. The structure
is implemented in hybrid technology, which results from the combination of a metallic
waveguide and two periodic surfaces: a Partially Reflective Surface (PRS), and a tunable High
Impedance Surface (HIS) loaded with varactors. The PRS confers the leaky-wave nature to this
structure, whereas the tunable HIS will be responsible for the electronic control of the pointing
angle. An efficient modal dispersion analysis based on a Transverse Equivalent Network (TEN)
has been employed to analyze and design the antenna performance in a fast and accurate way.
The analysis and characterization of the frequency selective surfaces (FSS) which compose the
PRS and HIS is essential for the dispersion studies and the final design of the antenna. To this
purpose, some techniques proposed in recent works based on the pole-zero expansion method
have been employed and also extended for the analysis of tunable frequency selective surfaces
(FSS) loaded with lumped elements, such as the varactors employed in the tunable HIS. An
efficiency analysis has been carried out to analyze the radiation efficiency and lossy effects of
varactors and dielectric substrates as a function of the operating point (scanning angle) of the
reconfigurable antenna. Also, in order to analyze the pattern bandwidth of the antenna, a simple
theoretical formulation has been derived, applicable to any reconfigurable beam-steering LWA,
to estimate the maximum instantaneous bandwidth of the proposed antenna. A prototype of the
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electronic-steering 1D FP LWA has been fabricated to operate at 5.6GHz, obtaining very good
results between measurements, simulations and theory and demonstrating an electronicallycontrolled scanning region from θRAD=9.2º to θRAD=34.2º with a maximum bandwidth of 2.22%.
From the general objectives enlisted previously, the following ones will be aimed in this
chapter:
O1.

Design of a reconfigurable 1D FP LWA with half-space electronic-steering employing a
tunable HIS.

O2.

Characterization of FSSs loaded with tunable elements by the extended pole-zero
expansion method.

O3.

Efficient modal dispersion analysis of FP LWAs loaded with tunable FSS with lumped
elements.

O4.

Analysis of the pattern bandwidth of reconfigurable beam-steering FP LWAs.

The chapter is organized as follows:
In Section 2.1, an introduction to the state of the art on electronically-steerable LWAs is
presented. In order to contextualize and deal with the design of the reconfigurable LWAs
presented in this thesis, Section 2.2 is aimed to introduce basic concepts about LWAs and an
overview on their classification. Section 2.3 focuses on the passive (non-reconfigurable) doublelayer 1D FP LWA presented in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]. After a general introduction to
Fabry-Pérot LWAs, the essential radiation principles and main results derived from the analysis
of the passive 1D FP LWA are reviewed. These results will be essential for the proper
comprehension of the reconfigurable structures presented in this thesis. Section 2.4 shows the
reconfigurable structure proposed in this chapter: an electronic-steering 1D FP LWA constituted
by a PRS and a tunable HIS with varactors. Its geometry and initial hypothesis about its
working principle are described in this section. Also, it is summarized the general methodology
followed for the analysis and design of the antennas presented in this thesis. Later, Section 2.5
focuses on the characterization of the FP LWA by a TEN, in order to analyze the structure, and
the characterization of the FSS by equivalent admittances applying a pole-zero method. Section
2.6 demonstrates theoretically and by simulation the effect of the tunable HIS for the electronic
control of the pointing angle, and the effect of the height of the FP cavity to optimize the
dynamic scanning range. A fabricated prototype and experimental results are shown in Section
2.7, confirming the initial hypothesis and validating the theoretical results. Finally, Section 2.8
and 2.9 are dedicated to the analysis of the efficiency and pattern bandwidth of the antenna
respectively. Main conclusions of the chapter are summarized in Section 2.10.

2.1 Introduction
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Beam-steering is a property of some directional reconfigurable antennas which allows to control
the direction of its main beam. This functionality is highly desired for different communication
and

RF sensing systems

increasingly common in the

actual

panorama

of

the

telecommunications (interference avoidance, adaptability, indoor communications, radar,
surveillance, radio astronomy, medical imaging, tracking, localization, communication
maintenance, etc. ([Bernhard 2005])). As aforementioned in Chapter 1, leaky-wave antennas
(LWAs) have great potential to integrate this property.
Frequency scanning has been one of the very first attractions of LWAs. This property allows to
control the beam direction as the antenna operating frequency is swept. Frequency scanning is
inherent to the dispersive nature of LWAs and has been widely studied for several leaky-wave
structures ([Fralich 1992], [Hu 2000], [Oliner 1979, 1985], [Walter 1965]…) and exploited for
some scanning applications ([Bernhard 2005], [Oliner 2007]). However, many wireless
communications and modern telecommunication systems normally require operate at fixed
frequency at a given frequency band defined by the spectrum regulators (e.g. for establishing
fixed point-to-point communication links, or maintaining the communication with a moving
target). In these cases, the inherent frequency-scanning property of LWAs has very limited
applicability, being necessary other mechanisms which allow to steer the beam operating at the
fixed frequency of interest. In this context, electronic beam-scanning LWAs have arisen to
achieve steering of the main beam with the structure simplicity and low cost features of these
antennas. The aforementioned high dispersive nature which grants frequency scanning to
LWAs, is precisely the property which also confers their potential for fixed-frequency
electronic-steering reconfigurability. Fixed-frequency electronic steering of a LWA has been
usually achieved by introducing in some way electronically-tunable elements, such as electronic
switches (e.g., pin diodes, RF MEMS), tunable devices (e.g., varactors or FET transistors) or
tunable materials (ferroelectric, plasma, liquid crystal, graphene…), in the leaky structure, what
allows to alter in a controlled way the dispersion characteristics of the leaky guide ([Suntives
2012]), and hence vary the leaky-mode complex propagation constant at the fixed frequency of
interest. As the leaky-mode phase constant is related with the pointing angle of the antenna, a
change in its pointing direction R ([Oliner 2007]) is resulted. Following this hypothesis, several
proposals and technologies have been presented in recent decades to create fixed-frequency
electronic scanning LWAs. For instance, PIN diodes have been added to dielectric rod onedimensional (1D) LWAs ([Horn 1980], [Huan 2000]) or microstrip LWAs ([Chang 1999],
[Karmokar 2013]), obtaining a discrete change in R. Similar discrete changes are reported when
introducing photosensitive switches in dielectric slab LWAs ([Alphones 1995]), or electronic
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switches in multi-port microstrip LWAs ([Li 2006, 2008]). Continuous scan of the main beam
has been obtained employing tunable materials, such as ferrite LWAs ([Maheri 1988], [Varadan
1994]), microstrip LWAs over a ferroelectric substrate ([Yashchyshyn 2005-I], [Lovat 2007]),
by respectively using magnetic/electric fields. Also photoinduced plasma grating LWAs
([Manasson 1995]) or microstrip LWAs loaded with photosensitive silicon substrates ([Zuliani
2004]) has been conceived employing optical signals to control RAD. Other tunable materials,
such as plasma ([Kallel 2013]), liquid crystal, usually employed for mm-wave applications
([Matsuzawa 2005, 2006], [Roig 2013]), or semiconductor substrates with surface PIN diodes
(S-PIN) ([Fathy 2003], [Manasson 2010], [Yashchyshyn 2009, 2010]) have been also employed
([Taylor 2003-I], [Yashchyshyn 2005-II]). Recently, a graphene-composed LWA for beamsteering at THz frequencies has been proposed by virtue of the tunability of graphene’s
conductivity ([Esquius-Morote 2014]). Also, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have
been proposed for continuous beam-scanning LWAs ([Zvolensky 2010], [Chicherin 2011-I],
[Matsuzawa 2007]). However, the most used active device to electronically control 1D LWAs
in the microwave range is the varactor diode, which has been applied to multitude of leaky lines
as the slotline ([Chen 2002]), the first higher-order mode microstrip line ([Noujeim 2003]), the
composite right-left handed (CRLH) microstrip line ([Lim 2004-I,2004-II]), the microstrip logperiodic line [Augustin 2005], the half-mode microstrip line [Archbold 2010],[Ouegraogo
2011], and the half-mode substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) ([Suntives 2011, 2012]). Also,
electronically tunable metasurfaces etched on grounded dielectric substrates have been
employed for beam-scanning purposes in [Sievenpiper 2005]. Recently, a two-dimensional
Fabry-Pérot LWA constituted by a ground plane and a tunable metasurface excited by a phased
array has demonstrated electronic scanning of its pencil beam in the E-plane ([Ourir 2009],
[Burokur 2013]). In [Debogovik 2014-II], a similar FP LWA is proposed to scan its pencil beam
in the H-plane by controlling the phase difference applied to the small phased array employed to
excite the FP cavity.
In this work, it is proposed a new configuration of electronically reconfigurable 1D LWA to
achieve fixed-frequency beam steering, which is based on the passive (non-reconfigurable) 1D
Fabry-Perot (FP) leaky-waveguides recently proposed in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]. The
structure is composed of two periodic surfaces: a Partially Reflective Surface (PRS) and a High
Impedance Surface (HIS). Varactors have been added to the HIS substrate in order to achieve
electronic control of the pointing angle. Next, bases on general LWAs are introduced in Section
2.2. Later, in Section 2.3 it is reviewed the passive 1D FP LWA presented in [García-Vigueras
2012-II]. These concepts will be crucial to introduce the reconfigurable half-space electronicsteering FP LWA proposed in Section 2.4, and will ease the general comprehension of the
starting hypothesis and the concepts demonstrated in this thesis.

2.2 Leaky-Wave Antennas
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LWAs can be classified inside a more general class of antennas, called travelling wave antennas
([Walter 1965]). These antennas basically employ the travelling waves which propagate through
its structure as the main radiation mechanism. LWAs are capable of producing narrow beams,
with the beamwidth limited by the size of the structure. The power of these waves is radiated, or
“leaked”, continuously as they propagate ([Oliner 2007]), so that they are commonly known as
leaky waves. The principal advantage of LWAs is their simplicity, in terms of structure and
excitation, and their high-gain radiation characteristics. The structure can be obtained from a
simple type of open guide, for example, an open waveguide with a slot or periodic holes in the
narrow wall ([Hansen 1940], [Hines 1957]), dielectric rods (e.g. [Peng 1978]), a microstrip line
properly excited with the higher order mode (e.g. [Menzel 1979]), etc. Several types of LWA
can be found detailed in [Oliner 2007]).
According to Marcuvitz ([Marcuvitz 1956]), who described for first time a theory which
explained the nature of leaky waves, a leaky wave can be considered as a natural propagation
mode (leaky mode) of an open guide. As any propagation mode, it can be characterized by a
propagation constant, but due to the losses caused by the leakage of power which these waves
suffers as they propagate, this constant will be always complex (𝑘𝑧 =  − 𝑗𝛼), even if the
guiding structure is lossless, consisting of both a phase constant β and an attenuation constant α
([Jackson 2008]). The mechanism of radiation of a LWA is quite different from other types of
travelling wave antennas and must not be confused. Fig. 2.2.1(a) represents a classical example
of leaky-wave antenna. As previously explained, this antenna is characterized by a natural leaky
wave which in this case is excited by the slot etched along the waveguide in the example
([Hansen 1940]). On the other hand, Fig. 2.2.1(b) shows a surface-wave antenna. These
antennas support surface waves which propagate along the structure, but its radiation is not
produced by the own dispersion nature of the wave, but due to the diffraction and refraction
mechanisms caused at discontinuities, such as the presented at the end of a dielectric waveguide,
as observed in the example. These antennas are usually more complex to characterize than
leaky-wave antennas and require of a dielectric medium which allows the propagation of
surface waves. Finally, another type of travelling wave antenna, the slotted waveguide antenna,
is presented in Fig. 2.2.1(c). This antenna consists of an arrangement of resonant slots
(approximated λ/2 length) which couple energy from the mode of the rectangular waveguide to
free space. Due to its resonant nature, these antennas are not properly considered as LWAs since
leaky waves are not associated to resonant structures, although their radiation mechanism might
be also explained from the leaky-wave theory viewpoint when these slots are becoming nonresonant ([Oliner 2007]).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.2.1 Types of travelling wave antennas. (a) Leaky-wave antenna. (b) Surface-wave
antenna. (c) Slot-waveguide antenna (Fig. 2.18 in [Gómez 2006-I]).
As aforementioned, one important feature of LWAs is that the principal characteristics of the
narrow beams produced by a LWA can be controlled by the leaky-mode propagation constant.
As a general rule, it was observed that the beam angle (θRAD) of the pattern will be controlled by
the phase constant, whereas the beamwidth (Δθ) is governed by the attenuation constant (also
called leakage constant) of the leaky mode and the size of the antenna, as discussed below.
Because of the relation between the phase constant with the pointing angle, and the inherent
frequency dispersion which leaky waves usually suffer through the guiding-structure (as any
propagation mode in a frequency-dependent transmission line) LWAs have the inherent
property of frequency scanning, aforementioned in the previous section. However, it is worth to
note that frequency scanning may turn into a double-edged sword for some fixed-frequency
applications because it reduces the pattern bandwidth of the antenna (PBW). The PBW, which
we will talk about more in detail in Section 2.9, can be defined from the frequency range over
which the gain in a fixed observation direction is within 3dB of that at the optimum frequency
([Balanis 2005]). The beam squint (measured in deg/Hz) of a LWA depends on the type of
guiding structure employed ([Sievenpiper 2005]), being higher in partly dielectric-filled guides.
In general, it has been observed that all common leaky-wave guides have a high beam squint,
which reduces the PBW to a few percent. As can be thought, this issue represents one of the
limitations of this type of antennas, which could be slightly mitigated with low-directive
antennas with a wider beamwidth. In this sense, several works have analyzed this problem in
detail to enhance the overall bandwidth of some types of LWAs ([Boutayeb 2007], [Bruni
2007], [Feresidis 2006], [Neto 2003], [Hosseini 2011], [Lovat 2006-II], [Mateo-Segura 2014],
[Yuehe 2012], [Zhao 2005]), achieving wider bandwidth (10%-15% in X band) for antennas
pointing at a fixed angle. However, this issue still exists for LWAs which require of
simultaneous

wideband,

high-directive

and

fixed-frequency

pattern-reconfigurable

functionalities, such as long-range wideband communication systems. Nevertheless, many
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applications which operate at fixed frequency require of narrow band ([Bernhard 2005]),
making LWAs very good candidates.
In next subsections, main concepts on LWAs are presented. In particular, in Section 2.2.1, the
basic principles which govern physics of leaky waves and the radiation of LWAs are presented.
In addition, some design equations employed in this thesis, and which allow a better
comprehension of the concepts here explained, are also presented in this subsection. Later, in
Section 2.2.3, general classification of LWAs is described, presenting some examples of
complex transmission lines. Finally, it is introduced the category in which the reconfigurable FP
LWAs presented in this thesis can be classified, according to its geometry and principle of
radiation.
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2.2.1 Principles of LWAs
In order to introduce the principles and main relations which define LWAs, Fig. 2.2.2(a) depicts
an example of a generic one-dimensional (1D) LWA which is supporting a leaky wave
propagating along its longitudinal direction (y-axis). In principle, it will be assumed that this
LWA is dielectric-filled with a permittivity εr>1 (greater than the air permittivity in free space)
and will be considered narrow in the x-direction, so no propagation is produced along this axis,
assuming a one-dimensional leaky-line oriented exclusively along the y-axis.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.2.2 Scheme of generic one-dimensional (1D) dielectric-filled guiding structure which
supports a propagating (a) leaky wave and (b) a surface wave.
In this example, the complex propagation constant of the leaky wave is expressed as:
𝑘𝑦 = 𝑦 − 𝑗𝛼𝑦

(2.2.1)

where the real part y is the phase constant which defines the evolution of the wave phase along
the guide in radians per meter (rad/m), and the imaginary part y is referred to the attenuation
(leakage) constant related to the radiation losses per meter (nep/m) occurred along the antenna
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aperture (in addition to the ohmic losses due to conductors and/or dielectrics, which are
assumed zero in a lossless case).
Assuming the case of a uniform (non-tapered) 1D LWA, any field component close to the
aperture can be expressed as:
𝜓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝜓0 (𝑥, 𝑧)𝑒 −𝑗𝑘𝑦 𝑦 = 𝜓0 (𝑥, 𝑧)𝑒 −𝑗𝛽𝑦 𝑦 𝑒 −𝛼𝑦 𝑦

(2.2.2)

From (2.2.2), it can be observed that the field distribution (the illumination) on the antenna will
be determined by the longitudinal propagation constant ky, being the phase shift defined by the
phase constant (y), whereas the amplitude decays exponentially as a function of the attenuation
constant (y). Thereby, the far field (radiation pattern) generated by a LWA (which can be
calculated in the usual fashion as the Fourier transform of the aperture field distribution) will be
ultimately determined by the propagation constant of the leaky mode which illuminate the
aperture. In this context, it is interesting to note that some of the most outstanding radiation
pattern characteristics of a LWA, such its pointing angle (θRAD) or beamwidth (Δθ-3dB), can be
approached from the phase and leakage constants of the leaky mode.
On one hand, the pointing angle, which defines the main radiation direction of the leaky wave,
can be related to the longitudinal phase constant from a simple ray optics viewpoint. Observing
Fig. 2.2.2(a), it is seen that such direction is defined by the longitudinal (y) and vertical (z)
phase constants, which both together define the phase vector of the radiated wave in free space
(𝑘⃗0 = 𝑦 𝑦̂ + 𝑧 𝑧̂ ). Thus, the phase vector makes an angle, referred as the radiation (pointing)
angle (θRAD) with respect to the z-axis defined by a simple trigonometric function ([Jackson
2008]):
tan(𝜃𝑅𝐴𝐷 ) = 𝑦 /𝑧

(2.2.3)

If the attenuation constant y is small (y<<y), the angle θRAD is given to a good approximation:
sin(𝜃𝑅𝐴𝐷 ) ≈ 𝑦 /𝑘0

(2.2.4)

with k0 being the wavenumber of free space. Also it is worth noting that from this equation it
can be easily derived that radiation from a leaky wave only can be produced if it is satisfied
𝑦

|𝑘 | < 1
0

(2.2.5)

This inequality is referred as the radiation condition and means that a leaky wave must be a
fast wave, i.e. a wave with a phase velocity greater than speed of light, as stated below:
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𝑤

𝑣𝑝 =  =
𝑦

2𝜋𝑓

𝑦

=

2𝜋𝑐0 /𝜆0

𝑦

=

𝑐0
𝑦 /𝑘0

𝑦

> 𝑐0 ⇔ |𝑘 | < 1
0

(2.2.6)

If Eq.(2.2.6) is not satisfied, the guide-structure stops behaving as a LWA, and starts supporting
another type of travelling waves called surface waves, which propagate with a phase constant
greater than the free space propagation constant ( 𝑦 > 𝑘0 ) (hence they are also called slow
waves). A generic dielectric-filled guiding structure supporting a slow wave can be observed in
Fig. 2.2.2(b). Given their slow nature, in general these waves will be only supported by partlydielectric filled structures which have materials with a dielectric permittivity greater than air
(εr>1) in order to get phase velocities less than c0. Thus, empty-filled waveguides will not be
able to propagate them as we will show later. Although surface waves are not associated to a
leakage as they propagate, as leaky waves, they also can produce radiation due to refraction and
diffraction phenomena produced at discontinuities along the structure (such as bumps,
imperfections, or discontinuity at the end of the line, as observed in Fig. 2.2.1(b)) ([Tamir 1963I], [Oliner 1979] [Oliner 2007], [Jackson 2008]).
On the other hand, the leakage constant αy can be related with the beamwidth Δθ-3dB obtained by
a LWA. From the simple structure of Fig. 2.2.2(a), and definition of the near fields in
Eq.(2.2.2), it can be seen that the amplitude of the fields illuminating the LWA aperture decays
as a function of y given the excitation of the example of Fig. 2.2.2(a). Also, it is well known
that the directivity (beamwidth) of an antenna depends on its physical size. Hence, a large y,
which implies a large leakage rate and a short effective aperture length (LA) illumination, will
produce a radiation beam with a large beamwidth. Conversely, a low y results in a long
effective aperture and a narrow beam, provided the physical aperture is sufficiently long
([Oliner 1993]). Next equation verifies this relationship of the beamwidth with the effective
aperture length and the leakage constant ([Oliner 2007]):
𝛥𝜃 ≈ 𝐿

1
𝐴 /𝜆0 ∙𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑅𝐴𝐷 )

(2.2.7)

where λ0 is the wavelength of the operating frequency of the antenna. It is also worth to note
that for a finite and fixed antenna aperture, if y is small, the beamwidth is determined primarily
by the fixed aperture LA, and y influences the beamwidth only secondarily. In such scenario,
what will be affected strongly by the value of y is the efficiency of radiation (𝜂RAD). The
radiation efficiency of a LWA ([Goldstone 1959]) can be estimated as the total power radiated
over the total power in the antenna, and it is also related to y as:
𝜂𝑅𝐴𝐷 = 1 − 𝑒 2𝛼𝑦 𝐿𝐴

(2.2.8)
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The LWA aperture length is usually designed for a radiation efficiency 𝜂RAD=0.9, so that 90% of
the energy must be radiated and the remaining 10% absorbed by a matched load placed at the
end of the guide ([Oliner 2007]). In such a case, it can be approximated from Eq.(2.2.8) that
([Oliner 2007]):
0.183
𝑦 /𝑘0

𝐿𝐴 /𝜆0 ≈ 𝛼

(2.2.9)

which demonstrates the inverse relationship between the leakage constant αy and the effective
aperture length LA. Finally, substituting Eq.(2.2.9) in Eq.(2.2.7) a direct relation between y and
Δ is obtained:
𝛥𝜃 ≈

𝛼𝑦 /𝑘0
0.183∙𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑅𝐴𝐷 )

(2.2.10)

From this equation it is readily observed that high-directive antennas (low beamwidth) can be
achieved by a low value of y and the proper aperture length.
Eq.(2.2.4-2.2.10) can be considered some of the principal equations to deal with the design of
LWAs. These equations allow us to predict in a simple and accurate way some of the main
characteristics of the radiation pattern and efficiency of the antenna, what is also another
attractive of LWAs, since it does not require of heavy computational cost, what is very useful
from a practical point of view. However, for such predictions it is inherently necessary to know
the propagation constant of the supported leaky modes by a dispersion analysis of the open
structure. Several techniques have been developed to compute this dispersion for different open
structures ([Walter 1965], [Hessel 1969], [Tamir 1956-I, II, 1969], [Menzel 1979], [Oliner
1979], [Oliner 2007]). Thus, the prediction of the dispersion diagrams is quite important to
analyze how the leaky-mode propagation constant varies as a function of frequency or some
physical parameter of interest for the design of the antenna structure, what will also be of great
interest for the design of the structures presented here, as will see. In addition, it is worth to note
that other interesting advantage of LWAs is given precisely by the guiding structure of the
antenna, which can allow in many occasions some type of physical modulation or tapering
technique, to control the leaky-mode propagation constant, and hence the field distribution of
the aperture with a higher degree of freedom ([Oliner 2007]). In general, the aperture field of a
uniform LWA with strictly uniform geometry (with no physical variations along the
propagation direction) has an exponential decay (usually slow) of the fields’ amplitude,
generating a radiation pattern with sidelobe level poor. However, other LWAs present a nonuniform (tapered) structure ([Oliner 19569], [Burghignoli 2003], [Gómez 2011-I], [GarcíaVigueras 2012-II], [Maci 2011], [Martínez-Ros 2012-I, 2013-I]…) along its guiding structure,
modulating the phase and/or attenuation constant of the leaky wave as it propagates by
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dispersion engineering techniques. Thus, tapered LWAs in different technologies have been
conceived to reduce side lobe level (e.g. [Honey 1956], [Maci 2011], [Minatti 2011] [Oliner
1959]…), enhance aperture efficiency (e.g. [García-Vigueras 2012-II]), or conceive other more
exotic devices, such as conformal antennas (e.g. [Gómez 2011-II], [Losito 2007]), focusing
lenses (e.g. [Monnai 2011], [Martinez-Ros 2013-II], [Gómez 2013-II]), broadbeam antennas
([Gómez 2011-III]), null-pointed antennas (e.g. [Gómez 2010]), etc.
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2.2.2 Frequency Dispersion of LWAs
In general, for any LWA, both y and y are functions dependent on frequency (𝛽𝑦 (𝑤), 𝛼𝑦 (𝑤)).
From the dispersion-diagram response of the classical LWA presented in Fig. 2.2.3, this
dependence is evidenced and different propagation regimes can be distinguished. The definition
of cutoff, radiation and bounded regimes of a leaky-wave antenna can be found in books such as
[Oliner 2007], or other interesting papers such as [Tamir 1963-I], [Oliner 1979, 1986-I and II,
1987], [Bagby 1993], [Lin 1997] or [Gomez 2006-III]. These references lead to the following
background knowledge necessary to work with leaky waves. As an illustrative example, Fig.
2.2.3 shows the evolution with frequency of the normalized phase and leakage constants (y/k0
and y/k0, respectively) which correspond to the first mode propagated by a one-dimensional
dielectric-loaded LWA such as presented in Fig. 2.2.2(a). For the characterization of the
different propagation regimes we will consider the lossless case (ideal dielectric materials and
metals).

Fig. 2.2.3 Example of classical frequency-dispersion diagram in a uniform 1D dielectric-filled
LWA. Leaky-mode propagation regimes.
The cutoff frequency of the leaky mode is located where y=y, that in the example corresponds
to fc. At this point it is considered that the leaky mode starts propagating through the structure.
The leaky wave turns into a surface wave when y/k0=1 at fs (where the bounded regime starts).
Between these two important frequencies (marked in Fig. 2.2.3), the radiation regime is located.
Here, the radiation condition Eq.(2.2.5) is satisfied, and thus, the leaky-mode energy is leaked to
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the angle θRAD (related to the phase constant by Eq.2.2.4), which in principle can be scanned
from nearly 0º to 90º, hence the frequency scanning property of LWAs ([Oliner 2007]). The
minimum value of θRAD is produced at the cutoff frequency, which is normally near broadside
(θRAD≈0º). As previously explained, the bounded regime is characterized by zero leakage
(αy/k0=0), in coherence with the solid red line in Fig. 2.2.3 (considering a lossless case), and so,
no leaky-wave radiation is here produced. Note that in a lossy case, αy will not be null in this
region, but it accounts just for the ohmic losses of materials, but not for radiation losses.
However, the cutoff regime (also named reactive region) is characterized by values of αy greater
than y. This sharp increment of αy below the cutoff frequency does not represent an increase of
the radiation rate of the leaky wave, but an increment in the reactive rate caused by the
attenuation of the fields at the waveguide input, since no leaky modes can be supported by the
guide below such frequency ([Gomez 2005-I], [Lin 1997], [Oliner 2007]).

Fig. 2.2.4 Comparison between dispersion in a partly dielectric-filled waveguide LWA and an
air-filled empty waveguide LWA (Fig. 11.3 in [Oliner 2007]).
In the case of air-filled guides, this scanning behavior is similar in principle but differ
somewhat. When an empty-filled guiding structure is employed, no surface-wave transition is
possible, since both free space and waveguide mediums have the same permittivity, and so no
air-dielectric interface exists to support the propagation of surface waves, as aforementioned
([Oliner 2007]). This is qualitatively shown in Fig. 2.2.4, where the classical dispersion of an
empty waveguide (blue solid line) and a partly dielectric-filled waveguide (red solid line) are
shown. It is observed that when the waveguide is air-filled, as the frequency is increased, the
normalized phase constant tends to one, but never reaching this value. However, partly
dielectric-filled guides exceed this point, becoming to an asymptotic dispersion diagram
bounded by the square root of the dielectric permittivity of the medium (𝛽𝑦 /𝑘0 = √𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 ).
Therefore, it can be concluded that LWA configurations based on a conventional empty
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waveguide will be dominated by fast waves relative to the free-space velocity, avoiding slow
waves can arise, what will limit the maximum scanning range at endfire angles (close to 90º).
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2.2.3 Classification of LWAs
LWAs can be categorized according to different factors; the most common are the geometry and
principle of operation ([Jackson 2008], [Oliner 2007]). According to the geometry, we can
classify LWAs as a function of the structure type: uniform or periodic, which in turn can also be
classified as one-dimensional (1D) LWAs or two-dimensional (2D) LWAs.
The principal distinction between a 1D and a 2D LWA falls on the antenna aperture electrical
dimensions. As previously explained, the far field radiation pattern form produced, will be a
function of the aperture size and also on the field distribution with which the leaky wave
illuminates the antenna aperture.
An example of 1D LWA is presented in Fig. 2.2.5. In this case, the longitudinal direction of the
antenna is oriented along the y-axis, while it is electrically short in the orthogonal plane. An
ideal x-polarized source excites the structure from one end. In this case, the leaky wave will
propagate through the longitudinal direction, giving a natural exponential distribution field on
the aperture (as was also shown in the example presented in Fig. 2.2.2(a)). Thus, due to this
antenna is electrically long in the y direction, and short in the orthogonal one, a fan beam is
produced, narrow in the H-plane (YZ plane) and wide in the E-plane. The principal cut planes of
a typical fan beam can be observed in Fig. 2.2.6. In this case, the beam is narrow in the H-plane,
given the long electrical dimension of the structure in the y direction. It is worth to highlight that
the wide beam obtained in the orthogonal plane can be narrower (till generate a pencil beam) as
the width of the antenna (in the direction perpendicular to the propagation; x-direction in this
example) is increased ([Honey 1959]).

Fig. 2.2.5 Scheme of 1D LWA excited from one end (Fig. 3.1.6 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
Secondly, a 2D LWA is one where the guiding structure itself has a two-dimensional surface.
These structures usually support a cylindrical leaky wave that propagates outward in the radial
direction from the source or feed ([Jackson 2008], [Oliner 2007]), as can be observed in the
scheme of Fig. 2.2.7. In principle, this type of LWA is capable of producing pencil beams
pointing at broadside, or conical beams when the antenna is pointed at a higher angle, with the
cone axis perpendicular to the aperture plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.8(a) and (b) respectively.
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Also, examples of the principal cutting planes of a pencil beam and a conical beam are depicted
in Fig. 2.2.9 and Fig. 2.2.10 respectively.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.2.6 Normalized radiation pattern in dB of 1D LWA with dimensions: a=0.5λ0, LA =6λ0,
fed at one end (ky/k0=0.6+j0.01). (a) H-plane (YZ), (b) E-plane (XZ) (Fig. 3.1.7 in [GarcíaVigueras 2012-II]).

Fig. 2.2.7 Scheme of 2D LWA excited from the center (Fig. 3.1.10 in [García-Vigueras 2012II]).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.2.8 Illustration of the type of beams produced by a 2D FP LWA: (a) a broadside pencil
beam and (b) a symmetric conical beam at an angle θ0 (Fig. 7.5 in [Jackson 2008]).
Also, LWAs can be classified as a function of its geometry. In this category, the first defined
type is the uniform LWA. Some examples of uniform 1D LWAs are presented in Fig. 2.2.11(a)
and (b). A typical example of uniform 1D LWA is an air-filled waveguide with a slot along its
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.2.11 Example of uniform LWAs: (a) Slot waveguide ([Hansen 1940]), (b) Higher order
mode microstrip LWA ([Menzel 1979]) and (d) 2D FP LWA with a stack of dielectric layers
([Jackson 1993]).
Uniform LWAs are usually associated to a radiation principle based on fundamental model of
the open guide. For example, in Fig. 2.2.11(a), the waveguide fundamental TE10 mode is a fast
wave, with β<k0. In particular, to a good approximation (assuming that the slot does not affect
the phase constant significantly),
𝛽 = √𝑘0 2 − 𝑘𝑐 2

(2.2.11)

Where kc=π/a. The radiation causes the wavenumber kz of the propagation mode within the (now
open) waveguide structure to become complex kz=β-jα. Thus, it can be concluded that uniform
structures will be usually associated to the radiation of the fundamental mode, which can
become leaky, by different radiation mechanisms ([Gómez 2005-I], [Jackson 2008], [Oliner
2007]).
The second type of geometry considered for a LWA is periodic geometry. These structures can
be obtained for example applying arrays of holes on a waveguide or arrays of strips on a
grounded dielectric slab, as presented in Fig. 2.2.12(a) and (b), respectively. Also metamaterial
LWAs are constructed by periodic unit cells, as observed in Fig. 2.2.12(c). Finally, a doublelayer (PRS-HIS) 1D FP LWA or a 2D FP LWA composed of a parallel plate with a top metallic
plate substituted by an array of patches (a frequency selective surface) can be also included by
its periodic geometry (Fig. 2.2.12(d) and (e) respectively). However, periodic-geometry LWAs
have been sub-classified in two different groups, according to the radiation principles employed
to control their radiation characteristics. Following the nomenclature employed in other
important reference books ([Jackson 2008], [Oliner 2007]), these antennas can be categorized as
“periodic” (in terms of periodicity-based) and “quasi-uniform” LWAs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 2.2.12 Example of periodic LWAs: (a) Holey waveguide ([Hines 1957]), (b) Dielectric rod
with metal strips, (c) LWA CRLH microstrip line ([Caloz 2005]), (d) Double-layer (PRS-HIS)
1D FP LWA ([García-Vigueras 2012-II]) and (e) 2D FP LWA composed of a dielectric slab
with an array of patches ([Zhao 2005-II]).
First one, as the name suggests, is based on the periodicity of the structure. An important
difference between uniform and periodic LWAs is that the dominant mode on the former is fast
(β/k0<1), while the rest are slow (β/k0>1). This principle could be applied to the case of the
dielectric-filled holey waveguide presented in Fig. 2.2.12(a) or the dielectric rod loaded with an
inductive grid depicted in Fig. 2.2.12(b). Due to periodicity, an infinity of space harmonics
([Walter 1965], [Oliner 2007]) can be considered in the structure, which contribute to the total
aperture field. Some of these harmonics may be fast, while the rest are slow; the fast space
harmonics will radiate. Each one can be characterized by a wavenumber kn=βn-jα. The relation
between the harmonics phase constants (normalized) is
𝛽𝑛 /𝑘0 = 𝛽0 /𝑘0 + 𝑛

2𝜋
𝑃

(2.2.12)

where n is an integer number (n=±1, ±2…), k0 the propagation constant in free space at the
frequency of operation, β0/k0 is the normalized phase constant associated to the n=0 fundamental
harmonic and P is the LWA periodicity. An example of the classical dispersion curves presented
by a periodic LWA is shown in Fig. 2.2.13, where it has been plotted the phase constant
associated to the n=0, n=-1 and n=-2 harmonics versus frequency. In this figure it is marked the
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frequencies at which each harmonic starts radiating (where |βn/k0|<1, points A, B and D), and
the frequencies at which they become surface waves (|βn/k0|<1, points C and E). The first aspect
that should be now highlighted is that, in contrast to the previous examples of non-periodic
LWAs, backward radiation can be now produced by the harmonics with n<0, due to the fact that
they present a negative phase constant during a certain frequency range (as it has been marked
in Fig. 2.2.13 in the case of the n=-1 harmonic). Thus, LWAs based in the radiation of the
negative higher order harmonics can scan from backward to forward angles, in contraposition to
uniform LWAs based on the fundamental mode, which are only able to scan at forward angles.
Another relevant aspect is that radiation from more than one harmonic can be produced at
certain frequencies (for example, n=0 and n=-1 radiate at different angles in the range [B, C]);
appearing the so called grating lobes regimes, where more than one main beam arise due to each
space harmonic operating in the radiation (fast) zone. Single radiation from the fundamental
harmonic can be assured if the radiation of the n=-1 harmonic starts at a frequency higher than
the one at which the n=0 harmonic becomes a surface wave (i.e., if B occurs at higher frequency
than C). The proximity between the dispersion curves may be controlled by changing the value
of P. Therefore, single radiation from the fundamental harmonic can be obtained if it is satisfied
that P<λ0 (with λ0 the wavelength at the operating frequency k0=2πf/λ0). This condition is highly
important to properly design the structure, assuring that the required space harmonic is radiating
to the desired radiation angle. Therefore, periodic LWAs based on its periodicity are usually
dielectric or partly dielectric-filled guiding structures, which are operating with the fundamental
space harmonic in its slow-wave region and a periodicity which allows to operate with the n=-1
higher order space harmonic in the fast region for scanning from backward to forward angles,
which is one of the principal advantages of these antennas.
The second principle is based in the radiation from the fundamental harmonic (β0) of the
periodic LWA, similar to the employed by uniform structures. For this reason, the structures
presented below are also categorized as quasi-uniform LWAs. As will see below, these
structures employ periodicities less than the wavelength, to avoid radiation from high order
harmonics (as previously explained). In this category, two types of periodic LWAs can be
included: metamaterial LWAs and Fabry-Pérot (FP) LWAs comprised by periodic surfaces.
Metamaterials, or so called Composite Right-Left Handed (CRLH) materials, unlike natural
Right-Handed (RH) lines, can present a negative phase constant since they can be characterized
by a simultaneous negative permittivity and permeability (ε<0 and μ<0), as was described in
[Veselago 1986]. CRLH property is achieved by periodic loadings on a host (RH) transmission
line which introduce series capacitances (Cs) and parallel inductances (Lp) to incorporate the LH
response. The term “Left-Handed” (LH), refers to the fact that the electric field, magnetic field,
and phase vectors build a left-handed triad, instead of the regular right-handed ("RH") response,
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which materials present in nature. This simultaneous LH and RH response grants to this
structures to create LWAs that are able to scan from backward to forward with the fundamental
mode of the structure, without exciting higher order harmonics, as occurred with the previous
periodic LWAs ([Caloz 2005]). At present, CRLH materials have not been found available in
nature, so that they have to be synthesized by homogeneous structures composed of a
combination of discrete unit cells (which size is much smaller than the guided wavelength at the
frequencies of interest) ([Caloz 2005], [Eleftheriades 2005]). An example of typical CRLH
LWA is presented in Fig. 2.2.12(c) ([Caloz 2005]).

Fig. 2.2.13 Dispersion in a periodic LWA (substrate with permittivity εr) (Fig. 3.1.16 in [GarcíaVigueras 2012-II]).
Finally, FP LWAs (Fig. 2.2.12(d) and (e)), can also have a periodic geometry when the
reflective surfaces which comprise the structures (the FP cavities) are constituted by some type
of periodic surface, such as an array of scatterers (frequency selective surfaces (FSSs)) and/or a
High Impedance Surface (HIS), as will see in next sections. These antennas are based neither
higher order space harmonics (the periodic reflecting surfaces are designed to be smaller than
the wavelength, and avoid radiation from higher-order harmonics) nor LH properties. In this
case, these structures operate with the resonance of the fundamental mode of the resonant FP
cavity in order to originate leaky-wave radiation. In next sections, we will focus on this type of
periodic structures and will detail their radiation principle and design considerations. In
particular, the structure and operation principles of the passive (non-reconfigurable) 1D FP
LWA presented in Fig. 2.2.12(d) will be reviewed further in detail in Section 2.3, and will be
investigated to incorporate beam-steering reconfiguration, as will be explained in Section 2.4.
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2.3 Passive 1D FP LWA
Recently, a new contribution in the field of FP LWAs was presented by García-Vigueras in her
thesis ([García-Vigueras 2012-II]). In that work it was aimed for first time the efficient
synthesis of tapered FP LWAs. To do so, they firstly focused on the double-layered FP antenna
proposed in [Feresidis 2005]; both periodic layers (PRS and HIS) were studied and modulated
in order to synthesize any aperture illumination by tapering techniques. The achievement of this
goal lead to design 1D and 2D FP LWAs with high aperture efficiency, while assuring high
radiation efficiency to minimize diffraction and standing waves (in particular best results
demonstrated radiation and aperture efficiency rates over 80% for a tapered 2D FP LWA). In
order to achieve the previous main objective, several specific steps were followed progressively.
Firstly, the periodic layers that form the PRS and HIS of the FP LWA were properly
characterized. It is extremely important that these layers are accurately modeled by equivalent
pseudo-analytical closed-form expressions that can be later employed for the characterization of
the whole FP structure. Secondly, the analysis and design of uniform FP LWA was carried out
by a useful tool which was developed, based on the Transverse Resonance Method (TRM), for
the efficient and accurate analysis of these structures. A complete dispersion analysis of the
uniform structure was performed in order to find the way to control the propagation of the
constituent leaky waves. Thirdly, modulated (tapered) FP LWAs were synthesized. In the
second and third steps, the one-dimensional scenario was firstly considered as an approximation
of the two-dimensional counterpart.
In this thesis, we focus on the initial double-layer passive (non-reconfigurable) 1D FP LWA
which was proposed in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]. The principal characteristic of this antenna is
its structure simplicity and the possibility of synthesizing almost any type of aperture
distribution by the proper design of the dipole-based frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) which
compose the PRS and HIS layers which comprise the FP cavity. The double-layer structure of
the reconfigurable antenna proposed in this chapter, and the ones presented in next ones, will be
based on the radiation principles of this structure. For this reason, this section is dedicated to
present this passive 1D structure and principal conclusions derived from [García-Vigueras
2012-II]. Next, a brief overview on FP LWAs history and state of the arte is firstly given, in
order to contextualize this work.
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2.3.1 Fabry-Pérot LWAs
The structures of the reconfigurable antennas presented in this thesis are based on a particular
type of LWA popularly known in literature as Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity LWA ([García-Vigueras
2012-II], [Liu 2009], [Jackson 2008], [Oliner 2007]). The general structure of a FP LWA is
usually based on a resonant cavity (also called FP cavity) comprised between a Partially
Reflective Surface (PRS) and a grounded substrate, as depicted in Fig. 2.3.1. This configuration
is excited by an embedded low-gain radiator which may be realized in practice in a variety of
ways, with some examples being a dipole, a microstrip patch on the ground plane, a slot on the
ground plane, or a waveguide-fed aperture in the ground plane. This simple single-feed system
has allowed to obtain high gain antennas with relative low complexity and low volume, what
makes FP LWAs an attractive solution for certain applications when compared to externally fed
antennas (such as reflectors, lenses or reflectarrays), or phased arrays, which need much more
complicated feeding networks.

Fig. 2.3.1 Schematic diagram of a classical Fabry-Pérot LWA excited from the centre.
FP LWAs were firstly introduced by Trentini in 1956 ([Trentini 1956]), who discovered the
increase in directivity by placing a Partially Reflective Surface (PRS) in front of a waveguide
aperture antenna with a reflecting screen (see the original antenna scheme in Fig. 2.3.2(a) and
the designed prototypes in Fig. 2.3.2(b)). Trentini baptized this antenna as a “reflex-cavity
antenna” due to the resonant cavity comprised between the radiator ground plane and the top
PRS. However, the analysis of the structure was not originally developed from a leaky-wave
theory viewpoint, but from an optical ray approach. Indeed, these antennas were not originally
recognized as being LWAs and were originally explained from different starting points and
focuses. The term “Fabry-Pérot” was coined when these structures were explained in terms of
Fabry-Pérot resonances in the optics field, due to its analogy to the classical FP structure, where
the waves are bounced forth and back between two partially reflective mirrors ([Jackson 2008]),
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as observed in Fig. 2.3.1. Even at present, it is usual that technical works on this topic employ
the simplicity of this approach to explain their radiation mechanism in a simple way or as a
quick design guideline to obtain the initial dimensions of the FP cavity ([Feresidis 2005],
[Goussetis 2006], [Weily 2008]), but employ a leaky-wave theory viewpoint for final design
analysis. Also, investigations on 2D FP LWAs to enhance directivity of FP LWAs were
conducted in the 1980s ([Alexopoulos 1984], [Jackson 1985], [Yang 1987]). These structures
employed EBG structures as PRSs which consisted of stacks of high permittivity dielectric
layers. In this case, these structures were explained in terms of Electromagnetic Band-Gap
(EBG) effects ([Akalin 2002], [Jackson 1985, 1988, 1993], [Weily 2005-I, 2005-II, 2006, 2007I, 2007-II], [Yang 1987]), so that these particular type of FP structures are more commonly
known today as EBG resonator antennas. The analysis of this type of structure as a LWA was
done by Jackson and Oliner in the late 1980s and early 1990s ([Jackson 1988], [Jackson 1993]).
FP resonances or EBGs provide useful insights, although an explanation in terms of leaky
waves provides the most physically fundamental way to explain their operation ([Jackson
2008]).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3.2 (a) Original antenna scheme of multiple reflections between reflector and PRS and (b)
PRS-loaded designed antennas (Figs. 1 and 7 in [Trentini 1956]).
Today, it has been widely accepted that these structures can be treated as a type of LWA ([Liu
2009]), (being also referred in the literature as FP LWAs ([García-Vigueras 2012-II])) and their
performance obeys to the fundamental relations described in earlier sections of this chapter
([Walter 1965], [Hessel 1969], [Tamir 1969], [Oliner 2007]). According to the aforementioned
classification, these antennas can be classified as uniform or periodic, according to its geometry,
which depends on the type of reflecting surfaces which constitute the FP cavity. In any case,
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these antennas are usually based on the resonance of the fundamental mode excited in the
cavity, being treated as uniform or quasi-uniform LWAs, in terms of radiation principle.
Thereby, it is understood that the waves launched by the source become leaky modes [Oliner
2007] of the resonant cavity due to the leakage allowed by the top PRS. This can be
qualitatively understood from a ray optics viewpoint, as observed in Fig. 2.3.1, where leaky
waves are represented as rays bouncing off in the FP cavity. This way, energy gradually escapes
(leaks) as the leaky wave travels across the structure. Thereby, with a proper design of the
structure, leaky waves illuminate a large radiating area and consequently, an increase of
directivity of the primary low-gain source is achieved. It is worth to note that, as any resonator,
the height (H) of the FP cavity will be a determinant factor to tune its resonant frequency, and
hence the central operating frequency of the antenna. At present, because of the effect of PRS or
the FP resonator which characterize these structures, these FP LWAs are also commonly called
either PRS antennas (e.g. in [Weily 2008]) or FP resonator (FPR) antennas ([Liu 2009]).
The PRS of a FP LWA can be either composed by a uniform layer (e.g. a superstrate EBG
structure composed of a stack of dielectric layers as proposed in [Alexopoulos 1984]) or a
periodic FSS composed of some type of periodic arrangement, such as dipoles, patches, slots,
holes, etc. ([Jackson 2008], [Trentini 1957]). 1D or 2D FP LWAs can be implemented with 1D
or 2D PRS respectively. The original work of Trentini introduced the concept of 2D FP LWAs,
implementing different types of two-dimensional PRSs, such as a stack of closely spaced wires
or strips (see Fig. 2.3.2(b)). Same strip-based PRS was used by Honey in his early work
([Honey 1959]). In Honey’s work, however, the PRS was linearly arranged in one dimension
and the structure fed from one end, making Honey’s structure the first type of 1D FP LWA. As
introduced in the past section, 1D LWAs can produce in principle a fan beam, narrow in one
plane and wide in the other. However, as Honey described, if the width of the 1D antenna
(perpendicular to the direction of propagation) is sufficiently large, the 1D structure can also
produce a pencil beam, but the beam is steerable only in one plane, and the beam scan limited to
the forward quadrant (unless the structure is excited from both ends) ([Jackson 2008]). On the
other hand, 2D FP LWAs are illuminated by a cylindrical leaky wave that propagates outward
in the radial direction from the central feed and produces a pencil beam (narrow in both the Eand H-planes) pointing at broadside, or a conical beam with the cone axis perpendicular to the
aperture plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.8 (a) and (b), respectively. A 2D FP LWA provides a
simple mean to obtain a narrow pencil beam at broadside, using a simple source, what is an
advantage in terms of structure design and cost, in contrast to 2D phased arrays. However, the
pattern bandwidth of the structure can be limited, since the beam will evolve into a conical
beam as the frequency increases to scan at higher angles, resulting in a loss of gain in the
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broadside direction. This limits its applicability to systems which do not require of high
directivity, wide bandwidth or scanning requirements.
As observed, FSSs play a key role in the conception of new FP LWAs. At present, FSSs
represent one of the most investigated topics in the field of engineering and physics due to the
high amount of applications that they have, such as for the synthesis of microwave and optical
filters/resonators or enhancement of antennas. In general, a FSS is any constructed periodic
surface which possesses some kind of filtering properties for plane waves. Typical FSSs, such
as the one shown in (a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3.3(a), usually consist of a doubly periodic arrangement of planar metallic scatterers (or
its dual structure, periodic arrays of apertures made in a thin metallic surface). Many different
shapes of the FSS elements have been proposed, some of them are shown in (a)
(b)
Fig. 2.3.3(b), the election depends on the FSS application.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3.3 (a) Scheme of a patch-based free-standing FSS. (b) Some typical FSS unit cell
geometries: (1) square patch, (2) dipole, (3) circular patch, (4) cross dipole, (5) Jerusalem cross,
(6) square loop, (7) circular loop, (8) square aperture (Figs. 1 and 5 in [Mittra 1988]).
The transmission and reflection coefficients for these surfaces are dependent on the frequency
of operation and usually also depend on the polarization and the angle of incidence with which
the electromagnetic wave strikes the FSS surface. The fields scattered by a FSS will exhibit
resonances of different nature as a function of the relative dimensions of the scatterers and
periodicity with the frequency of the impinging wave. In a conventional operating regime,
where the scatterers of the FSS are comparable to the wavelength of the frequency of the
impinging wave, these surfaces may exhibit generally a total reflection (patches) or total
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transmission (apertures) when the size of the scatterer is comparable to an integer number of
half wavelength of the frequency of the impinging wave. To achieve this FSS operation, the size
and shape of the array elements are tailored in order to control the characteristics of this first
resonance, also referred as conventional resonance. If the excitation frequency is augmented, the
FSS periodicity becomes greater than the wavelength with respect to the incident wave
frequency and the apparition of grating lobes can be found ([Mittra 1988]). Then, the FSS can
be referred as a diffraction grating. Also, another phenomena which can present FSSs with
subwavelength scatterers and periodicities comparable to the wavelength, are extraordinary
transmission/reflection peaks before the onset of the first grating lobe ([Ebbessen 1998],
[Beruete 2004, 2005 and 2007-I], [Azad 2005], [García-Vigueras 2012-I, II]). These resonances
are considered “extraordinary” because they are not directly related to the electrical length of
the FSS scatterers, but to the periodicity of the array. Nevertheless, at present, most of the
application in the microwave frequency range which employ FSSs, usually design structures
comparable to the wavelength which are commonly operated around their conventional
resonance.
The applicability of FSS in the microwave antenna field was initiated at the beginning of the
XX century, when G. Marconi and C. S. Franklin patented the first FSS structure applied to the
microwave region, to act as a parabolic reflector of wire sections for wireless telegraphy
([Marconi 1919]). In [Trentini 1956], FSS were employed to design different types of PRS to
comprise the aforementioned FP LWAs (arrays of metallic patches, a metallic plate perforated
periodically with holes, a one-dimensional array of metallic wires or strips (see Fig. 2.3.2(b)). A
few years later O’Nians employed again FSS to enhance the efficiency of reflector antennas
[O’Nians 1966]. Also, boosted by the military applications, B. A. Munk and others developed
interesting work on periodic surfaces in the middle of the 60’s and 70’s ([Munk 2000]). More
recently, in the microwave field, investigations have combined FSS with guiding structures to
modify their scattering properties, changing the propagation of waves along them and achieving
diffraction characteristics such as frequency stop-bands, pass-bands or band-gaps [Sievenpiper
1999]. These structures are classified under the broad terminology of “Electromagnetic Bandgap (EBG)” structures. In this scenario, also, new structures have been invented with interesting
properties, such as quasi TEM propagation in rectangular waveguides [Seager 1999], [Yang
1999], size reduction [Goussetis 2007-II], [Caiazzo 2004] or dispersion compensation in
waveguides [Goussetis 2007-I]. In [Sievenpiper 1999], a new type of textured surface with
interesting EBG properties was conceived by placing a patch-based FSS with vias connected to
a ground plane. This structure, usually referred as High Impedance Surface (HIS), has the
interesting property of presenting a reflection coefficient with a reflection phase that can be
flexibly varied as a function of the FSS dimensions. In particular, one of the most characteristics
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operating regimes of a HIS is when it presents a reflection phase of zero degrees, behaving as an
Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC). Recently, other types of HIS (with a more simplistic
structure) have been presented, such as a grounded dielectric slab with a patch-based FSS
without vias ([Goussetis 2006-I]). HISs have been employed for multitude of applications in
microwave field. For example, absorbers have been conceived employing low-efficiency HIS
substrates which dissipate energy from impinging waves to avoid reflection and diffraction
phenomena ([Costa 2010], [Engheta 2002], [Tretyakov 2003-II]). Latest advances include also
planar polarizers which allow to filter or change electronically the polarization of an incident
wave ([Doumanis 2012, 2014]). In the antenna field, an increasing interest on FSS, and periodic
structures in general, has also arisen. In particular, last interests have been focused on the
analysis of new HIS, EBG substrates, hard and soft electromagnetic surfaces, PRSs, as well as
Left-Handed (LH) ([Caiazzo 2004]) metamaterials. Some examples of HIS applicability can be
found in [Sievenpiper 1999] or [Shumpert 1999], where the EBG properties of these structures
have been proposed to suppress non-desired surface waves or enhance the bandwidth of low
profile antennas. Also, they have been applied to attain new types of antennas, apart from FP
LWAs. For example, textured surface LWAs ([Sievenpiper 2005]), metamaterial LWAs ([Liu
2002], [Lim 2004-I, II]…) or reflectarray/transmitarray antennas ([Huan 2008]).
After Trentini, the applicability of FSS in the FP LWA field decayed till Feresidis proposed in
2001 a PRS structure based on a doubly periodic arrangement of printed-circuit scatterers
([Feresidis 2001]). Till that time, investigation on uniform 2D FP LWAs, employing dielectric
layers as PRS (the aforementioned EBG resonator antennas) were being mainly studied
([Alexopoulos 1984], [Jackson 1985], [Yang 1987], [Thevenot 1999]). However, one
disadvantage of these antennas was the higher thickness required by the stacks of dielectrics
slabs, what could be substituted by an FSS composed of a thin array of metallic scatterers. Other
similar FSS configurations were later proposed in [Zhao 2005-II and III], [Gardelli 2006],
[Guérin 2006] and [Boutayeb 2006]. By that time, a general explanation of the working
mechanism of PRS printed resonators was given in [Zhao 2005-I, II]. The same year, it was
proposed to replace the bottom grounded substrate by a HIS to reduce the cavity height
[Feresidis 2005], and hence the profile of the FP cavity. Later, FP LWAs based on a 2D wire
medium were presented in [Lovat 2006-III, IV] and [Burghignoli 2008] with interesting
dispersion properties in the E- and H planes. Recently, many other works can be found in the
literature which exploit other types of FP structures with enhanced bandwidth ([Bruni 2007],
[Feresidis 2006], [Weily 2007], [Yuehe 2012], [Mateo-Segura 2014]), dual band ([DuranSindreu 2013], [Kelly 2007], [Moghadas 2013]) or dual/circular polarizations ([Moghadas
2013], [Orr 2014], [Debogovic 2014-I]). Finally, electronic reconfiguration capabilities have
been also achieved with multi-band operation ([Burokur 2013] [Ourir 2007], [Weily 2008]),
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electronic beam-steering ([Burokur 2013], [Costa 2011], [Debogovic 2014-I, II], [Edalati 2011],
[Ourir 2009]) or electronic beam-shaping ([Edalati 2009], [Debogovic 2010, 2014-I]). In this
latter field, most reconfigurable FP LWAs based its reconfiguration mechanisms on a tunable
FSS which changes its reflection properties to reconfigure the FP cavity. For example, in [Ourir
2007, 2009] and [Burokur 2013], an electronically metamaterial PRS loaded with varactors is
employed. [Weily 2008] presents a novel 2D FP LWA with an electronically-tunable HIS with
phase-agility to change the central operating frequency of the antenna. As explained below, on
this latter work is inspired the steering mechanism principles of the antennas proposed in this
thesis.
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2.3.2 Double-layer 1D FP LWA
In Fig. 2.3.4, it is depicted a schematic of the passive 1D FP LWA presented in [GarcíaVigueras 2012-II]. The antenna is implemented in hybrid technology ([Gómez 2005-I], [GarcíaVigueras 2011-II]), which combines metallic waveguides and printed circuit boards (PCBs). In
particular, the structure of the 1D FP LWA consists of a parallel-plate waveguide (PPW) loaded
with two PCBs: a top partially reflecting surface (PRS) and a bottom high impedance surface
(HIS) (see Fig. 2.3.4 (a)). In the case of the HIS, the substrate is back-shielded by a ground
plane to achieve the special AMC response which characterizes HIS structures ([Sievenpiper
1999]). Both PCBs are formed by FSS constituted by one-dimensional periodic arrays of
resonant metallic patches printed on thin dielectric substrates. The two PCBs are separated at a
distance H, comprising a one-dimensional FP resonant cavity which allows the propagation of a
perturbed TE01 leaky mode. The dimensions of the structure (described in the caption of Fig.
2.3.4) were obtained to operate on an operating frequency band around 15GHz.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3.4 (a) Original configuration of the passive 1D Fabry-Pérot LWA and (b) Transverse
Equivalent Network proposed in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]. (a=H=11mm, S=5mm, D=1.13mm,
εPRS=εHIS=2.2, LPRS=9mm, LHIS=9mm, P=1.5 mm, Q=0.5 mm) (Fig. 3.2.1 in [García-Vigueras
2012-II]).
As demonstrated in [García-Vigueras 2011-II], this double-layer 1D (PRS-HIS) FP LWA
allows the leakage rate to be adjusted by changing the resonant length of the PRS patches (LPRS
in Fig. 2.4.1), while the resonant length of the HIS patches (LHIS in Fig. 2.4.1) controls the
pointing angle at a fixed design frequency. This is well described in the next subsections, where
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a general review on the effect of the HIS and PRS dipoles length is given from a dispersion
analysis viewpoint.
A modal analysis of the periodic structure of Fig. 2.3.4 was performed employing a full-wave
Method of Moments technique employed by the modal analysis tool P.A.M.E.L.A ([Gómez
2006-II]).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.3.5 (a) Dispersion of natural modes in the 1D FP LWA (LPRS=LHIS=10 mm) (b)
Transverse electric fields in the cross-section of the LWA for each mode (Fig. 3.2.2 in [GarcíaVigueras 2012-II]).
The leaky-mode dispersion results for the case LPRS=LHIS=10mm are plotted in Fig. 2.3.5. From
this study, it can be concluded that three different modes are present in the structure: the
horizontally polarized channel-guide mode supported by the PPW (mode 1 in Fig. 2.3.5), and
the perturbed horizontal TE01 and vertical TE10 modes of the cavity (modes 2 and 3 in Fig.
2.3.5). In the operating band (15 GHz), only modes 2 and 3 are in the fast-wave regime, while
mode 1 is a non-radiant slow-wave ([Oliner 2007]). Due to the symmetry of the structure, the
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vertically polarized mode 3 does not leak power to free space ([Gómez 2005-I, II, 2006-I, II]).
The proposed LWA has been designed to operate with the perturbed TE01 leaky-mode (mode 2
in Fig. 2.3.5(b)), with an electric field directed along the x axis in Fig. 2.3.4 in the operating
frequency band. Thus, single TE mode operation will be assured by using a horizontally
polarized feeding. To this aim, a rectangular waveguide will be operated with the classical TE01
mode of these guiding structures, to excite the FP structure. This 1D FP LWA will be excited
from one end, so one fan beam will be generated with scanning capability in one plane. The
elevation radiation angle θRAD is defined in the H-plane (ZY plane in Fig. 2.3.4) and it is
measured with respect to the z-axis. The dispersion characteristics of the structure will be
calculated considering TE polarization in the ZY plane.
The injected TE01 mode is perturbed by the dipoles of the PRS and the HIS, creating a leaky
mode which bounced back and forth between the two sheets, propagating through the guiding
structure in the y-direction. The dispersion of this leaky mode can be analyzed with a specific
tool, which was also developed in [García-Vigueras 2012-II], that is based on the Transverse
Resonance Method (TRM) and the LWA Transverse Equivalent Network (TEN) shown in Fig.
2.3.4(b), so that the complex propagation constant ky (ky=βy-jαy) is obtained for the desired
frequency and dimensions of the structure, by an efficient (in terms of computational time) and
accurate way, as will see. All the leaky-wave dispersion results presented in next subsections
have been obtained from this simple TEN, and they are validated with a Finite Element Method
(FEM) full-wave simulator ([HFSS 2011]). The TRM will be also employed in the methodology
proposed for the analysis and design of the reconfigurable FP LWAs proposed in this thesis, and
will be explained in Section 2.6.
Next, the effect of LPRS and LHIS on the pointing angle θRAD and normalized leakage rate αy/k0,
studied in detail in [García-Vigueras 2012-II], are reviewed. The conclusions derived from these
studies will be essential for the future comprehension of the principles which govern the
radiation characteristics of the reconfigurable LWAs presented later. Also, in this chapter it is
demonstrated how the synthesis of different illuminations can be performed with this doublelayer 1D FP LWA to obtain antennas with different radiation patterns.
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2.3.3 Effect of the PRS
The transparency of the PRS determines the amount of energy that reaches the top aperture of
the LWA, thus controlling the leakage rate. Fig. 2.3.6 shows the leaky-mode frequency
dispersion curves for different lengths of the PRS dipoles (the other dimensions of the LWA are
summarized in the caption of Fig. 2.3.4). Fig. 2.3.6 shows the frequency response of the
radiation angle (obtained from normalized phase constant applying Eq.(2.2.4)), and the
normalized leakage rate (αy/k0) for a double-layer (PRS-HIS) 1D LWA, with different values of
LPRS (LPRS=7, 8, 9mm) and a fixed HIS (LHIS=9mm). From these curves, it is evidenced how the
resonant length of the dipoles of the PRS (LPRS) has a minimal effect on the pointing angle
dispersion curves (θRAD), but it has a strong influence on the αy/k0. It is also shown that the
analytical results agree well with the simulated ones using FEM ([HFSS 2011]) shown in circles
in the figure.

Fig. 2.3.6 Leaky-mode frequency dispersion curves for the 1D FP LWA in Fig. 2.3.4(a) for
different values of LPRS (LHIS = 9 mm) (Fig. 3.2.3 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
This response is equal to the conventional behavior (frequency scanning) of LWAs, due to the
inherent dispersion nature of leaky-waves ([Oliner 2007]). However, the peculiarity of this airfilled LWA is found near 20 GHz, where the radiation rate becomes zero (αy=0), although the
bounded regime has not been reached yet (it can be seen that βy/k0 < 1 and the pointing angle
θRAD=asin(βy/k0) < 90º). Then, after this null-radiation point, it seems that the radiation rate
increases for higher frequencies. The physics underlying this non-conventional behavior of the
radiation rate is related to the resonant nature of the top dipole-based PRS. In particular, the null
radiation frequency is found when the dipoles at the PRS resonate. This feature is related to the
resonant nature of the top PRS. In Fig. 2.3.7, it is illustrated four different configurations of the
proposed LWA (LPRS=[4, 6, 8, 10]mm, with constant LHIS=9 mm). An additional case has been
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added, considering the 1D LWA with a metallic plate (PEC) replacing the top PRS, remaining a
closed waveguide (keeping inside a HIS with LHIS=9 mm). Fig. 2.3.7(a) shows the reflection
coefficient under the PRS (ρPRS, see Fig. 2.3.4(b)) associated to each of the studied
configurations, while Fig. 2.3.7(b) shows the frequency dispersion diagrams. When the dipoles
in the PRS resonate, this surface behaves as a PEC and |ρPRS|=1. Therefore, for each of the
studied cases the resonant frequency is located at the point in which their curves of ρPRS match
the red curve in Fig. 2.3.7 (and thus, |ρPRS|=1 is satisfied). Consequently, at these exact
frequencies, the βy/k0 curves associated to each case match the red curve in Fig. 2.3.7, and αy=0.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3.7 (a) Reflection coefficient (magnitude and phase) of a dipole-based PRS for different
values of the dipoles length (LPRS). (b) Dispersion diagram of the PRS-HIS FP LWA (Fig. 3.2.5
in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the PRS dipoles strongly affect the leakage rate of the modes
in the proposed LWA. Thus, this feature can be applied to the control of the radiation rate of the
LWA for a given design frequency. At a fixed frequency and according to the bouncing ray
model for waveguide propagation ([Pozar 2005]), the PRS reflectivity experienced by the
incident wave (ρPRS in Fig. 2.3.4(b)) is a function of the length of its resonant dipoles (LPRS)
([Feresidis 2001]), as shown in Fig. 2.3.8(a) where the frequency is chosen as 15 GHz. The
leaky-mode dispersion curves with LPRS at 15 GHz are shown in Fig. 2.3.8(b). As can be seen in
Fig. 2.3.8, the PRS dipoles resonate when LPRS=11mm, being approximately half a wavelength
of the fixed operating frequency of 15 GHz. At this length, the PRS behaves as a totally
reflective sheet (|ρPRS = 1|), a (conventional) FSS resonance occurs ([Goussetis 2006-I]) and the
leakage rate vanishes (αy/k0=0). When LPRS is decreased from 11mm, the PRS becomes more
transparent to the incident wave, thus leading to a progressive increase of the radiation rate.
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It can be concluded that the PRS dipoles strongly affect the leakage rate of the modes in the
proposed LWA. Thus, this feature can be applied to the control of the radiation rate of the LWA
for a given design frequency.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3.8 (a) Reflection coefficient of the PRS and (b) Dispersion diagram of the TE leaky
mode as a function of LPRS at fixed frequency of operation of 15GHz (Fig. 3.2.6 in [GarcíaVigueras 2012-II]).
At a fixed frequency and according to the bouncing ray model for waveguide propagation
([Pozar 2005]), the PRS reflectivity experienced by the incident wave (ρPRS in Fig. 2.3.4(b)) is a
function of the length of its resonant dipoles (LPRS) ([Feresidis 2001]), as shown in Fig. 2.3.8(a)
where the frequency is chosen as 15 GHz. The leaky-mode dispersion curves with LPRS at 15
GHz are shown in Fig. 2.3.8(b). Also, it can be seen in Fig. 2.3.8(a) that the PRS dipoles
resonate when LPRS=11mm, being approximately half a wavelength of the fixed operating
frequency of 15 GHz. At this length, the PRS resonate ([Goussetis 2006-I]), behaving as a
totally reflective sheet (|ρPRS=1|), and hence the leakage rate vanishes (αy/k0=0). When LPRS is
decreased from 11mm, the PRS becomes more transparent to the incident wave, thus leading to
a progressive increase of the radiation rate.
This phenomenon is also illustrated in Fig. 2.3.9, where the leaky-mode electric field inside the
LWA is plotted for different values of LPRS. It is seen that as LPRS is reduced from 11mm, more
energy illuminates the top aperture of the antenna, thus increasing the leakage level.
Consequently, the possibility of controlling the radiation rate by varying the PRS dipoles length
is verified. Yet, when LPRS is varied, a second order effect occurs: the pointing angle θRAD is also
altered to some extent as shown in Fig. 2.3.8(b). This deviation is due to the dependence of θRAD
on the phase of ρPRS, which also varies with LPRS as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.8(a). This issue is
addressed in the next subsection.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.3.9 (a) Transversal and (b) longitudinal electric field of the TE leaky mode for different
configurations of LPRS (15GHz) (Fig. 3.2.7 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
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2.3.4 Effect of the HIS
As previously mentioned, the bottom of the antenna is loaded with a HIS, which consists of a
dipole-based FSS on a grounded dielectric substrate. One of the first studies about these
electromagnetic surfaces can be found in [Sievenpiper 1999], where it is explained that a HIS
presents the interesting feature of exhibiting a variable input impedance. This is equivalent to
say that the waves that impinge on a HIS can experience a variable reflection phase. In
particular, this impedance varies with frequency, the angle of incidence and also with the
geometry of the scatterers ([García-Vigueras 2012-II]).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.3.10 Leaky-mode dispersion curves of the 1D FP LWA in Fig. 2.3.4(a) for different
lengths of the HIS dipoles (LHIS). (a), (b) Dispersion with frequency, (c) Dispersion with LHIS at
15GHz (Fig. 3.2.8 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
In particular, it is said that the HIS is resonating when it presents a reflection phase of zero
degrees, behaving as an Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC). This artificial surfaces are often
employed for miniaturizing waveguides, due to the fact that they can modify the effective height
of the cavity ([Feresidis 2005], [Goussetis 2006-II]). In particular, in the 1D LWA under study,
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the HIS modifies the effective height of the resonant FP cavity formed by the two PCBs and
therefore, it strongly affects the frequency dispersion curves of the TE01 leaky-mode, thus
providing the control over the pointing angle at a fixed frequency. In a bouncing ray model for
waveguide propagation, the length of the HIS dipoles (LHIS), determines the reflection phase
experienced by the waves propagating inside the waveguide ([Feresidis 2005]). Fig. 2.3.10(a)
and (b) show respectively how LHIS affects the LWA pointing angle and radiation rate, shifting
the cutoff frequency from 11 GHz to 15 GHz. For a fixed frequency, the pointing angle is
increased and the leakage rate is reduced when the cutoff frequency is decreased (higher
effective cavities) ([Oliner 2007]). Fig. 2.3.10(c) shows the dispersion curves with LHIS at the
operation frequency of 15 GHz. In this figure it is clear that by changing LHIS it is possible to
scan the pointing angle in a wide range. At this point it is worth noting an interest effect that the
HIS causes in the dispersion of the leaky modes that propagate along the cavity.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.3.11 (a) Reflection coefficient of the dipole-based HIS as a function of LHIS and (b)
Electric field pattern in the transversal section of the FP LWA in Fig. 2.3.4(a) obtained from the
TEN at 15GHz (Fig. 3.2.9 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
As it was explained in Section 2.2.1, leaky modes in empty rectangular waveguides do not reach
the surface wave regime (βy/k0>1). However, as aforementioned in the introduction, waveguides
can be loaded with engineered periodic surfaces to produce unusual dispersion characteristics
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(e.g. [Caiazzo 2004], [Goussetis 2007-I, II], [Seager 1999], [Yang 1999]…). In the case of the
1D LWA under study, the HIS allows the leaky modes reach the surface wave regime inside the
empty waveguide, as it can be seen in Fig. 2.3.10(a).In order to understand this effect, Fig.
2.3.11(a) shows the variation of the reflection phase seen by an incoming plane-wave at the HIS
interface (θHIS in Fig. 2.3.4(a)) with LHIS at 15 GHz, while Fig. 2.3.11(b) illustrates the near field
patterns inside the LWA. When LHIS=11mm (approximately half a wavelength at 15 GHz), a
FSS resonance occurs and the HIS behaves as a Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) (θHIS = -180º
in Fig. 2.3.11(a)), providing a given pointing angle of θRAD=30º (see Fig. 2.3.10(b)).

Fig. 2.3.12 Longitudinal electric field of the leaky modes for different configurations of LHIS at
15GHz (Fig. 3.2.10 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
As observed, θHIS increases as LHIS is reduced, producing a smaller effective resonant cavity (see
LHIS=7mm in Fig. 2.3.11(b)), and reducing θRAD close to broadside (θRAD=0º for LHIS=7mm in
Fig. 2.3.10(c)). Maximum pointing angle at endfire (θRAD=90º) is reached in this case for
LHIS=6.1mm in Fig. 2.3.10(c). When LHIS=6mm, the HIS provides a Perfect Magnetic Conductor
(PMC) resonance (θHIS=0º in Fig. 2.3.11(a)). In this case, the electric field is maximum at the
HIS interface (see LHIS=6mm in Fig. 2.3.11(b)), producing an effective cavity of double height
and pointing angle of θRAD=70º. Further decrease of LHIS continues increasing θHIS and reduces
both the effective cavity height and the correspondent pointing angle θRAD (see LHIS=6mm and
4mm in Fig. 2.3.10(c) and Fig. 2.3.11(b)).
The effect of LHIS on βy can be equivalently observed in Fig. 2.3.12, where it is plotted the field
distribution inside the FP cavity in the longitudinal plane of the LWA. The distance between
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two consecutive field nulls in the y axis corresponds to λy/2, which is related to the longitudinal
wavenumber of the leaky wave: βy= 2π/λy. Therefore, taking into account the relation between
θRAD and βy (Eq.(2.2.4)), the evolution of βy with LHIS observed in Fig. 2.3.12 is coherent with
the previous discussion. Therefore, one can conclude that the pointing angle of the proposed
LWA can be tuned by changing the length of the dipoles in the HIS.
The modification of the pointing angle also involves the inherent inverse variation in the leakymode radiation rate shown in Fig. 2.3.10. It is well known that as the pointing angle of a leakywave is increased, the associated leakage rate decreases ([Oliner 2007]). This fact can be easily
understood from a ray optics point of view, as illustrated in the picture of Fig. 2.3.13, where it is
shown how higher radiation rates are naturally associated to lower radiation angles because the
leaky wave reaches the top radiating surface more times per unit length.

Fig. 2.3.13 General relation between the pointing angle and radiation rate of a leaky-wave (Fig.
3.2.11 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
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2.3.5 Control of the pointing angle and beamwidth in 1D FP LWAs
With the observations derived from previous sections, it has been demonstrated that the phase
constant and the leakage rate of the 1D FP LWA can be flexibly controlled by the lengths of the
printed dipoles of the PRS and the HIS respectively. From the design equations derived in
Section 2.2.1 (Eq.(2.2.4)-Eq.(2.2.10)), it is clear that the phase constant will be the primary
factor to control the radiation angle (θRAD), whereas the leakage factor control the beamwidth
(Δθ) (and/or the radiation efficiency) of the LWA. From these concepts, and with the proper
synthesis of the dipole lengths of the PRS and HIS, different LWAs with different pointing
angle and beamwidth can be designed. To this aim, [García-Vigueras 2012-II] proposed a
synthesis tool based on the TRM, which looks for the dimensions of the structure (LPRS and LHIS)
from the specified pointing angle, beamwidth and radiation efficiency. This method has been
key for the design of more complex tapered 1D and 2D FP LWAs with enhanced aperture
efficiency, directivity, or reduction of side lobe levels (e.g. implementing different illuminations
such as uniform or cosine-type) ([García-Vigueras 2011-I, II, 2012-II]). Fig. 2.3.14 shows the
2D contour curve plots which relate LPRS and LHIS with θRAD and α. From these curves, it is worth
to note that both parameters are not totally independent, but they are coupled, as was previously
observed. Thus, LPRS perturbs (smoothly) the radiation angle of the antenna and strongly the
leakage rate, whilst LHIS also affects the leakage rate as affect strongly the radiation angle, as
commented before (Fig. 2.3.13).

.
Fig. 2.3.14 2D contour curve plots of θRAD and α/k0 obtained at 15GHz (Fig. 3.3.1 in [GarcíaVigueras 2012-II]).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3.15 Theoretical and measured normalized radiation patterns for the LWAs in Table 2.3.1
(a) showing the control of the beamwidth (Δθ) and (b) showing the control of the pointing angle
(θRAD) (Fig. 3.3.4 and Fig.3.3.5 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).

Table 2.3.1 Electrical and geometrical parameters of the LWAs designed at 15 GHz (Table.
3.3.1 in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]).
From these design curves, the method finds the proper solutions to obtain the desired radiation
pattern. Seven different uniform (non-tapered) designs with different radiation angle and
beamwidth (controlled by proper leakage rate) were firstly presented in this work. The
simulated and measured radiation patterns obtained are presented in Fig. 2.3.15. These designs
were the first prototypes which were designed and fabricated in [García-Vigueras 2012-II] to
demonstrate the capacity to flexibly control the principal radiation characteristics of these
antennas. It is clear how the beamwidth can be changed, as a constant pointing angle is kept, as
observed in the radiation patterns shown in Fig. 2.3.15(a) for cases LWA1, 2, 3 and 4. On the
other hand, patterns presented in Fig. 2.3.15 for cases LWA3, 5, 6 and 7 show four passive 1D
FP LWAs with similar beamwidth, but pointing at different directions. All the prototypes were
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designed to keep a radiation efficiency of ηRAD=90%. The value of the dipole lengths as the
numerical values of beamwidth and pointing angle can be found in Table 2.3.1.
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2.4 Electronic-Steering 1D FP LWA
2.4.1 General Structure
The structure of the electronic-steering 1D FP LWA proposed in this chapter and its main
geometrical parameters are shown in Fig. 2.4.1(a). As observed, this structure is inspired by the
structure of the passive double-layer 1D FP LWA presented in [García-Vigueras 2012-II],
reviewed in the previous section. As in the passive LWA, this reconfigurable version is also
based on a parallel-plate waveguide (PPW) loaded with two printed-circuit boards (PCBs): a top
PRS and a bottom HIS (Fig. 2.4.1(b)). Both PCBs are separated at a distance H, comprising the
one-dimensional FP resonant cavity, which will be also excited by a TE01 rectangular
waveguide mode, in order to operate with the TE leaky mode.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.4.1 a) Scheme of the proposed reconfigurable 1D FP LWA b) Detailed scheme of the
tunable high impedance surface unit cell (a=25mm, H=25.2mm, L=13.6mm, DHIS=1.524mm,

rHIS=3, PHIS=30mm, QHIS=14mm, LHIS=17mm, g=1mm, DPRS=0.8mm, rPRS=4.4, PPRS=20mm,
QPRS=18mm, LPRS=22mm).
Remembering the results reported by [García-Vigueras 2012-II], reviewed in Subsections 2.3.3
and 2.3.4, it can be thought that the leakage rate (α) of the TE leaky mode can be mainly
adjusted by properly designing the resonant length of the top PRS patches (LPRS in Fig. 2.4.1(a)),
whilst the resonant length of the HIS patches (LHIS in Fig. 2.4.1(a)) controls the phase constant
(β) of the leaky mode (and hence the pointing angle θRAD of the antenna, as demonstrated by
Eq.(2.2.4)). However, in this case, a reconfigurable version of the double-layer (PRS-HIS) 1D
FP LWA is envisaged by replacing the passive HIS by a tunable HIS loaded with varactors (see
the scheme of a single unit cell of the HIS in Fig. 2.4.1(a)). This tunable HIS is able to change
electronically its reflection phase ([Chicherin 2006, 2011-I, II], [Hum 2005, 2007], [Mias 2007],
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[Sterner 2009] [Weily 2008]), allowing an electronic reconfiguration of the phase constant of
the leaky mode, which is translated into electronic steerability of the beam. This simple
hypothesis comes from the observations performed when the resonant length LHIS of the HIS
dipoles were altered (review in Subsection 2.3.4). Then, it was probed that the HIS reflection
phase (θHIS in Fig. 2.3.4(b)) and hence the resonance, and the overall dispersion properties of the
FP cavity were altered with this parameter. The point is that if it is desired an electronic control
of the pointing angle for real-time applications, the HIS must be able to tune by some flexible
mechanism its reflection phase. As will be explained in Subsection 2.5.4, the tunable HIS here
employed will be able to change electronically its reflection phase ([Chicherin 2006, 2011-I, II],
[Hum 2005, 2007], [Mias 2007], [Weily 2008]), by tuning the varactors, what will be equivalent
to change the physical length of the patches in the resonant direction, allowing an electronic
control of the phase constant of the leaky mode in the FP cavity, and ultimately the electronic
steerability of the beam, as will be demonstrated.
The reconfigurable antenna presented has been designed to operate in C-band, particularly
around 5.6GHz. At higher frequencies, varactors have higher losses, and are less operative
because of their low dynamic range. Other alternatives, such as RF MEMS are usually more
expensive than varactors, and today are still an immature technology which presents other types
of issues for continuous reconfiguration ([Yashchyshyn 2010-II]). However, this technology
could be taken into account to scale this antenna to operate at higher frequency bands (e.g. Xband or mm-wave range), where they are being usually employed, as shown in recent
contributions ([Devogobic 2010, 2014-I, II], [Chicherin 2011-I, II], [Raisanen 2012]…).
Regarding the FSSs which constitute the PRS and HIS, notice that they have been implemented
by periodic arrays of resonant patches (instead of resonant dipoles). The reasons are several.
Patches are usually less resonant (lower Q factor) compared to dipoles, and hence also present
lower losses ([Costa 2012], [Sievenpiper 2003]), what it is important, especially for the HIS, as
will be shown in Section 2.8. In addition, structural reasons have led us to this type of
configuration, such as to provide enough space to incorporate the varactor diodes in the HIS. In
fact, as will be explained in next subsections, the tunable HIS geometry employed here has been
highly tested in previous contributions which have worked with the same or similar tunable
surfaces ([Hum 2007], [Sievenpiper 2003, 2005], [Weily 2008]).
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2.4.2 Analysis and Design Methodology
In general, the analysis and design process employed for the reconfigurable antennas is more
complex than for passive antennas ([Rutschlin 2013]). Reconfigurable structures employ diverse
mechanisms to allow the electronic control of their dynamic response. These antennas usually
operate in different modes which alter the input impedance of the device, requiring of more
complex or especially well-optimized feeding sources to match the antenna at any operating
mode. Sometimes, reconfigurable sources are considered to this aim, what complicates even
more the design process (e.g. [Debogovic 2010]). In addition, bias networks are required to
properly control the tunable elements, what is more or less complex, depending on the structure
geometry, the number of control signals and the type of tunable devices employed. Concerning
the simulation of these structures, tunable elements such as diodes, MEMS or tunable materials
employed for many reconfigurable devices, require of accurate models which in many occasions
are not provided by the manufacturers, and require of an additional extracting process to
integrate these components inside the full-wave simulation tools in the final design process of
the structure. These simulators are often commercial software tools (e.g. [HFSS 2011], [CST
2012]) intended to analyze non-specific electromagnetic problems and, although they can
provide quite accurate prediction (as long as the proper models of the tunable devices are
integrated) they require of high computational resources and time. This issue has been one of
the main drags which has slowed down the development of new structures in the reconfigurable
and general microwave field, and has made that RF engineers create their own home-made
specific tools to analyze and design complex structures in an efficient and accurate way. The
implementation of efficient techniques for aiding the analysis and design process of complex
structures, such as electrically large and/or complex reconfigurable antennas, is always of great
interest for practical designs in order to avoid blind optimization procedures by intense
campaigns of full-wave simulations, that otherwise would be necessary in the final model
simulations and which would be unfeasible in terms of computational cost and time. In this
thesis, an efficient methodology have been followed, based on different techniques for the
design of FSS and the dispersion analysis of the FP LWAs proposed, which will serve as a
quick guideline for the study of the initial dimensions of the structures, prior to a finer
optimization of the antenna by full-wave methods. It can be divided in five steps:
1. Analysis and design of the periodic surfaces which compose the PRS and the HIS
From the designs proposed in recent works ([Hum 2007], [Weily 2008]), an initial PRS and HIS
designs have been adopted and re-designed for our purposes. In particular, a full-wave incident
plane-wave analysis have been performed by commercial tools for the study of the reflection
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properties of the PRS and the tunable HIS, to obtain the desired response at the frequency of
interest (5.6GHz in this case).
2. Characterization by a TEN
In this step, a Transverse Equivalent Network (TEN) has been developed to characterize the FP
LWA by equivalent transmission lines and admittances/impedances which model each element
of the structure (the FSSs of the PRS and HIS, and the radiation produced at the edge of the
PPW) as a function of the design parameters of interest. The complexity to obtain this
equivalent network is to characterize with simple, but accurate expressions the equivalent
admittances of the FSS surfaces of the PRS and HIS. As will be explained in next subsections,
two methods have been employed to obtain quasi-analytical expressions of the equivalent
admittances used to model the response of the periodic surfaces of the PRS and HIS: the polezero method proposed in [Maci 2005], and the modified pole-zero method presented in [GarcíaVigueras 2010]. On one hand, the original pole-zero method of [Maci 2005] can be employed to
characterize the patch-based FSS of the HIS and the FSS of the PRS as a function of frequency.
On the other hand, with the modified method it is aimed the characterization of the PRS
admittance as a function of the physical length of the patches (LPRS) at the fixed design
frequency of interest (5.6GHz). Also, for the characterization of the tunable HIS as a function of
the junction capacitance of the varactor diodes (Cj), which is essential for the analysis of the
electronic scanning of the antenna, this modified pole-zero method has been re-adapted
successfully to extend its applicability to characterize tunable FSS loaded with tuning lumped
elements (in this case varactors).
3. Dispersion Analysis by the Transverse Resonance Method
Once the TEN has been obtained, the leaky-mode propagation constant (ky=βy-jαy) can be
calculated. To this aim, the Transverse Resonance Method (TRM) is employed. The TRM is a
simple and powerful tool widely used in the design of LWAs ([García-Vigueras 2012-II],
[Oliner 2007], [Zhao 2005-II, III]). This technique allows to perform efficiently the dispersion
analysis of the leaky mode as a function of different parameters of interest. In this case, three
different dispersion studies will be performed for different parameters: frequency, height of the
FP cavity (H), length of the PRS patches (LPRS) and junction capacitance (Cj) of the varactors.
As commented in Section 2.3, this method was also employed in [García-Vigueras 2012-II] for
the synthesis of the dipole lengths of the FSS, in order to synthesize the different uniform and
tapered passive LWAs, analyzing the TEN shown in Fig. 2.3.4(b).
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4. Real Excitation and Final Design
Once the dimensions of the structure have been obtained by the TRM, the final structure design
is analyzed by a 3D commercial full-wave simulator. Unlike the TRM, which assume a
dispersion analysis in an infinite guiding structure, the 3D model simulated is a finite antenna,
with an aperture length LA, and incorporate a real excitation of the structure. Regarding the
excitation source, in order to save computational time, an optimization process of the excitation
structure is performed by full-wave methods, employing a short version of the LWA in order to
analyze (approximately) the mismatching. Finally, the full model with length LA is simulated to
validate its performance.
5. Fabrication of the Prototype and Experimental Tests
With the final dimensions of the structure, the prototype is fabricated and tested, measuring
different properties of the antenna such as the scattering parameters and the radiation patterns
for different frequency ranges and operating points of the tunable HIS.
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2.5 Characterization
The analysis and characterization of FSSs has been widely studied for several decades ([Munk
2000], [Tretyakov 2003-I]). Depending on the application, the analysis of a FSS may be done
for different purposes. On one hand, a “study of reflection” is performed when the emphasis is
on the reflection properties of the FSS, as occurs for the design of new surfaces with novel
reflection characteristics (e.g. [Sievenpiper 1999], [Goussetis 2006-I], [Doumanis 2012], etc.).
On the other hand, the design of novel structures conceived from combining guides with
embedded FSSs ([García-Vigueras 2011-II], [Goussetis 2006-II], [Feresidis 2005], etc.), as the
FP LWAs studied in this work, may require of a “study of dispersion” of the structure which
also needs of the analysis of the FSS to study the dispersion response of the full guiding
structure. For any of these situations, the characterization of the FSS by a simple closedexpression model is desired to, for example, predict in a fast and accurate way the conventional
resonances, extraordinary transmissions or apparition of grating lobes of a reflecting surface, or
to analyze analytically the dispersion equations of more complex structures, to obtain its
dispersion diagram. This latter problem is studied in this work, where the propagation constant
of the leaky mode in the 1D FP LWA is unknown, and must be found as a function of different
design parameters of interest in order to optimize the antenna scanning response (defined as the
range of angles at which the antenna is able to point). To this aim, the Transverse Resonance
Method (TRM) will be employed to find the leaky-mode propagation constant for a given
frequency and geometry configuration. This method needs of a Transverse Equivalent Network
(TEN), which characterizes the transversal section of the FP LWA. Thus, the PRS and the HIS
periodic surfaces are modelled by equivalent admittances in this circuit model. These
admittances are functions dependent on the parameters of interest for the design process, and
will be obtained by the pole-zero expansion methods presented in [Maci 2005] and [GarcíaVigueras 2010]. A Transverse Resonance Equation (TRE) is derived from the circuit analysis to
obtain the dispersion equations required to obtain the propagation constant of the leaky mode by
numerical methods.
In Section 2.5.1, it is described the TEN employed to characterize the reconfigurable 1D FP
LWA of Fig. 2.4.1. Then, the pole-zero methods employed to obtain the equivalent admittances
of the PRS and HIS are described in Section 2.5.2. Later, the design and characterization of the
PRS and the HIS are described in Sections 1.5.3 and 1.5.4. Then, the pole-zero methods will be
applied for the characterization of the PRS and HIS designed.
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2.5.1 Transverse Equivalent Network
The TRM has been employed to obtain the complex propagation constants (ky=βy-jαy) of the
leaky modes as a function of different parameters of interest. The TRM is simple and accurate
but requires of a Transverse Equivalent Network (TEN) which characterizes the transversal
section of the structure for the leaky mode of interest to obtain its dispersion diagram. In Fig.
2.5.1 it is shown the proposed TEN employed to analyze the dispersion of the TE0m leaky modes
which may propagate through the structure presented in Fig. 2.4.1(a).
This equivalent circuit consists of four segments of transmission lines and three equivalent
admittances. The characteristic impedance of the transmission lines are associated to a TE mode
𝜀

(𝑍0𝑉𝐴𝐶 or 𝑍0𝑟 , in sections where the guide is air-filled (εr=1) or filled with a dielectric substrate
of relative permittivity εr, respectively). Analyzing the circuit from the bottom, firstly a shortcircuit is found, modeling the ground plane of the HIS grounded substrate. Later, a transmission
line models the HIS substrate slab with permittivity ɛHIS and thickness DHIS. This substrate holds
the patch-based FSS with varactors employed to conceive the tunable HIS, which in this case is
modeled by an equivalent admittance YHIS(f, ky, Cj). This FSS is modeled by an equivalent shunt
admittance YHIS. Over the HIS, a transmission line of length H characterizes the air-filled FP
cavity comprised between the FSS of the HIS and the dielectric substrate of the PRS, which is
equivalent to another transmission line of length DPRS and permittivity ɛPRS. On the top of this
slab, the shunt admittance YPRS(f, ky, LPRS) models a (non-tunable) patch-based FSS employed to
conceive the final PRS properties.

Fig. 2.5.1 Transverse Equivalent Network (TEN) of the reconfigurable 1D FP LWA.
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Finally, over the PRS, the top parallel plates of length L are represented as an air-filled
transmission line segment loaded with the radiation admittance YRAD(f, ky, a). This admittance
models the radiation discontinuity encountered at the top of the open waveguide of width a.
This equivalent radiation admittance was proposed by Nathan Marcuvitz in [Marcuvitz 1951]. It
is given by a closed expression which characterizes the discontinuity observed by a plane wave
which travels across an open-ended PPW with some incidence angle (θi) and impinges on an
infinite aperture. It is easy to determine and has been widely employed in recent works to
perform dispersion analyses in open waveguides by the TRM ([García-Vigueras 2012-II],
[Gómez 2005-I]).
In order to solve ky, the following Transverse Resonance Equation (TRE) associated to the TEN,
must be satisfied:
𝑍𝑈𝑃 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝑓, 𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆 ) + 𝑍𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝑓, 𝐻, 𝐶𝑗 ) = 0

(2.5.1)

where ZUP and ZDOWN can be obtained by simple transmission line theory. Thus, the expressions
of the impedances which appear in Fig. 2.3.4 are the following ones (TE case):
𝑘𝑧𝑉𝐴𝐶 = √𝑘02 − 𝑘𝑦2

(2.5.2)

𝜀

𝑘𝑧 𝑟 = √𝑘02 𝜀𝑟 − 𝑘𝑦2
𝑉𝐴𝐶,𝜀𝑟

𝑍0

=

(2.5.3)

𝑤𝜇0
𝑉𝐴𝐶,𝜀𝑟
𝑘𝑧

𝜀

(2.5.4)

𝜀

′
𝑍𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁
= 𝑗𝑍0𝐻𝐼𝑆 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑘𝑧 𝐻𝐼𝑆 𝐷𝐻𝐼𝑆 )

(2.5.5)

′′
′
𝑍𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁
= (𝑌𝐻𝐼𝑆 + 1/𝑍𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁
)−1

(2.5.6)

𝑍𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 = 𝑍0𝑉𝐴𝐶

′′
𝑍𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁
+𝑗𝑍0𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑘𝑧𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝐻)
′′
𝑍0𝑉𝐴𝐶 +𝑗𝑍𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁
𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑘𝑧𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝐻)

(2.5.7)

1

′
𝑍𝑈𝑃

=

+𝑗𝑍0𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑘𝑧𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝐿)
𝑌
𝑍0𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑅𝐴𝐷
1
𝑍0𝑉𝐴𝐶 +𝑗
𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑘𝑧𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝐿)

(2.5.8)
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′′
′
𝑍𝑈𝑃
= (𝑌𝑃𝑅𝑆 + 1/𝑍𝑈𝑃
)−1
𝜀

𝑍𝑈𝑃 = 𝑍0𝑃𝑅𝑆

(2.5.9)
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+𝑗𝑍0 𝑃𝑅𝑆 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑘𝑧𝑃𝑅𝑆 𝐷𝑃𝑅𝑆 )
𝜀

𝜀

′′ 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑘 𝑃𝑅𝑆 𝐷
𝑍0 𝑃𝑅𝑆 +𝑗𝑍𝑈𝑃
𝑃𝑅𝑆 )
𝑧

(2.5.10)

As observed, the equations derived for the TRE will be a function of frequency, H, LPRS and Cj,
which are the parameters of interest for the optimization of the design, besides the unknown
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leaky-mode propagation constant (ky), so that the modal solutions of the structure can be found
by solving the previous TRE at a specific frequency or in a given frequency range, and for a
specified geometry. All the admittances of the TEN (including the radiation admittance YRAD)
are supposed dependent on the unknown ky since the reflection response of these surfaces is
intrinsically related to the internal incidence angle (θi) with which the wave impinges on the
PRS, the HIS and on the open aperture at the end of the PPW, and which is inherently related to
the unknown ky by sinθi=Re{ky}/k0. Also note that YPRS and YHIS will be in charge of introducing
the dependences with (LPRS) and the varactors’ junction capacitance (Cj), which is key for the
electronic control of the pointing angle, respectively. Thus, it is expected that the expressions
found for YPRS(f, ky, LPRS) and YHIS(f, ky, Cj) will account for this angle dependence (ky(θi)) apart
from the desired parameters of interest ([García-Vigueras 2010], [Maci 2005]) in order to
predict accurately the dispersion of the structure
In next section it is appreciated that these admittances can be extracted by different methods. To
this aim, in this work we have employed different Pole-Zero Methods, described in Subsection
2.5.2, to extract the equivalent admittances which model the FSS of the HIS and the PRS as a
function of different parameters of interest such as frequency, LPRS or Cj.
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2.5.2 Pole-Zero Method
In the frame of this thesis, it is aimed the characterization of the FSSs which constitute the PRS
and the HIS, in order to analyze a more complex type of structure such as the FP LWAs here
proposed. In the literature, different analytical expressions have been derived for specific
element geometries [Costa 2012], [Tretyakov 2003-I], [Goussetis 2006-I], [Luukonen 2008,
2009], [Medina 2010], [García-Vigueras 2012-I], [Mittra 1988], [Sievenpiper 1999]). Also,
tunable HIS with varactors have been analyzed from an equivalent circuit viewpoint in [Hum
2007], [Luukkonen 2008], [Costa 2011]. However their application is limited to those
geometries for which analytical solutions have been obtained. In this work, two methods have
been applied for the characterization of the FSSs of the PRS and the HIS, depending on the type
of the analysis performed. For a frequency dispersion analysis, the pole-zero method proposed
by Maci [Maci 2005] will be employed. However, for a fixed-frequency parameter dispersion,
the modified pole-zero method proposed in [García-Vigueras 2010], will be more convenient.
The original pole-zero method presented in [Maci 2005] employs full-wave results and Foster’s
theorem, to derive a quasi-analytical equivalent impedance of a planar two-dimensional periodic
surface. This method stated how the reflection frequency response of an arbitrarily-shaped twodimensional FSS can be approximated by a simple polynomial (𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝑤)) which poles and
zeros can be extracted from a few full-wave simulations. Thus, in [Maci 2005] it is proven that
assuming a lossless case, 𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 respects Foster´s theorem and therefore, has the same analytic
properties as an LC resonant circuit in frequency, i.e.: the poles and zeros are in the real axis,
they are simple and alternate and symmetric w.r.t the origin (w=0), where also there must be a
pole or zero. The expression will be dependent on the frequency w, and the propagation constant
of the incident wave in the longitudinal direction k (ky, for the case of a TE incident plane wave
which impinges on the FSS with an angle θi, (ϕ=90º) as depicted in Fig. 2.5.2(a)), which
corresponds to the unknown variable to figure out in our dispersion analysis problem.
Considering the TE incidence of scenario presented in Fig. 2.5.2(a), 𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝑤) can be
approximated by the next polynomial function:
𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 (𝑘𝑦 , w) = 𝑗

w[w−𝑤z1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[w−𝑤zm (𝑘𝑦 )]
[w−𝑤p1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[w−𝑤pn (𝑘𝑦 )]

(2.5.11)

being 𝑤𝑧1 (𝑘𝑦 ) < 𝑤𝑝1 (𝑘𝑦 ) < 𝑤𝑧2 (𝑘𝑦 ) < 𝑤𝑝2 (𝑘𝑦 ) … , the frequencies where the poles and
zeros of 𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝑤) are located. In a more general case, depending on the incidence, ky/kx are
used in Eq.(2.5.11) for the TE /TM respectively. For oblique incidence, where ϕ is such that TE
(ϕ=90º) and TM (ϕ=0º) polarization are coupled, the admittance can be described as a matrix,
changing the problem into calculating a TE and a TM admittance, following [Maci 2005]. In
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this way, the method can be extended to analyze not only infinitely thin dipole-based FSS, but
also for example rectangular strips or square patches.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.5.2 Compared scenarios to obtain the poles and zeros of the YFSS for a TE incidence. TE
plane wave impinging with incident angle (θi) on (a) an infinite two-dimensional FSS of
metallic dipoles on a grounded substrate and (b) a grounded substrate.
In order to obtain the poles and zeros of the polynomial, firstly the reflection phase is computed
from the scenarios depicted in Fig. 2.5.2 by some full-wave plane-wave analysis (e.g., the
Method of Moments (MoM), or FEM employed by some commercial full-wave simulation tools
such as CST or HFSS ([CST 2010], [HFSS 2011])). In the scenario of Fig. 2.5.2(a), it is
computed the reflection phase of the FSS printed on a dielectric substrate on a ground plane. In
the scenario of Fig. 2.5.2(b), the grounded substrate is analyzed in the absence of the FSS. After
some simulations, the identification of the poles and zeros of 𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝑤) is performed. The
identification of two poles and two zeros is illustrated in Fig. 2.5.3. To this aim, special
emphases is now focused on the phase of the reflection coefficients of the FSS(𝜑𝐹𝑆𝑆 ), (solid
blue line) and the grounded substrate (𝜑𝑆 ) (black dotted-line). Observing the graph it can be
seen that the poles of the 𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 corresponds to the frequencies in which 𝜑𝐹𝑆𝑆 =180º, what means
that the FSS acts as a short-circuit, and so the admittance will be infinite at those frequencies.
On the other hand the zeros of the polynomial correspond to the frequency points where both
phases coincide (𝜑𝐹𝑆𝑆 =𝜑𝑆 ), which means the FSS is invisible to the incident wave. This is
equivalent to an open circuit, so 𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 is equal to zero at these frequencies, as expected. The
identification process is repeated for a set of discrete angles of incidence θi. Thus, a matrix of
poles and zeros of the polynomials for different discrete simulated θi is obtained.
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Fig. 2.5.3 Phase of the reflection coefficient under normal incidence (θi=0).
In order to calculate YFSS for any incidence angle or frequency value, an interpolation of the
poles and zeros with the longitudinal propagation constant (ky in this TE incidence example) ,or
the angle of incidence (θi), is performed. The relation between the poles and zeros with respect
to ky is usually very soft, being easily interpolated by a polynomial of grade 1 or 2. This is also
advantageous, because with just a few full-wave simulations for some discrete incidence angles,
the FSS response can be accurately characterized.
The Maci’s pole-zero method supposes an attractive solution because of its simplicity and high
applicability, but it is limited to the characterization as a function of frequency. For dispersion
analysis as a function of physical dimensions of the FSS, a modified pole-zero technique was
proposed in [García-Vigueras 2010] in order to obtain a closed expression of YFSS as a function
of the length of the dipoles of the FSS (L in Fig. 2.5.2) for a fixed frequency of interest. This
method, which is derived from the Maci’s original pole-zero method, proposes a similar
polynomial expression to characterize the admittance:
𝑌𝐹𝑆𝑆 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝐿) = 𝑗

𝐿[𝐿−𝐿𝑧1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[𝐿−𝐿𝑧𝑚 (𝑘𝑦 )]
[𝐿−𝐿𝑝1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[𝐿−𝐿𝑝𝑛 (𝑘𝑦 )]

(2.5.12)

A simple comparison between the above expression with Eq.(2.5.11) reveals that the
dependence of YFSS on L in Eq.(2.5.12) is assumed to be similar to that with frequency. This
similarity comes from the fact that the dipoles are resonant in the direction of their length, and
therefore both variables are expected to have a similar influence on the behavior of YFSS. Thus,
the task of obtaining an expression for the equivalent admittance as a function of L can then be
also reduced to extracting a set of poles and zeros (which are assumed to vary slowly with the
angle of incidence as occurred with frequency in [Maci 2005]).
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In this case, the reflection coefficient experienced by an incident plane wave on the FSS printed
on a grounded dielectric substrate (as shown in Fig. 2.5.2(a)) or on midair, depending if the FSS
is employed for a PRS or a HIS, is obtained for different dipole lengths, L, and some angles of
incidence, at the frequency of interest. From these full-wave results, the values of the
admittance YFSS can be obtained by some simple transmission lines, as shown later. With the
resulted values of the admittance, the identification of the poles and zeros in this case is
performed directly from rational fitting by any of the standard procedures available in the
literature; in this case it is used a least squares scheme implemented in Matlab ([Matlab 2012]).
In next subsection, it is shown how this method has been employed to characterize the PRS as a
function of its resonant length (LPRS), for the design frequency of interest (5.6GHz).
In order to characterize the tunable HIS loaded with varactors employed in this thesis, the
modified pole-zero method has also been successfully applied for first time. In this case, YFSS is
obtained as a function of Cj. The polynomial assumed for YFSS as a function of Cj has been
expressed as
𝑌(𝑘𝑦 , 𝐶𝑗 ) = 𝑗

[𝐶𝑗 −𝐶𝑗𝑧1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[𝐶𝑗 −𝐶𝑗𝑧𝑛 (𝑘𝑦 )]
[𝐶𝑗 −𝐶𝑗𝑝1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[𝐶𝑗 −𝐶𝑗𝑝1 (𝑘𝑦 )]

(2.5.13)

Where it can be observed that the assumption of a zero at the origin (Cj=0) is not contemplated.
Previous methods assumed a zero at the origin for physical reasons. When frequency is null, the
admittance response is equivalent to an open/short circuit (e.g. case of dipole-based FSS or its
complementary (slot-based FSS) respectively). Also, in the case of the dipole-based FSS, when
L=0mm, no dipoles exist, so YFSS can be considered as an open circuit. However, when Cj is null
in the case proposed here, the varactors are equivalent to an open circuit, but the incident wave
which impinges on the tunable HIS, still sees an array of metallic patches with dimensions LHIS
x QHIS (Fig. 2.4.1), on the grounded dielectric substrate. For the extraction of the poles and
zeros, the same methodology employed in [García-Vigueras 2010], has been employed. In
Subsection 2.5.4 it is demonstrated the validity of this re-adapted method.
Finally, note that these methods here introduced can be performed for either TE or TM
incidence, by performing the full-wave plane-wave incidence analysis by TE or TM incidence.
This analysis will depend on the type of leaky mode (TE or TM) considered in the structure. For
the antenna presented in this chapter only TE analysis is needed, however, in Chapter 4, where a
2D FP LWA is presented, both TE and TM analysis of the PRS and tunable HIS will be
required to analyze the propagation of TE and TM leaky modes in the main directions of the 2D
structure.
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2.5.3 Design and Characterization of the Passive PRS
To construct the PRS, a FSS made of metallic resonant patches have been periodically arranged
along the longitudinal direction of the antenna (y-axis), placed on a dielectric substrate. As
explained in [García-Vigueras 2011-I], the resonant length (LPRS in Fig. 2.4.1(a)) of these
patches must be properly chosen to tune the PRS reflectivity in order to control the leakage rate
(αy) of the leaky mode. So it will be desirable to analyze its transparency to control the antenna
radiation efficiency. The rest of the geometrical parameters of the PRS are fixed. The width of
the patches is QPRS=18mm. The periodicity of the array is PPRS=20mm, a=25mm (width of the
PPW), and the FSS is printed on FR4 substrate (rPRS=4.4, tanδ=0.018, DPRS=0.8mm).
In order to analyze the transparency of the PRS as a function of LPRS for a fixed frequency of
5.6GHz, the previously described modified pole-zero method ([García-Vigueras 2010]) has
been applied to extract the poles and zeros of the PRS equivalent admittance (YPRS(ky,LPRS)). In
this case, the equivalent admittance presented in Eq.(2.5.12) is expressed as a function of LPRS:
𝑌𝑃𝑅𝑆 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆 ) = 𝑗

𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆 [𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆 −𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆𝑧1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆 −𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆𝑧𝑛 (𝑘𝑦 )]
[𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆 −𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆𝑝1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆 −𝐿𝑃𝑅𝑆𝑝𝑛 (𝑘𝑦 )]

(2.5.14)

where it is observed that the poles and zeros of the polynomial are dependent on the propagation
constant (ky(θi)) of the plane wave, as expected.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.5.4 (a) Simulation set-up to perform the plane wave incidence analysis on the PRS unit
cell (Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBCs) are considered in the ±x and ±y directions). (b)
Transmission line analyzed to extract the PRS admittance from the full-wave simulations.
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To apply this method, the characterization methodology described in previous subsection has
been applied. In this case, the plane wave incidence analysis is performed by a full-wave
technique based on the Method of Moments (MoM). This analysis aims to obtain the scattering
response of the PRS when a plane wave impinges on it with different incidence angles θi. A
single PRS unit cell is considered (patch + dielectric FR4 substrate) suspended in midair, as can
be observed in the schematic represented in Fig. 2.5.4(a). Periodic boundary conditions are
imposed on the x and y directions, and two ports (at the top and at the bottom of the air box
respectively) are defined to excite the plane wave with different incidence angles (see Fig.
2.5.4(a)). As the dispersion analysis is performed for TE modes of the FP structure, a
horizontally x-polarized plane wave is launched in order to obtain the reflection coefficient of
the FSS, propagating along the y direction. The YZ plane will be the incidence plane which
contains the wave vector of the impinging wave. The parametric simulations were run for a
range of LPRS=[20-25]mm in steps of 1mm, 5 incidence angles: θi =[0º,20º,40º,60º,80º] and
keeping a fixed frequency of 5.6GHz (the frequency of interest). The full-wave admittance YPRS
is readily obtained for every incidence angle from the resulted S parameters and by analyzing
the simple transmission line network depicted in Fig. 2.5.4(b)). Finally, the pole and zeros are
extracted from the full-wave admittances by numerical fitting functions implemented in Matlab
([Matlab 2012]), as explained in the last subsection and in [García-Vigueras 2012-II]. In this
case, the polynomial has been obtained with three zeros and two poles, as observed in Fig.
2.5.5(a) and (b) respectively. As occurs with the frequency dependence discussed in [Maci
2005], the values of the poles and zeros (LPRS,Pm(ky) and LPRS,Zn(ky)),vary slowly with respect to
the incidence angle ([García-Vigueras 2010]), what is convenient to interpolate these
poles/zeros via a low order polynomial (in our case, we have performed a spline interpolation
with Matlab). Therefore, a quasi-analytical expression for YPRS is obtained as a function of the
resonant patch length LPRS and θi (and hence ky). In Fig. 2.5.6 it is illustrated the magnitude and
phase of the reflection coefficient presented by the PRS (PRS in Fig. 2.5.4(b)) as a function of
LPRS for a plane wave of 5.6GHz which impinges with three different incidence angles (θinc=[0º,
30º, 50º]). In order to assess the accuracy of the pole-zero analytical expression, the scattering
response has been obtained by employing the PRS equivalent admittance YPRS(ky,LPRS) and
compared with the response obtained from full-wave MoM. Very good agreement is observed
in the whole range of LPRS, noting that even for angles not considered during the admittance
extraction process (θinc=[30º, 50º]), the prediction of the PRS response by the MoM and the
analytical expression is practically the same, providing a maximum relative error of 5% with the
use of 5 full-wave simulations (per angle of incidence).
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.5.5 Variation of (a) zeros and (b) poles of YPRS with respect to the angle of incidence

(θi).
To determine the proper value of the length of the patches for the final design of the prototype, a
dispersion analysis with different values of LPRS has been performed. From these studies, it was
chosen a resonance length of LPRS=22mm in order to provide a high PRS reflectivity (low
transparency) with |PRS|>0.9 for all scanning angles, and a reflection phase below ϕPRS<-158º,
as shown in Fig. 2.5.6. As will see in future sections, this reflectivity of the PRS will ensure
acceptable radiation efficiency for most of the scanning range achieved by the designed
prototype in order to demonstrate the proof of concept.
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Fig. 2.5.6 Reflection coefficient of the PRS (magnitude and phase) seen by a plane wave for
different incidence angles as a function of LPRS at 5.6GHz.
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2.5.4 Design and Characterization of the Tunable HIS
The initial design of the tunable HIS employed in this thesis is a one-dimensional version of the
structure considered in [Weily 2008]. The cell is basically a microstrip patch resonator with a
tunable resonant frequency, as shown in Fig. 2.5.8(a). As the capacitance of the varactor diodes
is varied, the resonant frequency of the patch antenna changes and so does its reflection phase.
The patches are printed on a grounded dielectric substrate of Rogers RO4230 (rPRS=3,
tanδ=0.0023, DHIS=1.524mm). The ground plane is made of aluminum. Dimensions of the patch
are LHIS=14 mm by QHIS=17 mm, with a g=1 mm air gap between its two halves. Spacing
between adjacent cells is PHIS=30mm. Similar types of tunable HISs loaded with varactors have
been employed before for reconfiguration purposes, such as the design of reconfigurable
reflectors [Sievenpiper 2002], [Sievenpiper 2003], reconfigurable reflectarrays [Hum 2005,
2007], or tunable FSS [Mias 2007]. Also, an electronically tunable HIS was applied in
[Sievenpiper 2005] to transform a surface-wave into a backward or forward leaky-wave, thus
achieving beam scanning from a two-dimensional textured surface. In [Weily 2008], [Costa
2011], the same tunable HIS was applied to tune the operating frequency of low profile 2D FP
LWAs, and similar reconfigurability was demonstrated in [Costa 2008] for a tunable HIS fed by
a bow-tie antenna.

Fig. 2.5.7 Typical performance VR vs Cj of Aeroflex Metelics MGV 125-08-0805-2 ([Aeroflex
2005]).
We have also chosen to use the same distributed element bias network employed in [Weily
2008] to enable the bias voltage to be applied to a complete row of phase agile cells, thus
simplifying the control of the cells. Referring to Fig. 2.5.8(a) the bias network consists of two
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high impedance lines (0.5 mm wide) connected to a via-through (connected to the DC source)
and a bypass capacitor. The electrical distance of the high impedance lines, from the edge of the
patch to the vias, is a quarter wavelength at 5.6 GHz so the vias appear as RF open circuits at
the edge of the microstrip patch.
The GaAs hyperabrupt varactor diodes used in the tunable HIS are Aeroflex Metelics MGV
125-08-0805-2 (0805-2 package), which have a junction capacitance (Cj) tuning range of
0.055pF to 0.6pF for a corresponding bias (tuning) voltage (VR) of 2 to 20 V. The varactor’s
tolerance for Cj is ±0.05pF, according to the manufacturer datasheet ([Aeroflex 2005]). Fig.
2.5.7 shows the typical performance (VR vs Cj) for this model in particular. From this curve, it is
clearly observed that this capacitance is intrinsically related to the reverse bias voltage (VR)
applied to the diode, so that the varactor can be seen as an electronically tunable capacitance.
Thus, the variation in Cj will determine the resonant frequency of the HIS, and so it allows
electronic reconfiguration of the reflection phase when VR is tuned.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.5.8 (a) Configuration of the HIS unit cell employed to reconfigure the pointing angle of
the reconfigurable antenna (Fig.3 in [Weily 2008]) and (b) Equivalent circuit of the varactor
diode used to simulate the performance of the tunable HIS unit cell (Cp=0.06pF, Cj=0.06pF to
0.6pF) (Fig.4 in [Weily 2008])
A series RLC equivalent circuit (Fig. 2.5.8(b)) has been used to model the varactors in the fullwave simulation software employed to design the antenna ([CST 2010]). The model includes
the diode parasitic inductance (Lp) and series resistance (Rs), while the total capacitance consists
of both a parasitic capacitance and the junction capacitance (Cp+Cj). A series RLC circuit has
also been used to model the 2.2pF bypass capacitor (Cb). For the bypass capacitor equivalent
circuit, the parasitic inductance is Lb=0.48nH, while the series resistance is Rb=1Ω.
To check the RLC model reliability, tests were conducted in [Weily 2008] on a single unit cell
prototype located in a WR-187 rectangular waveguide, comparing simulated ([CST 2010]) and
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measured responses of the cell for different tuning voltages. It is important to note that extract
and check the model of the electronic tuning elements is considered a “must” for the proper
design of reconfigurable antennas. In our case, the varactors have a deep effect over the final
response of the antenna, so accurate design process might not be possible if the response of the
varactors is not well modeled by the RLC circuit in the performed simulations.
Next, the characterization of the tunable HIS by an equivalent admittance (YHIS) as a function of
the junction capacitance Cj is considered for a fixed frequency of 5.6GHz. As aforementioned,
the study of Cj effect on the dispersion curves will be essential to predict the scanning response
of the antenna. In this case, YHIS will be extracted by applying the modified pole-zero method,
but assuming a slightly different expression for the polynomial of the FSS admittance, as
explained in previous subsection (Eq.(2.5.13)), which is expressed again below:
𝑌𝐻𝐼𝑆 (𝑘𝑦 , 𝐶𝑗 ) = 𝑗

[𝐶𝑗 −𝐶𝑗𝑧1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[𝐶𝑗 −𝐶𝑗𝑧𝑛 (𝑘𝑦 )]
[𝐶𝑗 −𝐶𝑗𝑝1 (𝑘𝑦 )]…[𝐶𝑗 −𝐶𝑗𝑝1 (𝑘𝑦 )]

(2.5.13)

The process to extract the poles and zeros is similar to the performed for the PRS. A plane wave
incidence has been performed for a single HIS unit cell at a fixed frequency of 5.6GHz (Fig.
2.5.9(a)) The simulations have been performed by a full-wave Finite Element Method (FEM)
implemented in the commercial software CST ([CST 2010]) sweeping a discrete range of Cj and
θi. In particular, the range of Cj chosen to perform the simulations was Cj=[0pF-0.4pF], in steps
of 0.02pF, and an incidence angle range of θi=[0º, 20º, 40º, 60º, 80º]. Fig. 2.5.9 shows the
simulation set-up and the transmission line network employed to extract the equivalent
admittance from the scattering parameters (S11) obtained from the simulation results. It is worth
to note that in order to characterize properly YHIS, we have evaluated the patch array on the same
thin grounded substrate employed for the HIS in the design of the antenna. Due to the thin
substrate (DHIS<<λ0) employed to constitute the HIS structure, the HIS patches are in close
proximity to the ground plane. This causes that the evanescent higher order Floquet harmonics,
arisen from the periodic nature of the structure, strongly contribute to the scattered fields by the
HIS, what affects to the FSS and the AMC resonance frequencies ([Sievenpiper 1999],
[Goussetis 2006-I]). Thus, in order to obtain properly the equivalent admittance of the periodic
structure from the full-wave results, this FSS must be simulated on the grounded substrate (with
thickness DHIS), in the same way which is operating inside the FP LWA. This phenomenon is
not taken into account for the PRS, which is suspended in the middle of the FP cavity, far from
the grounded plane or other structures which could affect its resonant response.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.5.9 (a) Simulation set-up to perform the plane wave incidence analysis on the tunable HIS
unit cell (PBCs are considered in the ±x and ±y directions). (b) Transmission line analyzed to
extract the HIS admittance from the full-wave simulations.
Fig. 2.5.10 shows the 3 zeros and 1 pole obtained to characterize YHIS. Again, note that the poles
and zeros of the polynomial are dependent on the angle of incidence of the leaky mode θi, and
hence on the propagation constant ky (also notice this dependence in the equivalent circuit used
to extract the HIS admittance from full-wave simulations, depicted in Fig. 2.5.9(b)). Also, from
Fig. 2.5.10(a) it can be observed that no zero corresponds to the origin (Cj=0), as expected from
our assumption. However, in previous section, LPRS,Z1 corresponded to LPRS=0mm, as also
expected according to the variation of the YPRS with LPRS ([García-Vigueras 2010).

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 2.5.10 Variation of (a) zeros and (b) poles of YHIS with respect to the angle of incidence

(θi).
This quasi-analytical expression models the response of the tunable HIS for any Cj and θi. As
demonstrated in [García-Vigueras 2011-II], the boundary condition presented at the HIS
interface changes drastically as the physical resonating length LHIS is varied, thus resulting in a
direct mechanism to control the TE01 leaky-mode cut-off frequency and therefore the pointing
angle at a fixed frequency. Yet, this control could only be mechanically achieved in [GarcíaVigueras 2011-II], replacing the whole PCB in order to vary LHIS. The proposed reconfigurable
LWA overcomes this disadvantage, since the effective resonant length of the HIS patches can
be varied by properly modifying the varactors’ junction capacitance Cj ([Hum 2005]). This is
shown in Fig. 2.5.11(a), where the reflection phase presented by the tunable HIS ( HIS in Fig.
2.5.9(b)) provides PMC condition (HIS=0º) at different frequencies (5.15GHz, 5.65GHz and
6.15GHz) as Cj is varied (0.35pF, 0.23pF, and 0.15pF). These results were obtained using the
pole-zero analytical expression of YHIS as a function of frequency, obtained by the
aforementioned pole-zero method proposed in [Maci 2005], for different values of θi and Cj.
When the frequency is fixed at 5.6GHz, the behavior of YHIS(ky,Cj) can be analytically modeled
using (Eq.(2.5.13), obtaining the HIS reflection phase as a function of Cj for different θi as
shown in Fig. 2.5.11(b). Very good agreement with FEM results is observed for all the range of
Cj (from 0pF to 0.35pF) and for all incidence angles.
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control of the pointing angle at a fixed design frequency should be possible by combining the
passive 1D FP LWA and the tunable HIS. To theoretically confirm this fact, the behavior of the
radiating leaky mode must be studied as a function of Cj.
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a finite 3D model (also lossless) of the antenna with an aperture length of LA=5.20 at 5.6GHz,
which seem to agree quite well with theory.
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2.6.2 Full-Wave Simulations
To give more physical insight into the working principle of the proposed reconfigurable LWA,
Fig. 2.6.3 illustrates the TE01 leaky-mode electric field distribution in the cross section of the
simulated finite 3D model of the antenna ([CST 2010]) for different values of Cj at the design
frequency of 5.6GHz. For low values of Cj the HIS behaves as a grounded slab (with no FSS),
as concluded in the previous section from the HIS reflection phase response in Fig. 2.5.11(b),
and the leaky-mode is resonating in the metallic cavity of height H, providing maximum
horizontal field at z=H/2, as it can be seen in Fig. 2.6.3 for Cj=0.01pF. However, as Cj is
increased to 0.23pF, the HIS tends to behave as a PMC sheet which induces maximum field at
its interface, as shown in Fig. 2.6.3. The boundary conditions seen by the leaky mode resonating
in the FP cavity are strongly altered as Cj is varied. As a result, the leaky-mode transverse
wavelength z is modified from z=2H when Cj=0.01pF to z=4H when Cj=0.23pF, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.6.3. This enlargement in the transverse wavelength z implies the subsequent
reduction in the longitudinal wavelength y, which can be qualitatively appreciated in Fig. 2.6.4
where the longitudinal distribution of the electric field is shown for each case of Fig. 2.6.3
respectively. Therefore a rise in the leaky-mode longitudinal phase constant (y=2/y) as Cj is
increased is again demonstrated, as predicted by the results shown in Fig. 2.6.2.

Fig. 2.6.3 Leaky-mode electric-field pattern at the transverse section of the reconfigurable FP
PRS-HIS cavity at 5.6GHz for different values of Cj. Results obtained by FEM ([CST 2010]).
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factors, such as the finite LWA aperture length, which affect the maximum directivity
achievable as the scanning angle increases, or losses due to materials and varactors will be
discussed in detail later. At this stage, the effect of losses due to the varactor and the
substrates/metal losses has been ignored, being used a lossless model of the tunable HIS and the
PRS for these preliminary full-wave simulations of the structure. These losses will be taken into
account for the design of a fabricated prototype in subsequent sections.
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On the other hand, for shorter FP cavities (H<Hopt, shown in dotted red line in Fig. 2.6.6) the
leaky mode is below cutoff for most of the range of variation of Cj. As it can be seen in Fig.
2.6.6 for H=19mm, the leaky modes are at cutoff region from Cj=0.01pF to Cj=0.2pF, missing
this region of the varactors’ dynamic range. As a result, the scanning starts approximately above
Cj=0.2pF, but then it is very soon limited to a maximum angle of θRAD=20º at Cj=0.23pF,
according to simulations. This reduces the scanning range and increases the sensitivity. Fig.
2.6.6 shows that the optimum cavity provides the most linear dependence between RAD and Cj
and the highest scanning range. Once more, excellent agreement is found in the validation of the
TRM dispersion curves and FEM results.
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2.7

Experiments

2.7.1

Fabricated Prototype

A reconfigurable antenna prototype has been designed to operate at 5.6GHz. Fig. 2.7.1(a) shows
the 3D model of the final design model ([CST 2010]) where the real excitation and load have
been already considered. Fig. 2.7.1(b) presents a perspective view of the fabricated prototype.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.7.1 (a) 3D Model of the final design of reconfigurable 1D FP LWA ([CST 2010]) and (b)
Photograph of the manufactured reconfigurable LWA prototype.
The fabrication of the prototype and the experimental tests were carried out at CSIRO ICT
Centre facilities located in Sidney (Australia). As illustrated in Fig. 2.7.2(a), three constituent
parts in the reconfigurable LWA can easily be distinguished: a parallel-plate waveguide, a
passive PRS printed-circuit, and a tunable HIS. The radiating aperture of the antenna has a
length of LA=5.20 at 5.6GHz. A detailed photograph of the 11 phase agile cell used for the
tunable HIS, including the biasing network described above is depicted in Fig. 2.7.2(b). A total
of 22 MGV125-08 varactor diodes (with 0805-2 package) were employed. They are welded to
the two metallic pieces which compound each one of the HIS resonant patches, as can be
appreciated in Fig. 2.7.2(b). In order to reduce the uncertainty of the antenna response
introduced by the varactors’ tolerances (±0.05pF according to the datasheet), the diodes were
ordered "batch match" processed, which means that the manufacturer ensures the parameters of
the diodes are within a given tolerance at a given bias voltage (at a slightly extra cost). To
procure varactors with similar electrical response is an important issue to keep in mind for the
fabrication process of these reconfigurable antennas. It should be stressed that the use of
varactors with similar electronic response will avoid (or at least reduce the probability) the
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To excite the TE01 leaky-mode in the tunable 1D FP cavity, a coaxial probe-to-waveguide
transition has been designed, similar to the reported in [García-Vigueras 2011-II]. However, due
to the dynamic operation of this reconfigurable antenna, the structure design and optimization
process required for designing this feed has been more laborious. Additional elements such as
tuning screws have been included to add an additional degree of freedom, which allows to
achieve better input matching for the dynamic range of interest. A midpoint of the antenna
scanning range, Cj=0.15pF, which corresponds approximately to a scanning angle of θRAD=18º,
was chosen to optimize the dimensions of the excitation. It is logical to think that if the
excitation is matched for an intermediate operating point of the antenna, good performance will
be ensured for the around operating points. Thereby, good matching across most of the dynamic
range of Cj, has been obtained, as demonstrated with the analysis of the scattering parameters in
next subsection. The schematic of the excitation structure is depicted in Fig. 2.7.3(a). A
rectangular short-circuited waveguide with a horizontal coaxial probe inserted in the x-direction,
perpendicular to the lateral wall of the waveguide, is designed in order to excite properly the xpolarized TE01 mode. A coaxial hat has been added at the end of the inserted coaxial inner
conductor in order to improve the bandwidth of the excitation (what also enhances the input
matching at the operating points around). A tuning screw has been placed in the opposite wall at
a certain distance from the coaxial in order to give an additional degree of freedom to the
matching optimization process. This screw length has been optimized by simulation, but one
advantage of including these screws is that they can provide fine adjustment of the real
prototype later, in the test bench, in order to improve the input matching response
experimentally. On the top of the waveguide, the same FR4 substrate employed for the PRS is
located, shielded by the top waveguide wall. Concerning the height of the waveguide, because
the FP cavity has a size lower than H=25.2mm<λ0/2, the fundamental TE01 mode of the
rectangular waveguide employed cannot be supported by a regular rectangular waveguide with
such dimensions in a natural way (since the mode is below the cutoff frequency of the
rectangular waveguide). Thus, a short passive (non-reconfigurable) HIS is introduced at the
bottom of the waveguide, composed of two metallic patches on the HIS substrate. The
dimensions of the patches (K and F in Table 2.7.1) were calculated to match the input
impedance of the rectangular waveguide when the antenna FP cavity is operating at the
aforementioned point, Cj=0.15pF. Thereby, it provides the necessary phase inside the cavity to
allow propagation of the desired fundamental TE01 mode along this subwavelength waveguide,
as observed by the colored arrows drawn at the output interface of the waveguide. A full-wave
optimization process was performed to calculate the optimal dimensions of the coaxial-towaveguide transition. To this aim, the optimization tool integrated in the commercial software
[CST 2010] was employed. The final optimized dimensions can be found in Table 2.7.1.
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Efficiency Analysis

The efficiency of an antenna basically defines the ratio between energy radiated and energy lost
by dissipative losses of components (substrate, metals, electronic devices) and mismatching.
Efficiency must be taken into account for any professional antenna design process considered,
and especially in case of reconfigurable antennas, where dissipative losses of substrates or
incorporated electronic devices (e.g., diodes, capacitances, resistances, inductances, etc.) may
become very high, depending on the operation point of the antenna.
In this subsection, the efficiency of the 1D FP LWA is further studied in order to analyze the
effect of mismatching, substrate materials and varactor losses on the maximum gain of the
antenna, as a function of the operating point.
Fig. 2.8.1 summarizes the experimental performance of the reconfigurable LWA in terms of
gain and efficiency. Fig. 2.8.1(a) shows the variation of the gain as a function of VR, reporting
maximum measured gain of G=12.95dBi for VR=10.6V (Cj=0.1pF, measured RAD=12º), while
simulations predict maximum G=12.6dBi for VR=9.6V (Cj=0.11pF, simulated RAD=11º).
Moreover, as VR is decreased from this optimum point, a significant drop in the gain is observed.
The minimum value of gain measured is G=-3.55dBi for VR=4.2V (Cj=0.26pF), which
corresponds to a measured angle close to RAD=35º.Similar behavior is obtained with
simulations, thus making it difficult to obtain large scanning angles closer to endfire. As it was
previously explained, this fact is caused by higher mismatch (see Fig. 2.7.5) and by the fall of
the leakage rate (see Fig. 2.6.1(c)) that take place at high values of Cj (lower VR) , due to the
associated PMC resonance of the HIS for high RAD (see Fig. 2.6.3). However, the LWA shows a
stable gain above G=10dBi for VR>6V, which corresponds to scanning angles below RAD=25º.
As also plotted in Fig. 2.8.1(a), this gain translates into a total efficiency TOT=G/D>50%,
reaching TOT=75% for VR=10-14V (RAD=13º-10º). Measured and simulated total efficiency
(TOT) in Fig. 2.8.1(a) are in concordance, observing ηTOT>60% in the range VR=8-20V
(RAD=16º-10º), whereas ηTOT tends to 3% for VR≤5V (RAD≥30º). To understand the gain and
efficiency response of the LWA, Fig. 2.8.1(b) separates TOT into its different constitutive
efficiencies ([Balanis 2005, Chapter 2], [Gómez 2007]):
𝜂 𝑇𝑂𝑇 = 𝜂𝑀𝐼𝑆 ∙ 𝜂𝑅𝐴𝐷 ∙ 𝜂𝐷𝐼𝐸 ∙ 𝜂𝑉𝐴𝑅

(2.8.1)

where the mismatch efficiency is computed from the measured input reflection (𝜂𝑀𝐼𝑆 = 1 −
|𝑆11 |2 ) ([Balanis 2005, Chapter 2]), the leaky-mode radiation efficiency is estimated from the
theoretical leakage rate (𝜂𝑅𝐴𝐷 = 1 − 𝑒 −2𝛼𝑦 𝐿𝐴 ) ([Gómez 2007]), and the ohmic efficiency has
been attributed to two contributions: one part due to the dielectric losses and another term due to
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dissipation in the varactors series resistance: 𝜂Ω = 𝜂DIE ∙ 𝜂VAR ([Balanis 2005, Chapter 2]).
Since the separated ohmic efficiencies (due to dielectrics and varactors) are difficult to compute
from experiments ([Balanis 2005, Chapter 2]), they have been estimated from full-wave
simulation ([CST 2010]). Eq.(2.8.1) gives, as a first order approximation, a good insight into the
origin of the gain drop for large scan angles. Particularly, it can be seen in Fig. 2.8.1(b) that the
mismatch efficiency 𝜂𝑀𝐼𝑆 is quite high (over 85%) for the entire dynamic range.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 2.8.1 Results at 5.6GHz vs VR (a) Measured gain, directivity and total efficiency, (b)
Estimated efficiencies and (c) Simulated reflection coefficient (magnitude and phase) given by
the tunable HIS (taken into account losses) as a function of the operating point of the antenna
(given by simulations).
On the other hand, the leaky-mode radiation efficiency 𝜂𝑅𝐴𝐷 strongly decreases from 100% at
VR=20V (simulated RAD=8º and measured RAD=9º) to 52% at VR=5V (simulated RAD=34.2º and
measured RAD=30º), being consistent with the drop of the leakage rate predicted in Fig. 2.6.1(c)
for high values of Cj (i.e., high values of RAD). The dielectric efficiency results predict a fall
from 𝜂𝐷𝐼𝐸 = 90% at RAD=9º (VR=20V) to 𝜂𝐷𝐼𝐸 = 50% at RAD=34º (VR=5V), which is caused
by the electric field concentration at the HIS substrate when operates close to the PMC regime
(see Fig. 2.6.3 for Cj=0.23pF). Due to the same high concentration of the modal fields, an
increase in the current density flowing across the diodes occurs at this PMC operational point,
raising the heat dissipation at their series resistance. As a result, the varactors’ ohmic efficiency
𝜂𝑉𝐴𝑅 strongly drops for scanning angles tending to endfire, observing a decrease from 𝜂𝑉𝐴𝑅 =
94% at RAD=9º (VR=20V) to 𝜂𝑉𝐴𝑅 = 9% at RAD=30º (VR=5V).
This increase of thermal losses in the HIS as the antenna scans is demonstrated in Fig. 2.8.1(c).
The reflection coefficient of the HIS has been performed by full-wave FEM ([CST 2010]) for
each operating point (Cj, RAD) of the designed antenna. As it can be observed, the HIS
absorption increases as the LWA scans towards endfire, and for RAD=34º there is an abrupt drop
to |HIS|=0.3. This is related with the strong change of the HIS phase, which operates close to
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the PMC resonance. A HIS reflection phase of HIS=30º is estimated when antenna is pointing
close to RAD=30º, in accordance with the lossless HIS response shown in Fig. 2.5.11(b) for
Cj=0.23pF. This result agrees with other published works that report significant increase in the
HIS ohmic losses when operating close to the PMC resonance, and which has even been widely
applied to create planar microwave absorbers ([Engheta 2002], [Tretyakov 2003-II], [Costa
2010]). Therefore, it can be concluded that the gain drop for large scan angles is unavoidable
and it is due to two main reasons: the natural decrease in the leaky-mode radiation efficiency as
the scanning angle increases, and the increase of the varactors resistance. This latter effect could
have also been predicted by the proposed TEN model, by introducing the varactors’ series
resistance in the tunable HIS equivalent admittance, and the losses tangent in the substrate
equivalent transmission line sections, as done in [Engheta 2002], [Tretyakov 2003-I], and
[Costa 2010]. The characterization of lossy FSS by the pole-zero method would require
additional modifications in order to account for the real part of the admittances, which would be
no longer assumed purely imaginary due to ohmic losses. This analysis has been left as a
possible research future line.
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Frequency scanning is an inherent property of LWAs due to their intrinsic highly dispersive
nature ([Oliner 2007]). This can be a desired feature for some applications such as frequencymodulated continuous-wave (FMCW) radars ([Ettorre 2008]). On the contrary, frequency beam
squint reduces the bandwidth for point-to-point telecom radio links, since the gain at the desired
pointing angle can rapidly drop out from the design frequency as sketched in Fig. 2.9.1. For this
reason, much interest is given nowadays to the design of scanning LWAs with reduced beam
squint ([Hong 2003], [Neto 2005], [Antoniades 2008], [Sievenpiper 2011]). The definition of
the practical usable bandwidth of a LWA must therefore consider not only the input matching
bandwidth but also the scanned pattern bandwidth ([Balanis 2005]). This is particularly
intriguing for electronically-reconfigurable LWAs ([Lim 2004-I, II], [Archbold 2010],
[Sievenpiper 2005], etc.), which operate at a fixed frequency and dynamically change their
scanning response by means of an external control signal.

Fig. 2.9.1 Pattern bandwidth definition from the frequency scanning of a LWA
In this section we propose a closed-form expression to define and evaluate the maximum usable
pattern bandwidth of electronically-steerable LWAs. Subsection 2.9.2 describes the theoretical
formulation, which is derived from the frequency-dispersion response of the electronicallycontrolled leaky mode. This general theory is applied in Subsection 2.9.3 to the electronically
reconfigurable scanning 1D FP LWA previously proposed. Full-wave simulated results are used
for validation.
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Scanning PBW Theory

The pattern bandwidth of an antenna is usually defined as the frequency range [f1,f2] over which
the gain at a fixed observation direction 0 falls 3dB w.r.t. the gain at the design frequency f0
(f1< f0< f2) ([Balanis 2005]). For the case of a LWA, the beam is scanned as frequency is varied
as shown in Fig. 2.9.1, so that the condition for the scanned pattern bandwidth (SPBW) can be
approximately expressed as:

𝑅 (𝑓1 ) +

(𝑓1 )

𝑅 (𝑓2 ) −

(𝑓2 )

2

2

= 𝑅 (𝑓0 )

(2.9.1)

= 𝑅 (𝑓0 )

(2.9.2)

where R(f) is the main beam scanning angle and (f) is the half-power beamwidth at a certain
frequency. The antenna frequency squint, also called scanning ratio (SR), is given in deg/Hz and
is defined as the first derivative of the frequency beam scanning response:
𝑆𝑅(𝑓) =

𝑑 𝑅 (𝑓)
𝑑𝑓

(2.9.3)

Subtracting Eq.(2.9.1) and Eq.(2.9.2) and assuming small difference between f2 and f1 (which is
true for narrow band radiators as usually happens with LWAs), we can introduce Eq.(2.9.3) and
obtain the following expression:
1

𝑅 (𝑓2 ) − 𝑅 (𝑓1 ) ≈ 𝑆𝑅(𝑓0 ) · [𝑓2 − 𝑓1 ] ≈ 2 [(𝑓2 ) + (𝑓1 )]

(2.9.4)

The scanned pattern bandwidth (SPBW=f2-f1) can thus be approximated as:
1 (𝑓2 )+(𝑓1 )
𝑆𝑅(𝑓0 )

𝑆𝑃𝐵𝑊 ≈ 2

(𝑓 )

≈ 𝑆𝑅(𝑓0 )
0

(2.9.5)

where it has also been assumed that the beamwidth keeps constant in the studied frequency
range (f2)=(f1)=(f0). For the case of LWAs, the frequency dispersion response of the
leaky-mode complex propagation constant gives all the information for the functions involved
in Eq.(2.9.5) ([Oliner 2007]):
𝑘(𝑓) = 𝛽(𝑓) − 𝑗(𝑓)

(2.9.6)

sin(𝜃𝑅𝐴𝐷 ) ≈ 𝑦 /𝑘0

(2.9.7)

𝛥𝜃(𝑓) ≈ 𝐿

𝑘
/𝜆
∙𝑐𝑜𝑠
𝑅𝐴𝐷 (𝑓)
𝐴 0

(2.9.8)
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where LA is the LWA aperture length and k a constant which depends on the antenna aperture
field distribution ([Oliner 2007]); for this case k=0.91 considering natural exponential leaky
wave illumination and assuming 90% of radiation. Introducing Eq.(2.9.8) in Eq.(2.9.5), we
obtain the next approximation to the SPBW:
𝑘
/𝜆
𝐴 0 ∙𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑅 (𝑓)

𝑆𝑃𝐵𝑊 ≈ 𝑆𝑅(𝑓 )∙𝐿
0

(2.9.9)

The scanning pattern bandwidth is inversely proportional to three frequency-dependent
functions according to Eq.(2.9.9). First, a high scanning ratio (Eq.(2.9.3)) makes the LWA scan
more rapidly and thus decrease the resulting SPBW. Second, longer LWAs produce a narrower
beam (Eq.(2.9.8)) and thus decrease the resulting SPBW. Finally, the scanning angle R(f) also
plays an important role, since LWAs scanning closer to broadside (R=0º, cosR=1) have a
larger effective aperture and directivity, and thus provide reduced SPBW than if scanned
towards endfire, where directivity is usually lower.
These three effects must be taken into account when evaluating the practical bandwidth of an
electronically reconfigurable LWA. Certainly, this type of reconfigurable antennas steer their
pointing direction at different angles depending on an external control signal (VR). Therefore,
the SPBW is dynamic, and must be studied for all the operation states. Apart from the obvious
variation of the scanning angle R, the dispersive response of the antenna also varies as a
function of the control signal. Thus, the scanning ratio and the resulting bandwidth will be
dependent on the scanning state in which the antenna is operating. This will be illustrated in the
following section by analyzing the SPBW of a practical reconfigurable LWA, which will also
be used to validate the derived theoretical expression for the SPBW (Eq.(2.9.9)).
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instance, the case of LA=5.2λ0 shows a theoretical SPBW=2.88% when scanned at R=20º,
which is reduced to SPBW=2.02% for R=10º and to SPBW=2.26% for R=30º.
In addition, it is also appreciated the strong influence of LA, evidencing an inverse relationship
with the SPBW as stated by Eq.(2.9.9). This is reasonable since longer LWAs provide reduced
half-power beamwidth  (Eq.(2.9.8)), which results in a stronger effect of the frequency beam
steering and thus lower SPBW. This can be clearly observed if we fix θR=20º in Fig. 2.9.3,
observing a theoretical maximum bandwidth of SPBW=6.65% for LA=2.6λ0, whereas a lower
bandwidth of FSPBW=1.66% is achieved for LA=10.4λ0.
Theoretical results of Fig. 2.9.3 are compared with full-wave simulations (plotted with circles),
obtained for the ideal (lossless and perfectly matched) reconfigurable antenna prototype. Good
agreement with theoretical predictions is obtained despite the simplicity of our formula, which
only takes into account the dispersion of the antenna, neglecting directivity or beamwidth
variability. In addition, the derived expressions are more accurate for longer antennas which are
narrowband and present lower beamwidths, as discussed in the approximations made to derive
the formulation (Eq.(2.9.4)-Eq.(2.9.5)). This is observed for the longer studied case (LA=10.4λ0),
which simulations almost fit the theoretical curve.

Fig. 2.9.4 Comparison of Fractional PBW as a function of operating scanning point (θR)
obtained from theory, ideal lossless simulations and lossy simulations.
All previous results have treated with ideal lossless antennas and neglected mismatching.
However, in the real world these effects must be considered to obtain the real usable bandwidth.
Fig. 2.9.4 compares the FSPBW presented in Fig. 2.9.3 for an ideal antenna with LA=5.2λ0, with
the FSPBW obtained from simulations of the final prototype, which have taken into account
losses and a real excitation source. From this graph it is observed how our model still remains in
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2.10 Conclusions
A new type of fixed-frequency electronically-steerable one-dimensional (1D) Fabry-Pérot (FP)
LWA, which is based on a tunable Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity formed by a parallel-plate
waveguide (PPW), a partially reflective surface (PRS), and a varactor-loaded tunable high
impedance surface (HIS), has been presented in the chapter, fulfilling the first objective of this
chapter (O1). The proposed reconfigurable LWA topology allows to electronically modify the
resonant condition of the TE01 leaky mode inside the FP cavity, resulting in a variation of the
pointing direction at a fixed frequency as the varactors’ bias voltage is changed. Leaky-mode
dispersion curves have been obtained from a simple but accurate Transverse Equivalent
Network, which rigorously takes into account the length of the patches of the PRS and the effect
of the varactors’ junction capacitance in the phase response of the tunable HIS. The
characterization of the PRS and HIS has been developed by the pole-zero methods proposed in
[Maci 2005] and [García-Vigueras 2010]. Also, a re-adaptation of the modified pole-zero
method presented in [García-Vigueras 2010], has been developed to characterize the tunable
HIS. This characterization process will be also important for the analysis of the structures
presented in next chapters. Thus, objectives O2 and O3 have been accomplished. These
modal curves are very useful for the design of the main parameters of the antenna, in order to
optimize the beam-scanning range. A prototype with LA=5.2λ0 (at 5.6GHz) has been fabricated
and tested. Leaky-mode results are in very good agreement with full-wave simulations and
experiments, which have shown a continuous scanning from 9º to 30º in a prototype operating at
the fixed frequency of 5.6GHz, as the varactors’ bias voltage is varied from 18V to 5V. The
scanning range is limited in the endfire region due to the drop of the leakage rate and the
increase of thermal losses and mismatching, which are associated with the perfect magnetic
conductor (PMC) condition of the tunable HIS, as concluded from the efficiency analysis
performed in Section 2.8. Also, it is observed that the antenna presents a radiation efficiency
close to 70% for most part of the scanning range, which is reduced as the pointing angle scans
to endfire. This reduction of efficiency is also noticed in the gain, which is reduced from 12dB
to 5dB at 30º. The last objective of this chapter (O4) is achieved in Section 2.9, where the
pattern bandwidth of the antenna is analyzed. To this aim, a simple theoretical expression has
been derived to approximate the pattern bandwidth of reconfigurable scanning LWAs, just from
the information provided by the frequency dispersion curves of the structure. This formulation
has been applied to the 1D FP LWA presented in this chapter, demonstrating that, despite the
simplicity of the model, the predictions are quite in concordance with simulated results
extracted from ideal (lossless) and perfectly matched case, and also are reasonably good when
losses and mismatching are taken into account. From this study it was concluded that the main
limiting factors which influence the maximum pattern bandwidth of a reconfigurable LWA are,
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apart from the natural dispersion of the guiding structure, the length of the antenna (and
beamwidth) and the scanning range chosen to operate the antenna. A maximum scanning pattern
bandwidth of 2.22% at 5.6GHz is estimated for the maximum scanning range associated to this
antenna ([9º-30º]).
The work developed in this chapter has been published in 3 peer-review international journal
paper (IJ), 2 international conference papers (IC), 1 Spanish journal papers (SJ) and 1
Spanish conference paper (SC). These references are copied below; they have been extracted
from the complete list of publications of Section 5.3.
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Chapter 3 Full-Space Electronic-Steering
1D FP LWA
In this chapter we focus on the design of a full-space electronic scanning 1D FP LWA with
steerability at both first (positive angles) and second (negative angles) quadrants. The half-space
structure presented in Chapter 1 has been modified to achieve this new capability. In this case,
the tunable HIS has been divided in two sections which varactors are independently biased and
a central excitation is located at the middle of the waveguide. Dispersion analyses reveal two
regions, the scanning region, which was previously employed to demonstrate the electronic
scanning of the previous half-space 1D FP LWA, and an electromagnetic band-gap (EBG),
which will be useful to switch the section of the antenna which we want to operate (or not) as a
LWA. Thus, an EBG electronic-routing mechanism is conceived to reroute the waves excited
from the central feeding to the left or right antenna section. Then, three operating modes are
defined combining the operating regimes in which work each section: forward regime allows to
scan at the first quadrant, backward regime allows to scan the beam at the second quadrant, and
broadside radiation, to obtain a beam pointed at broadside (θRAD=0º). A prototype has been
fabricated to operate at 5.5GHz obtaining very good results between measurements, simulations
and theory and demonstrating an electronically-controlled scanning region from θRAD=-25º to
θRAD=+25º, passing through broadside radiation. Next objectives are accomplished with this
chapter:
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O5.

Design of a reconfigurable 1D FP LWA with full-space electronic-steering employing a
tunable HIS and the EBG electronic-routing mechanism.

O6.

Demonstration of an electronic-routing mechanism based on the electromagnetic bandgap of periodic FP LWAs.

This chapter is organized as follows:
Section 3.1 presents an overview on full-space electronic-steering LWAs presented so far.
Section 3.2 introduces the structure of proposed reconfigurable antenna. In Section 3.3, the
dispersion curves shown in the last chapter for the 1D FP LWA are re-analyzed in order to
define the scanning and the EBG dispersion regions as a function of the varactors’ junction
capacitance (Cj). Then, the different operating regimes of the new full-space electronic-steering
antenna are summarized in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents a fabricated prototype, operating at
5.5GHz, and discusses measured results. The conclusions are summarized in Section 3.6.
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3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, electronic-steering capabilities were demonstrated for a 1D FP LWA employing a
tunable HIS loaded inside. However, this antenna achieves scanning of its main beam just at
positive angles (half-space electronic steering). Full-space electronic-steering is in general a
more desirable feature for leaky-wave antennas (LWAs), since it allows to steer the beam from
negative to positive angles, including broadside (θRAD) direction. Since the 1960’s, continuous
frequency-scanning capability from backward to forward quadrant has been achieved by
designing periodic LWAs ([Oliner 2007], [Jackson 2008]). However, research is now focused
on

fixed-frequency

continuous

full-space

scanning

devices

since

current

wireless

communication systems normally operate at a given operating frequency, as discussed
previously. Recently, this capability has been achieved by inserting active components in
different one-dimensional (1D) LWA technologies. For example, one of the most employed
seems to be the composite right/left handed (CRLH) metamaterial line. These lines allow to
excite from backward-to-forward leaky waves which allow to scan from negative (second
quadrant) to positive (first quadrant) angles with frequency and also electronically at fixed
frequency. Electronically scanning CRLH LWAs have been integrated in microstrip ([Lim
2004-I], [Lim 2004-II], [Matsuzawa 2005, 2006, 2007]), half-width microstrip ([Ouedraogo
2011]), or half-mode substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) technology ([Suntives 2012]) to
scan at fixed frequency. Also, electrically tunable surfaces have been employed to excite
backward-to-forward waves modulating electronically the periodicity of the structure to radiate
with the higher Floquet harmonic n=-1. In [Sievenpiper 2005], this is achieved employing
tunable HIS loaded with varactors, whereas [Chicherin 2011-I, II] employ MEMS varactor
arrays close to a silicon dielectric rod waveguide (DRW), as reconfigurable periodic LWAs.
Similarly, [Manasson 2010] employs leaky waves diffracted by an electronically-controlled
diffraction grating placed in the evanescent field of a dielectric waveguide, allowing beam
steering. In [Esquius-Morote 2014], a tunable graphene LWA has been recently proposed. The
graphene is electronically modulated along its aperture length, to achieve backward-to-forward
scanning.
In general, achieving full-space scanning is more complicated than half-space steering,
requiring more independently controlled diodes/switches to generate backward-to-forward leaky
waves ([Lim 2004-II], [Sievenpiper 2005], [Ouedraogo 2011]), and very demanding design
constraints to control the CRLH over the complete angular region ([Nguyen 2011]). In addition,
broadside (θRAD=0º) radiation is usually one of the issues to take into account for continuous
full-space scanning optimization. Broadside can be achieved by several methods, but not by a
simple natural uniform forward-scanning LWA excited from one end, since it would require to
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operate the waveguide at cutoff. To this aim, periodic antennas operating with the n=-1
harmonic have been employed ([Jackson 2008], [Oliner 2007]). However, these structures
require of special designs since typically they start to present an open-electromagnetic band-gap
(EBG) when they are close to point at boresight, ([Oliner 2007], [Jackson 2008]), which makes
the travelling wave turn into a standing-wave antenna, reducing gain and increasing
mismatching. The suppression of the open-EBG to optimize radiation at broadside is not trivial,
although it has been overcome with some novel designs in printed technology to achieve
continuous backward-to-forward frequency scanning ([Paulotto 2009]). In the case of CRLH
metamaterial LWAs, which operate with the fundamental mode of the line, broadside can be
also achieved; however the line must be properly designed to accomplish the balanced condition
([Caloz 2005]). Also, a half-space 1D LWA operating with the simple fundamental mode and
excited from the center can be employed to generate a broadside beam ([Burghignoli 2006],
[García-Vigueras 2012-II], [Jackson 2008], [Lovat 2006-I]). In this configuration, the central
source excites two leaky waves propagating in opposite directions which beams can merge in
one single directed beam pointed at broadside when the structure is operated close to (but
slightly below) cutoff. Thus, broadside is achieved as long as it is satisfied the splitting
condition β=α ([Lovat 2006-I]). If this condition is not satisfied, then two separated beams arise
pointing at opposite directions, reducing the gain at broadside, what makes this configuration
unpractical for scanning applications. In order to avoid complex designs, another simple
configuration consists of a single half-space LWA excited independently from both ends
([Nguyen 2011], [Wang 1999, 2000]). This is the case presented in [Nguyen 2011], [Wang
2000], which proposes a simpler end-switched topology which employs a two-port half-space
electronic-steering CRLH LWA and a single-pole double-throw (SPDT) switch to choose the
radiation quadrant. In these configurations, only a half-space electronic scanning antenna is
needed, but excited from both ports at the far ends of the structure. Thus, the design constraints
are strongly simplified.
An even simpler approach is proposed in this chapter, so full-scanning capability is achieved
without SPDT switch. In this case, a central-fed (non-metamaterial) LWA, like the presented in
Chapter 1, is proposed. To avoid the dual beam generated when β>α, a novel electronic-routing
mechanism is employed based on the electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) properties of the FP
cavity, so the centrally-excited LWA is able to drive forward leaky waves into right or left
direction, allowing scanning into 1st or 2nd quadrant respectively, besides radiation at broadside
by satisfying the aforementioned splitting condition.

3.2 Structure
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3.2 Structure
The scheme of the proposed configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.1. In the previous section, it
was shown how a 1D FP LWA can be loaded with a tunable high impedance surface (HIS) to
obtain half-space electronic beam steering from +9º to +30º.

Fig. 3.2.1 Scheme of the proposed full-space steering 1D FP LWA. Same dimensions of
original 1D FP LWA are considered (a=25mm, H=25.2mm, L=13.6mm, DHIS=1.524mm,

rHIS=3, PHIS=30mm, QHIS=14mm, LHIS=17mm, g=1mm, DPRS=0.8mm, rPRS=4.4, PPRS=20mm,
QPRS=18mm, LPRS=22mm).
The input port of the previous electronically-steerable 1D FP LWA was located at one end of
the 1D FP leaky waveguide. This original structure is modified here by locating the input port at
the middle of the waveguide (P1 in Fig. 3.2.1), and integrating two independently tuned HIS
located at each side of the center feeding (HISLEFT and HISRIGHT in Fig. 3.2.1). Therefore, the
structure is split in two independently controlled 1D FP LWAs respectively excited by two
leaky waves which propagate in opposite directions (+y and –y in Fig. 3.2.1) from the central
feed. As will see in next section, the independent control of the dispersion at each side of the
antenna will allow scanning at forward (positive quadrant), backward (negative quadrant) or
broadside directions.

3.3 Dispersion Analysis and Defined Regions
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the attenuation constant y/k0 and the null value of dy/dCj. Nevertheless, this increment of

y does not correspond to an increment in the leakage rate, but to the reactive attenuation
constant, since no power is carried by any propagating mode inside this region ([Oliner
2007], [Jackson 2008]).
From this dispersion analysis, it is concluded that a FP cavity can operate either into the
Radiating or EBG region, depending on the operating point (Cj) in which the reconfigurable
antenna is tuned. If the antenna operates into the scanning region, a leaky wave will be
propagated by the FP cavity, radiating its power at a radiation angle determined by Cj. On the
contrary, if the antenna is operated inside the EBG region, propagative modes will be prevented
and its energy will be mostly reflected back to the source, as will see in next section.
Other EBG structures have been also proposed to modify the aperture of antennas ([Boutayeb
2006-I, II, III, IV, 2007-I, II], [Ettorre 2007], [Llombart 2005, 2007], [Neto 2006]). Boutayeb
([Boutayeb 2006-I, III, IV, 2007-I, II]) employed low cost cylindrical EBG (CEBG) structures
made of circular arrays of metallic wires. Thus, directional antennas with potential
reconfigurable capability are envisaged, excited by a punctual omnidirectional source and
controlling the CEBG by defects on the wires. Thus, electronically reconfigurable antennas with
beamwidth electronic control or azimuthal beam-scanning have been achieved applying the
same principles with tunable CEBG loaded with PIN diodes ([Boutayeb 2004, 2006-II], [Djerafi
2008], [Edalati 2009], [Edalati 2011]). In [Llombart 2005, 2007] and [Neto 2006], planar
circularly symmetric EBG (PCS-EBG) structures were employed to suppress surface waves and
conceive printed antennas with high bandwidth and enhanced directivity. Similar PCS-EBG
structures have been employed in [Ettorre 2007] to realize directional antennas on printed
circuit board technology, by controlling the dispersion of the surface waves launched by a
punctual source.
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3.4 Operating Regimes
In this section are explained the different regimes in which the antenna can be operated. A
lossless prototype with an aperture length of LA=5.2λ0 excited by a coaxial in the middle of the
waveguide has been simulated by FEM ([CST 2010]). Analysis of the electric field distribution
inside the FP cavity for each operating mode and the associated radiation patterns are shown in
Fig. 3.4.1 and Fig. 3.4.2 respectively.
As previously explained, it is possible to control independently each side of the centrallyexcited 1D FP LWA biasing each defined tunable HIS (HISL, HISR), allowing to operate each
FP cavity in scanning or EBG region separately. Combining the operating region in which
works each FP cavity, three operation regimes have been defined:
A. Backward scanning regime. To scan at negative angles, HISLEFT must be tuned inside the
scanning region (CjL<0.27pF) while HISRIGHT is fixed at EBG region (CjR=0.3pF). In this
way the input signal is guided to the left side of the LWA and no energy travels to the right
side, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.4.1(a). By properly tuning CjL in the range [0pF, 0.23pF], a
single beam pointing at negative angles should be theoretically scanned in the angular
region θRAD=[-5º,-25º]. Three radiation patterns corresponding to three different
configurations of the antenna in this operating mode are shown in Fig. 3.4.2(a).

B. Forward scanning regime. This is the symmetrical case, as observed in Fig. 3.4.1(b).
HISLEFT is now operated in the EBG regime (CjL=0.3pF) and HISRIGHT is tuned in the
scanning region to provide steering at positive angles. In this case, with CjR=[0pF, 0.23pF]
the beam is theoretically steered in the range θRAD=[+5º, +25º]. Symmetric response is
verified observing the electric fields in Fig. 3.4.1(b) and the radiation patterns obtained for
three symmetrical configurations operating in the forward regime shown in Fig. 3.4.2(b).

C. Broadside radiation. Optimum radiation at boresight can be obtained by launching two
opposite-directed leaky waves which satisfy the splitting condition y/k0=y/k0 ([Lovat
2006-I]). At this point, maximum directivity at broadside is achieved, when the two beams
generated by both left and right FP LWAs, each one pointing slightly above broadside,
merge each other to form one broadside beam. To this end, HISLEFT and HISRIGHT are tuned
at the same operating point inside the scanning region with CjR=CjL=0.1pF, which satisfies
this condition according to Fig. 3.3.1. Above this condition, two symmetric beams will arise
scanning regularly as a function of Cj. Fig. 3.4.1(c) illustrates the electric field distribution
generated for this operating regime when CjL=CjR=0.1pF, showing how the fields on the two
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sides of the antenna converge to form a single beam radiating at θRAD=0º, as observed in Fig.
3.4.2(c). Good explanation, discussion and applications of this condition can be found in
([Ip 1990], [Yamamoto 1999], [Lovat 2006-I], [Sutinjo 2008] and [Jackson 2008]).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3.4.1 Electric field distribution along the centrally excited reconfigurable 1D FP LWA
obtained by FEM ([CST 2010]) for the three operating regimes: (a) Backward scanning (b)
Forward scanning, (c) Broadside radiation.
As observed, the EBG regime can be employed as an electronic-routing mechanism which
allows to reroute the energy introduced from the central coaxial to the desired side of the
antenna. It is noteworthy to advance that this EBG electronic-routing concept will be of interest,
not to obtain full-space 1D FP LWAs which scans its fan beam in elevation, but to conceive a
more interesting type of antenna consisted of a centrally-excited two-dimensional (2D) FP
LWAs with two-dimensional electronic beam-scanning (in elevation and azimuth) of its pencil
beam, as will see in next section. In the next subsections, before presenting the 2D structure,
experiments with a prototype of the full-space 1D FP LWA demonstrate this concept and also
the advantages and disadvantages of this type of reconfiguration mechanism.

3.5 Experiments
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3.5 Experiments
3.5.1 Fabricated Prototype
The optimized 3D model simulated to check the final response of the full-space scanning 1D FP
LWA and a photograph of the fabricated prototype are shown in Fig. 3.5.1. The prototype has
been fabricated from the prototype of the half-space steering 1D FP LWA presented in the
previous section. So, same varactors, bias network and dimensions of the previous structure can
be considered. However, some structures modifications have been introduced to obtain the new
full-space structure. A coaxial input port has been located at the center (P1) of the waveguide,
whereas the two ports located at the far ends have been left as the output ports at each side of
the antenna respectively (P2 and P3 in Fig. 3.5.1(b)). The tunable HIS bias network employed
for the 1D FP LWA has been isolated at the center of the waveguide, so two independently
controlled tunable HIS are now defined. Fig. 3.5.1(b) also shows the cables that supply the
control signal voltages to each side of the HIS, defined as HISLEFT and HISRIGHT, and associated
to the DC bias voltages VL and VR respectively.

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 3.5.1 (a) 3D Model of the final design of reconfigurable full-space electronic-steering 1D
FP LWA excited from the center of the waveguide ([CST 2010]) and (b) Manufactured fullspace scanning 1D FP LWA prototype (LA=5λ0).
Regarding the central coaxial feeder used to excite symmetrically the structure, again a fullwave optimization process has been employed to improve the input matching of the antenna.
Fig. 2.7.3 shows the schematic modeled in the full-wave simulator ([CST 2010]) of the coaxialfeeder introduced at the center of the FP waveguide. The vertical position of the central coaxial
probe has been firstly optimized to obtain good input matching for the whole range of operating
configurations in which the antenna can work. Later, two tuning screws have been
symmetrically placed a both sides of the coaxial at a distance A (see Fig. 2.7.3(b)), which
position, width (E2) and length (C2) has been optimized to enhance the response for the forward
and backward scanning regimes. Finally, a hat has been added at the end of the inner conductor
of the coaxial, inside the FP waveguide, in order to improve more the overall response.

(a)

(b)
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performance of the varactors for each HIS circuit. In particular, higher side lobes can be seen
when scanning toward forward endfire than towards backward endfire, resulting in gain values
of G=5dB for θRAD=-25º and G=4.5dB for θRAD=+25º. This gain fall as the pointing angle is
scanned caused by several loss factors such as the leakage rate drop, dielectric and varactor
dissipation and mismatch, as commented in the efficiency analysis presented in Section 2.8.
Nevertheless, the concept of using the EBG regime of the FP leaky line to guide the input
energy to the desired quadrant is experimentally demonstrated, resulting in a main beam
scanned in the corresponding radiation quadrant while preventing radiation in the opposite
direction.
Fig. 3.5.4(c) is dedicated to the broadside radiation operation. As described before, the same
bias voltage must be applied to both HIS circuits, VL=VR. Particularly, the splitting condition is
satisfied for V=10.6V (which theoretically corresponds to Cj=0.1pF where y/k0=y/k0 in Fig.
3.3.1, obtaining a single beam radiating at broadside with maximum gain Gmax=13dB.
Moreover, it is shown that the voltage can be varied in the range V=[18.2V, 6.75V], and still a
single beam at boresight is obtained. However, the gain decreases and side lobes start to appear
as we move further from the splitting condition ([Lovat 2006-I]), as it can be seen in Fig.
3.5.4(c) for V=6.75V (that corresponds to Cj=0.16pF, where y/k0=0.2>y/k0=0.05 in Fig. 3.3.1),
which provides lower gain at broadside G=11.3dB. Thus, it is experimentally checked that
optimum radiation at broadside is obtained when both HIS are tuned at the splitting condition.
The radiation patterns in Fig. 3.5.4 experimentally demonstrate backward-to-forward electronic
scanning of the proposed FP antenna.
At this point, it should be stressed that when the antenna is operating at backward or forward
operating modes, half of the aperture length remains unused. This is clearly observed from the
field distributions depicted in Fig. 3.4.1(a) and Fig. 3.4.1(b). Therefore, the initial aperture
length of LA=5.2λ0 is reduced to LA=2.6λ0, what produces a wider main beam and so decrement
of the total directivity/gain of the antenna. On the contrary, this effect is not happening when the
broadside configuration is tuned (CjL=CjR). This operating mode is using both sides of the
antenna and, if the PRS has been properly designed to illuminate the total aperture length with a
high aperture efficiency (which depends on the leakage constant αy of the excited leaky mode,
as previously commented ([García-Vigueras 2012-II])), a narrower beamwidth, and so higher
directivity (and gain), will be obtained at broadside direction than at the other configurations, as
observed in Fig. 3.5.4.
Fig. 3.5.5(a) shows the input matching of the full-space scanning FP LWA as a function of the
biasing voltage V (and corresponding Cj) at the fixed design frequency of 5.5GHz. As
aforementioned, the matching circuit makes use of tuning screws (which can be seen in Fig.
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3.5.1), which were optimized to provide low S11 for most of the scanning range including
broadside. The antenna presents S11-8dB in the broadside radiation configuration, while in the
backward and forward scanning regimes the mismatch increases from -15dB to -5dB as the
beam is steered towards endfire. Similar tendency is observed with CST simulations and
measurements. Some asymmetry between backward/forward scanning is again observed in
measured S11. Again, it is worth to mention that matching of reconfigurable antennas is a
difficult issue to deal with. The full-space scanning FP LWA has been more difficult to match
than its half-space counterpart because it operates in three different scanning regimes, with
dramatic changes in the leaky-mode field distribution. As a result, matching is worse than in the
half-space design.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.5.5 Measured and simulated S-parameters for the full-space scanned 1D FP LWA at
5.5GHz. a) Input matching S11 b) Transmission S21, S31.
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Fig. 3.5.5(b) illustrates the transmission coefficients between the input port and the two ports
located at the left (S21) and right (S31) sides (see Fig. 3.5.1). As expected, when the antenna is
operated in the backward scanning regime, the leaky wave is guided to the left side resulting in
very low S31-60dB (due to the EBG regime provided by HISRIGHT) and S21-20dB (which
corresponds to the energy which has not been radiated by the left-propagating leaky wave, see
Fig. 3.5.5(a)). These values are interchanged in the forward-scanning configuration, showing
S21-60dB and S31-20dB, since the energy is guided to the right side. Finally, in the broadside
regime the energy is guided to both sides presenting equal values of S21=S31-30dB. The
transmission at broadside is 10dB lower than in the scanning configuration due to the fact that
leaky wave presents higher leakage rate at the broadside splitting condition ( y/k0>0.1) than for
higher scanning angles y/k0<0.1 as shown in Fig. 3.3.1. Good agreement between experiments
and simulations is observed for the transmission coefficients in the three regimes, confirming
the ability of the proposed FP LWA to route the leaky-wave to the desired direction.

3.5 Conclusions

3.6
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Conclusions

A novel topology to obtain fixed-frequency electronic full-space scanning from a 1D FabryPérot (FP) LWA has been described and experimentally demonstrated, fulfilling the first
objective pursued in this chapter (O5). The design is derived from the half-space electronicsteering 1D FP LWA structure presented in Chapter 2, which has been modified employing a
central feeding and two independently biased tunable HIS, which give rise to two independently
controlled half-space electronic-steering LWAs. Two dispersion regions are identified from the
leaky-mode dispersion curves: the scanning and EBG regions. On one hand, the scanning region
corresponds to the zone where the LWA is operating as leaky (which was employed by the
normal half-space 1D FP LWA of Chapter 2), radiating at an angle dependent on the bias
voltage of the HIS varactors. On the other hand, the EBG dispersion property of the FP cavity
prevents the propagation of the TE leaky mode, so it has been employed as a routingmechanism to direct the input signal, excited from the central source, to the desired half-space
electronic-steering antenna. Thus, backward (negative) angles, can be reached when left section
of the LWA is operating in the scanning region and right section is tuned at EBG, whereas
forward angles are scanned just in the opposite configuration. Also, broadside radiation is
achieved properly exciting both tunable HIS inside the scanning region ([Lovat 2006-I]).
Experimental results from a fabricated prototype operating at 5.5GHz show an absolute
continuous scanning range from 5º to 25º for backward and forward scanning regimes, besides
broadside radiation. Thus, it is demonstrated that continuous full-space scanning can be
achieved by virtue of the tunable dispersion properties of the FP cavity and two control signals,
one per section. With this conclusion, second objective of the chapter (O6) is achieved. In this
way, the switching mechanism proposed in [Nguyen 2011], which needs a SPDT switch and
associated control signals is avoided. It should be pointed out that the proposed EBG routing
mechanism is less efficient than [Nguyen 2011], as only 50% of the antenna aperture is used to
scan the beam in each quadrant. Nevertheless, the main advantage of this EBG routing proposal
compared to switching schemes is that it can be naturally extended to 2D FP LWAs, as will see
in next chapter, where a 2D FP antenna is divided in several discrete sectors (SA-SD) which are
independently tuned, so that the leaky wave excited at the center of the FP cavity can be routed
to any of these sectors by tuning the others to EBG regime. In this way, discrete azimuthal
sectorization could be obtained, providing 2D scanning of a pencil beam (in elevation  and
azimuthal  angles) in contrast to scanned conical beams ([Costa 2011]), and without using
phased-arrays ([Rock 2009], [Devogobic 2014-II]).
The work developed in this chapter has given rise to the publication of 2 peer-review
international journal paper (IJ), 1 international conference paper (IC), 1 Spanish journal
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paper (SJ) and 2 Spanish conference papers (SC). These references are copied below; they
have been extracted from the complete list of publications of Section 5.3.
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Chapter 4 Full-Space Electronic-Steering
2D FP LWA
In this chapter it is presented for first time a reconfigurable two-dimensional (2D) FP LWA with
simultaneous electronic steering in azimuth and elevation, operating at fixed frequency. To this
aim, the author presents a novel 2D FP cavity excited from its center and comprised by a top
PRS and a two-dimensional tunable HIS at the bottom (the antenna can be considered as a twodimensional extension of the full-space electronic-steering 1D FP LWA presented in Chapter 3).
The HIS is divided in four independently biased sectors which control the dispersion properties
of four regions inside the FP cavity. Given the x-polarized electric field generated by the
excitation (an optimized stacked patch antenna), TE, TM and hybrid TE/TM leaky modes are
excited across the FP cavity in the y, x, and oblique directions respectively. The scanning and
EBG dispersion regions are analyzed for the fundamental TE and TM modes. Thus, applying
the electronic-steering and EBG electronic-routing mechanisms presented in the previous
chapters, it is possible to reroute the leaky waves in the FP cavity, and scan the pencil beam in a
continuous way in elevation and at eight different azimuth angles (apart from broadside)
depending on the chosen configuration of the sectors. Four different operating regimes are then
defined: TE scanning regime, TM scanning regime, hybrid TE/TM scanning regime and
broadside radiation. A prototype has been designed and manufactured to demonstrate the proof
of concept. The beam can take eight discrete azimuth directions: ϕ=[0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º,
225º, 270º, 315º]. The elevational scanning range for TE and hybrid TE/TM configurations is
achieved approximately from θRAD=+3º to θRAD=+20º, and from θRAD=+3º to θRAD=+12º for TM
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configurations. Simulations and experimental results are shown and discussed. Therefore, the
last specific objective of this thesis is pursued:
O7.

Design of a 2D FP LWA with simultaneous and independent electronic-steering in
azimuth and elevation employing a tunable HIS and the EBG electronic-routing
mechanism.

This chapter is organized as follows:
Section 4.1 gives an overview on 2D full-space scanning antennas. Later, in Section 4.2 it is
introduced the proposed structure of the electronic-steering 2D FP LWA. Section 4.3 shows the
modal dispersion analysis performed for the initial design of the 2D FP cavity. From this
analysis, the scanning and EBG regions are identified for TE and TM modes, and the operating
modes of the antenna are defined. Preliminary simulated results of the antenna are also reported
in this section. In Section 4.4 it is shown the fabricated prototype and it is discussed the
experimental results obtained. A brief summary of the principal results and discussion on the
advantages and disadvantages of this type of antennas are given in the final conclusions in
Section 4.5.
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4.1 Introduction
Electronically-steerable 1D LWAs previously discussed are line-source antennas. This means
that they can scan a fan beam in elevation (or azimuth if they are rotated) at a fixed frequency,
with a beamwidth narrow in one plane, but wide in the orthogonal one. As aforementioned, this
capacity is found useful for many applications in communications or exploratory RF sensing
systems (e.g. indoor wireless communications, localization, medical imaging, radio astronomy,
etc.). However, two-dimensional (2D) beam-scanning is also much appreciated for other
applications which require of high-gain antennas with an additional reconfigurable degree of
freedom (e.g. satellite based communication systems, 3D radars, tracking, connection
maintenance, etc.). For example, omnidirectional antennas used in many of today’s wireless
devices cause interference, lowering signal quality, reducing data rates, and limiting bandwidth.
Thus, a need exists for an antenna system having a narrow beamwidth to reduce interference,
while also offering the flexibility of full-space scanning ([Nguyen 2007]).
Recently, in the spatial industry, two-dimensional (2D) active phased arrays have been
employed to steer the coverage of a satellite electronically without physical reorientation
([Washington 2002], [Christodoulou 2012]). However, as was mentioned in the introduction of
this thesis, phased arrays have several drawbacks, such as losses due to phase-shifters or
circulators, besides the complexity of the feeding network, which in the case of 2D arrays are
issues which become much more risky given the high number of elements employed, making
these systems much more expensive. Thus, other solutions have been proposed in recent years
based on simpler, more practical and compact structures which integrate these functionalities in
one single device. Reconfigurable reflectarrays and transmitarrays have been presented as an
immediate alternative to phased arrays for electronic two-dimensional beam-scanning and
general beam-forming applications. As aforementioned in the introduction of this thesis, these
antennas have the advantage of being high directive, and do not require of phase shifters, but
they have the main drawback of requiring an external feed, what do not allow a compact design.
In addition, reflectarrays suffer from additional issues due to feed blockage effects or diffraction
at the edges of the reflecting surface which require of a study of the feeder type and position in
order to not lose efficiency, apart from the typical losses due to substrates and the electronic
devices integrated. For an accurate control of the scanned beam, an enormous number of control
signals are required to tune each element (or groups of elements) in case of large arrays, what
increase the complexity of the design. In this sense, other solutions have been proposed in order
to provide more compact and reduced cost antennas with two-dimensional pencil-beam steering
capability. For example, one-dimensional arrays of 1D LWAs have also been studied in order to
procure such two-dimensional pencil-beam scanning capability ([Oliner 2007]). These systems
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combine elevation scanning by the natural frequency scanning of LWAs and scanning in the
cross plane (in azimuth), by varying the phase difference between the successive parallel leakywave sources. Fig. 4.1.1(a) shows a generic schematic of this frequency-phase scanning
architecture. The spacing between the line sources is chosen to avoid grating lobes and each
LWA is excited individually by a feed system with phase-shifters to tune the desired phase
difference between elements. Because of the proper length of the LWAs and the arrangement in
the orthogonal direction, a pencil-beam form occurs (Fig. 4.1.1(b)) and will scan in both
elevation and azimuth in a conical-scan manner ([Oliner 2007]). Several types of LWA have
been proposed to create phased-arrays for 2D-scanning purposes ([Ettorre 2011], [Hu 1998,
1999, 2000-I, II], [Lamapariello 1987], [Li 2008-I, II, 2009], [Nguyen 2007], [Oliner 1988,
1990], [Rusch 2013]). These structures have some unusual virtues: essentially no cross
polarization, no grating lobes, no blind spots within the scan volume, and simplicity of the
structure. In addition, they should cost less than phased arrays because phase-shifters are needed
in only one dimension ([Jackson 2008], [Oliner 2007]). For fixed-frequency scanning
applications, frequency scanning is not applicable, being necessary to employ fixed-frequency
electronic-scanning LWAs. In ([Lee 2007]), a Rotman lens and five interconnected
reconfigurable CRLH microstrip LWAs are proposed to obtain two-dimensional scanning at
fixed-frequency. The principal inconvenient of all these phased-array configuration is that they
partly lose one of the most interesting LWA features, the simple feeding scheme.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1.1 (a) Schematic of the recent approach to simpler 2D scanning , involving a linear
phased array of leaky-wave line sources, with frequency scanning in elevation and phase
scanning in azimuth (Fig. 11.28 in [Oliner 2007]). (b) Generic pencil-beam form produced by
the LWA phased array.
Other LWAs have been designed for scanning in elevation or azimuth at fixed frequency.
[Chang 2012] proposed a LWA with capability for multi-plane scanning. In [Podilchak 2010] a
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pattern-reconfigurable two-dimensional LWA is considered built from a grounded dielectric
substrate loaded with an annular bull-eye grating and excited by an array of four surface wave
launchers (SWL). Controlling the amplitude and phase difference of the SWL array, it was
demonstrated that beam-steering could be achieved at different azimuth planes, besides
broadside radiation.
In this chapter we propose a more compact and simpler solution based on a single twodimensional Fabry-Pérot Leaky Wave Antenna (2D FP LWA) excited from its centre by a
simple low-gain radiator. As it will be shown, this structure is able to produce a high-gain pencil
beam which direction can be electronically scanned in azimuth and elevation at fixed frequency
without the inconvenient of phased arrays (phase-shifters, feeding networks, reduced
scalability…) and with just 4 control signals. As aforementioned in previous chapters, 2D FP
LWAs were firstly introduced in 1950s by Trentiny ([Trentiny 1956]). These antennas are
attractive for their properties to enhance the directivity of low-gain radiators, such as patch
antennas, dipole sources, aperture antennas, etc., with a simple structure and low cost. Today, its
simplicity and integrated source is still considered one of their major virtues, but the recent
conception of novel designs with lower profile, enhanced directivity or enhanced bandwidth,
together with the integration of new radiation characteristics such as multi-band, wideband,
multiple-polarization or reconfigurable capabilities ([Boutayeb 2007], [Debogovic 2014-I],
[Feresidis 2005, 2006], [Hosseini 2011], [Kelly 2007], [Krauss 2011], [Lovat 2006-II], [MateoSegura 2014], [Moghadas 2013], [Orr 2014], [Weily 2006, 2008], [Weily 2007], [Yuehe 2012],
[Zhao 2005]), have made them currently one of the most promising structures to investigate for
future applications. The proposed system is based on placing the low-gain antenna between a
PRS and a ground plane separated at a certain distance, comprising a resonant cavity (the socalled FP cavity). Thus, the low-gain radiator turns into a source which launches a cylindrical
leaky wave inside the FP cavity which propagates in the radial direction, illuminating the
aperture area of the FP LWA. If the FP cavity is properly designed to satisfy the splitting
condition ([Lovat 2006-I]), the antenna generates a pencil beam pointing at broadside with
higher directivity, (as was observed in Fig. 2.2.8(a)). If this condition is not satisfied, (e.g.
increasing the operating frequency and scanning the antenna towards endfire), then >α, and a
conical beam arises (Fig. 2.2.8(b)) with the cone axis perpendicular to the aperture plane
([Jackson 2008]) because of the symmetry of the structure. Thus, the practical applicability of
2D FP LWAs can be limited for 2D scanning applications, since the beam will always evolve
into a conical beam as it is scanned at higher angles, resulting in a loss of gain in the broadside
direction. In the last years, it has been demonstrated that 2D FP LWAs can be used to achieve
electronic scanning capabilities ([Burokur 2013], [Debogovic 2014-II], [Edalati 2011], [Ourir
2009]). In [Ourir 2009] and [Burokur 2013], a FP LWA constituted by a ground plane and a
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tunable metamaterial PRS, with a phased array as excitation source, demonstrated electronic
scanning of its pencil beam in the E-plane. Also, in [Debogovik 2014-II] a similar FP LWA was
proposed to scan its pencil beam in the H-plane, not employing a tunable PRS, but the phase
distribution of the small phased array employed to excite the FP cavity. Also, a tunable PRS
with varactors was incorporated to this 2D FP LWA in order to achieve simultaneous control of
the leakage rate of the leaky wave (α), and hence the beamwidth of the pencil beam. [Edalati
2011] proposed a cylindrical FP structure with a tunable PRS loaded with PIN diodes, for
electronic scanning in azimuth. However, despite the good applicability of these antennas, these
works do not achieve two-dimensional scanning in elevation and azimuth, but solely in one
scanning plane (E- or H-plane). As aforementioned, the author aims to present for first time a
2D FP LWA with simultaneous and independent electronic scanning in both planes. To do so, a
two-dimensional tunable HIS loaded with varactors is placed at the bottom of the FP cavity,
substituting the bottom ground plane. This surface is divided in four sectors independently
biased, which allows to independently control the propagation of the leaky waves, launched by
a punctual central source, in each section. Analogously to the proposed full-space electronicsteering 1D FP LWA, the electronic-steering and EBG electronic-routing mechanisms are
applied to this structure by tuning each sector of the HIS. Thus, the initial broadside beam
generated by the aperture in a natural way, can be scanned, rerouting the energy of the
cylindrical leaky wave to the desired aperture section of the antenna. Thereby, the pencil beam
can be scanned continuously in elevation, at the same time that eight different azimuth angles
can be chosen, according to the configuration of the sectors of the tunable HIS.
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4.2 Structure
Fig. 4.2.1(a) shows a perspective view of the 3D model of the proposed reconfigurable 2D FP
LWA. In this case, the structure consists of a 2D FP cavity made up of a top 2D patch-based
PRS and a bottom 2D tunable HIS, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.1(a) and Fig. 4.2.1(b) respectively.
The structure is periodic in both x and y directions. These surfaces can be considered as a twodimensional version of the one-dimensional PRS and tunable HIS previously employed in
Chapters 2 and 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.2.1 (a) 3D model of the full-space electronic-steering 2D FP LWA ([CST 2010]).
Antenna aperture of A=5.4λ0x5.4λ0. (b) Top view of the 2D tunable HIS (with bias network
included) divided in four independently biased sectors (SA, SB, SC, SD) and (c) Top view of the
2D PRS.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.2.2 (a) Single unit-cell of the periodic 2D FP structure, (b) Transverse Equivalent
Network for analyzing TE and TM leaky modes. (H=27mm, DHIS=1.524mm, rHIS=3,
Px=Py=26.5mm, LHIS=QHIS=17mm, g=1mm, LPRS=QPRS=14.5mm, DPRS=0.8mm, rPRS=4.4).
Fig. 4.2.2(a) shows a detailed scheme with the dimensions of the PRS and HIS unit cells which
compose the 2D FP LWA unit cell. It can be observed that in this case, both PRS and HIS have
the same periodicity for both x and y axis (Px=Py=26.5mm). The total aperture size of the
antenna is the equivalent to an array of 11x11 unit cells, creating a total aperture surface of
A=5.4λ0x5.4λ0 at 5.5GHz (294.5x294.5mm2). The 2D tunable HIS of the antenna is constituted
by 120 unit cells (see Fig. 4.2.1(b)). The single HIS unit cell (shown at the bottom of scheme
depicted in Fig. 4.2.2(a)) is similar to the one used in previous 1D configurations (a square
metallic patch with an air-gap in the middle loaded with two varactors). In this case, a Rogers
RO4730 substrate (DHIS=1.542mm, rHIS=3, tanδ=0.0023) has been chosen to hold the HIS
patches. The air gap where the varactors are placed still remains g=1mm. The new dimensions
of the patches are QHIS=LHIS=17mm, which have been optimized by a full-wave plane wave
analysis ([CST 2010]), as explained in previous sections, to achieve the desired phase-agile
response of the HIS with the desired Cj range. The varactors have been arranged to divide the
tunable HIS in four independently biased azimuthal sectors (SA-SD, Fig. 4.2.1(b)). The original
bias network taken from [Weily 2008], has been redesigned to adapt its dimensions to the new
HIS and provide the input to the four DC bias signals which will control each sector separately.
Regarding the PRS, it is constituted by an array of 112 patches and a central metallic patch (Fig.
4.2.1(c)). The PRS unit cell (shown at the top of scheme depicted in Fig. 4.2.2(a)) has been
slightly modified with respect to previous designs, now consisting of a square metallic patch
with dimensions QPRS=LPRS=14.5mm. The new dimensions of the PRS patches have been
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designed in order to achieve a leakage rate which allows a high radiation efficiency ([Oliner
2007]), avoiding that too much energy arrives at the edges of the antenna and reflects back to
the source ([García-Vigueras 2012-II), spoiling the radiation patterns with undesired reflected
lobes. A square FR4 dielectric slab have been used to hold the PRS patches (DPRS=0.8mm,

rPRS=4.4, tanδ=0.018). Finally notice that the square metallic patch placed at the center of the
PRS (with length LcxLc=79.5x79.5mm) (Fig. 4.2.1(b)) is intended to reduce the high radiation
power which arises at the center of this type of 2D structures, where the excitation source is
located and the peak electric fields are found. It was checked that this radiation can deteriorate
the radiation patterns at certain configurations introducing strong secondary lobes close to
broadside.
Concerning the central excitation source, a probe-fed stacked patch antenna was chosen to
provide a higher degree of freedom for optimizing the input matching of the antenna ([Weily
2008]). Other simpler alternatives, such as patch antennas, or coaxial excitations, do not offer
additional design parameters to provide better input matching response when the HIS is
reconfigured. The lower patch is attached to an SMA connector by a coaxial probe. The lower
patch can be observed at the middle of the tunable HIS in Fig. 4.2.1(b). The source will launch a
cylindrical x-polarized leaky mode from the center of the FP cavity which propagates outward
in the radial direction from the source. Thus, TE and TM leaky modes will propagate along the
principal y and x directions respectively, and hybrid TE/TM modes along intermediate radial
directions. The propagation of these modes will be dependent on the tuning state on which
operates each one of the eight reconfigurable sectors defined. The electronic scanning of this
antenna is essentially based on the same scanning mechanism and EBG electronic-routing
concepts explained in previous chapters for the half-space and full-space reconfigurable 1D FP
LWAs. Nevertheless, given the two-dimensional topology of this new structure, twodimensional electronic-steering control of a pencil beam will be achieved, allowing discrete
beam-steering in azimuth to eight different directions, besides continuous elevation scanning
operating the sectors inside the scanning range of the leaky mode, as was explained for the halfspace 1D FP LWA. In order to analyze the operating points in which each sector must be tuned
to achieve the different operating modes of the antenna, next subsection shows the dispersion
analysis performed for studying the TE and TM leaky modes in order to identify the operating
points (Cj ranges) which define the scanning and EBG regions for each one.
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4.3 Dispersion Regions and Operating Regimes
Given the centrally-excited x-polarized two-dimensional structure described in previous section,
the TM leaky mode will propagate across sectors SA and SC, whereas the TE leaky mode
propagates across orthogonal sectors, SB and SD (y axis). Also note that hybrid TE/TM leaky
modes are considered propagating through the diagonal directions ([Ip 1990]) of the antenna,
however, their response can be extrapolated from the TE and TM leaky-mode dispersion curves,
so the analysis of just the TE and TM leaky modes will be sufficient for estimating the response
of the antenna. To this aim, a dispersion analysis have been performed by the TEN shown in
Fig. 4.2.2(b), which admittances and impedance characteristics have been analyzed for TE or
TM incidence depending on whether TE or TM leaky mode is analyzed, according to the
coordinate system described (see Fig. 4.2.2(a)). Highlight that in this case, to obtain the
equivalent admittances of the PRS and the HIS, the characterization process has been performed
separately for TE and for TM incidence. Also note that the TEN represents a one-dimensional
approach, which means that the TE or TM modes are studied as they were propagated through
an infinite 1D LWAs extended along the longitudinal y or x direction, supporting a TE or a TM
leaky mode respectively. The same approach was successfully employed in [García-Vigueras
2012-II] for designing passive (non-reconfigurable) double-layer 2D FP LWAs.
Fig. 4.3.1 shows the dispersion curves obtained for the TE and TM leaky mode for the structure
presented in previous section. As occurred for the full-space 1D FP LWA of the previous
section, a scanning region and an EBG region can be identified for both TE and TM leaky
modes. Thus, the scanning region for the TE leaky mode theoretically extends in the range
Cj=[0.15pF, 0.25pF], according to the TRM predictions, whereas for the TM leaky mode is
defined in the range Cj=[0.17pF, 0.25pF]. On the other hand, both TE and TM leaky modes
possess an EBG region which extends from Cj>0.25pF to beyond Cj=0.3pF. Both TE and TM
leaky-mode dispersion curves obtained in Fig. 4.3.1 will be considered as a first approach to
design this reconfigurable antenna and to know the operating regimes of each mode.
Extrapolating the hypothesis demonstrated from the full-space 1D LWA to the 2D case, the
energy injected by the central source will be routed towards a given sector by tuning properly
the desired sectors of the antenna into the scanning region while the rest of the sectors are tuned
into the EBG region. Therefore, it will be demonstrated how a pencil beam can be continuously
scanned in the elevation plane (θRAD) and also keeping different discrete azimuthal angles (ϕ)
according to the illuminated sectors.

4.3 Dispersion Regions and Operating Regimes

(a)
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(b)

Fig. 4.3.1 (a) TE and (b) TM dispersion curves as function of Cj at 5.5GHz.
As a result of combining the operation of different sectors, four operating regimes can be
defined for the antenna:
A. TM operating regime (radiation by TM leaky mode): TM leaky mode propagating along
the ±x axis. SA or SC is active (tuned to the scanning region) while the other three sectors are
inactive (tuned to the EBG region).

B. TE operating regime (radiation by TE leaky mode): TE leaky mode propagating along
the ±y axis. SB or SD is active and all other sectors are inactive.

C. Hybrid operating regime (radiation by hybrid TE/TM leaky mode): Hybrid leaky mode
propagating along the diagonal directions when two adjacent sectors are active (possible
configurations: SA&SB, SB&SC, SC&SD or SD&SA) and the other two sectors tuned to the
EBG region.

D. Broadside radiation: A pencil beam pointing at boresight can be obtained when all the
sectors are active and tuned at or slightly below the splitting condition [Lovat 2006-I].
By properly using the information obtained from the TE/TM leaky-mode dispersion curves of
Fig. 4.3.1, the sector can be tuned in its appropriate dispersion region to operate in one of the
aforementioned four radiation regimes. To give physical insight in the operating principles
which govern the reconfiguring mechanism of this structure, simulated results obtained from a
2D FP LWA analyzed in CST ([CST 2010]) are shown in Fig. 4.3.2. Fig. 4.3.2(a) and Fig.
4.3.2(b) illustrate the simulated near fields obtained inside the 2D FP cavity and the associated
radiation patterns for different configurations of the sectors respectively (in U-V coordinates).
From the fields depicted in Fig. 4.3.2(a), it is observed how the antenna aperture field
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distribution (illumination) can be modified by changing the sectors activated at EBG or
scanning region, varying the azimuthal direction of the travelling leaky wave. These aperture
illuminations lead to the synthesis of radiated pencil beams which can be steered to discrete
azimuthal angles ϕ=[0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º, 225º, 270º, 315º]. This is demonstrated by the
position of the pencil beam in the radiation patterns obtained in Fig. 4.3.2(b) for each
configuration. Moreover, for any constant azimuthal angle ϕ, continuous scanning of the
elevation angle can be achieved in the range RAD=[5º,25º] approximately, by properly tuning
the active sector inside the scanning range. Finally, optimal broadside beam is obtained (Fig.
4.3.2(b)) when the four sectors are tuned to accomplish the splitting condition ([Lovat 2006-I]),
resulting in a cylindrical leaky wave propagating outward in the radial direction ([Ip 1990])
(Fig. 4.3.2(a)). Note that TE and TM leaky modes have a very similar phase constant (βx≈βy) in
this case (as observed from Fig. 4.3.1).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.3.2 (a) Near fields inside the 2D FP cavity (z=H/2) for several configurations of the
sectors and (b) Associated radiation pattern in U-V coordinates (represented elevation (θ) range
θ=[0º,45º]).
Radiation patterns in polar coordinates for some representative operating configurations are
depicted in Fig. 4.3.3. Each case is represented in its principal elevational plane in order to show
the variation of the pencil beam scanning angle in elevation. It must be kept in mind that
symmetrical scanning response is expected for the symmetrical TE, TM and Hybrid
configurations, given the perfect symmetry of the structure simulated (as was shown in Fig.
4.3.2). From these results, it should be mentioned that the EBG operating point chosen to tune
any sector (TE or TM) into the stop band region has been chosen Cj=1pF. The election of this
point comes from a previous analysis which was performed to analyze the effect of the EBG
operating point on the performance of the antenna (in terms of maximum directivity and lower
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the optimum operating point. In this case, simulations predict optimum broadside radiation (in
terms of maximum directivity) when all sectors are tuned at Cj=0.1pF, which should correspond
to the point where the splitting condition is supposed to be satisfied. It can be observed that this
operating point is lower than the predicted by the TRM, that for the TE mode, in Fig. 4.3.1(a), is
close to Cj=0.15pF, and for the TM, Fig. 4.3.1(b), close to Cj=0.17pF. These discrepancies can
be attributed to errors between the TEN approach and the real finite model of the 2D FP LWA,
which is excited by a real source in simulations (a stacked patch antenna).
From these simulated results, it is clearly demonstrated that continuous electronic elevation
scanning at eight discrete azimuthal directions can be achieved applying the previously
described dispersion-engineering techniques to a 2D FP structure. In next sections, a fabricated
prototype is tested to confirm experimentally these results.

4.4 Experiments
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4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Fabricated Prototype
Fig. 4.4.1 shows photographs of the manufactured tunable HIS with varactors and the PRS
which constitute the 2D FP LWA. The manufacture process as well as the experimental tests
has been developed in the facilities of CSIRO ICT center, in Sidney (Australia). Fig. 4.4.1(a)
and Fig. 4.4.1(b) show the front and rear views of the HIS, respectively. Fig. 4.4.1(a) shows the
11x11 HIS unit cells which constitute the tunable HIS layer, with the bias network deployed.
The bias network scheme presents a similar scheme than the one employed for the half-space
1D FP LWA. Nevertheless, in this case, four control signals are employed to tune each sector of
the HIS independently. The bias networks are responsible for isolating DC source from RF and
vice versa. Short-circuited stubs reflect RF currents induced on the patches, isolating the DC
source, whilst the bypass capacitors isolate DC signals from via holes used for short-circuited
the stubs. Same bypass capacitors employed in the half-space 1D FP LWA have been used here.
However, a different varactor diode model has been employed, in contrast to the prototypes of
the half-space and full-space 1D FP LWAs. In this case, it has been chosen the Aeroflex
Metelics MGV 125-20-0805-2 ([Aeroflex 2005]), which has a larger Cj tuning range from
0.09pF to 1pF for a corresponding bias voltage (VR) from 2 to 20V. As will see, this tuning
range will be convenient for tuning the structure into a more proper EBG region, which requires
of Cj=1pF (VR=2V), as commented in previous section. The typical performance VR vs Cj of this
varactor diode is given in Fig. 4.4.2 ([Aeroflex 2005]). Same RLC model shown in Subsection
2.5.4 has been introduced in the full wave simulations to characterize the varactors’ response.
Fig. 4.4.1(b) shows the HIS DC wiring. As observed, DC is connected by through via holes
drilled on the metallic ground plane. These vias drive the DC signals to the patches at each
respective sector from the four DC connectors. Also, front and rear views of the PRS can be
seen in Fig. 4.4.1(c) and Fig. 4.4.1(d) respectively. The 120 square patches and the central patch
which constitute the PRS can be observed in Fig. 4.4.1(a). A FR4 slab is employed to hold this
array of patches. Notice that this surface is supported at a distance H=27mm from the HIS by 12
nylon standoffs mounted at the edges of the HIS (see Fig. 4.4.1(a)). Again, the height H has
been optimized firstly by the TEN, and later by full-wave simulations, to optimize the scanning
range with respect to the dynamic range of the varactors.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.4.1 Photographs of manufactured tunable HIS: (a) front view and (b) rear view.
Photographs of the manufactured PRS: (c) front view and (d) rear view.
Regarding the central excitation, two pieces mainly compose the stacked patch antenna
designed to excite the structure. Firstly, the lower patch can be found at the middle of the
tunable HIS (see Fig. 4.4.1(a)), where it is attached to an SMA connector (see Fig. 4.4.1(b)) by
a coaxial probe. Secondly, a parasitic patch is located over the lower patch antenna. This
parasitic patch allows a better coupling of the energy into de resonating leaky modes which
propagate through the structure. Hence this excitation source offers better matching for the
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reconfigurable FP cavity than single-patch antennas. Four bolts (Fig. 4.4.1(d)) drilled on the
PRS at the central patch are responsible for holding the parasitic patch together with the RT
Duroid 5880 slab (rPRS=4.4, tanδ=0.018) which holds the patch.

Fig. 4.4.2 Typical performance VR vs Cj of Aeroflex Metelics MGV 125-20-0805-2 ([Aeroflex
2005]).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.4.3 Schematic of the stacked patch antenna employed for exciting the 2D FP cavity. (a)
Side view (XZ plane), (b) Side view (YZ plane).
A schematic of the stacked patch antenna designed to excite the 2D FP cavity is given in Fig.
4.4.3. The excitation source was optimized for operating at the different operating regimes of
the antenna at a fixed frequency of 5.5GHz. Again, the dynamic input impedance of this
antenna, given the high number of operating regimes in which the reconfigurable 2D FP LWA
can operate (6 more than for the full-space 1D FP LWA), hindered the design process of the
source, which must achieve acceptable S11 for every operating regime. The stacked patch
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4.4.2 Experimental Results
Experimental tests of the S parameters and radiation patterns were performed for multiple
configurations of the 2D FP LWA for different operating regimes. Some photographs taken
during the test processes are shown in Fig. 4.4.4.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.4.4 Photographs of (a) S parameters measurement set-up and (b) Radiation pattern
measurements set-up.
Next, the measured gain patterns for the manufactured prototype operating at TE, TM, hybrid
and broadside configurations are plotted in Fig. 4.4.5. Fig. 4.4.5(a) and (b) illustrate the XZ
cutting plane of the pencil beam created for different TM operating modes pointed at ϕ=180º
and ϕ=0º respectively. Continuous electronic elevation scanning range is observed. A single
main beam is scanned from θRAD=1.5º to θRAD=12º at ϕ=0º, when SA is tuned from SA=18.49V
(Cj=0.1pF) to SA=8.15V (Cj=0.22pF), while the other sectors (SB, SC, SD) are fixed at
SB=SC=SD=2V (Cj=1pF). On the other hand, a similar scanning response from θRAD=2.5º to
θRAD=12º is obtained at ϕ=180º if SC is tuned from SC=18.49V (Cj=0.1pF) to SC=8.15V
(Cj=0.22pF), while the other sectors (SA, SB, SD) are fixed at SA=SB=SD=2V (Cj=1pF). Fig.
4.4.5(c)-(d) shows the scanning response for TE regime configurations. In this case, it is
observed that the pencil beam is scanned from θRAD=3º to θRAD=23.5º for both azimuth angles
ϕ=[90º, 270º]. This scanning response was obtained tuning SB or SD (if it is desired pointing at
ϕ=90º or ϕ=270º respectively) from SB,D=18.49V (Cj=0.1pF) to SB,D=8.15V (Cj=0.22pF), and
keeping the other sectors tuned into the EBG region (2V).
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tolerances. As aforementioned in previous sections, the varactor diodes must present similar
response in order to obtain an homogeneous electrical response from the tunable HIS sector, if
not, higher mismatching and phase aberrations can produce negative effects on the scanned
beam, as the abrupt increment of the beamwidth observed for the TM case in Fig. 4.4.5(a) and
(b) when the antenna is pointing at higher elevation scanning angles.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4.4.7 Measured and simulated (FEM, ([CST 2010])) scanning angle for different
configurations at (a) TM regime, (b) TE regime and (c) Hybrid regime.
Fig. 4.4.8 shows the maximum directivity and realized gain (measured and simulated)
corresponding to the radiation patterns plot in Fig. 4.4.7. The S11 is plot in Fig. 4.4.9 (also
measured and simulated) for each configuration as a function of the scanning angle. For the TM
regime case (Fig. 4.4.8(a)), a maximum gain of GMAX=13dB is achieved with a scanning angle
of θRAD=6º for both TM configurations (ϕ=[0º, 180º]). However, a decreasing tendency of the
gain is observed as the scanning angle increases, becoming to a minimum gain of GMIN=8.5dB
when θRAD=12º. From these results, it can be noticed that the gain falls abruptly. Simulations
present a similar maximum gain of GMAX=14.3dB for almost the whole range, achieving a
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minimum gain GMIN=8.5dB when the maximum scanning angle is reached (θRAD=19º).
Concerning Fig. 4.4.9(a), acceptable measured mismatching (S11<-8dB) is obtained for higher
scanning angles (θRAD>6º). From simulations, it can be observed a mismatching S11<-6dB for
θRAD>3º; which decreases in a softer way as the scanning angle increases (and bias voltage
applied to the varactors in the active sectors decreases). The abrupt decreasing tendency of the
measured realized gain lead us to reinforce our arguments about the premature deterioration of
the gain patterns which limit the maximum scanning angle achieved by the TM leaky mode, in
contrast to the predicted response obtained from simulations. Thus, the faster decrement of the
gain with the scanning angle (and also the increment of the beamwidth observed in Fig. 4.4.5(a)
and (b)) can be associated to some unit cells of the tunable HIS which must be operating closer
to the Perfect Magnetic Condition (PMC) (due to some more sensitive varactors), as the
elevation scanning angle increases, deteriorating the gain. Regarding the TE regime (Fig.
4.4.8(b)), similar measured gain has been obtained for both TE configurations ϕ=[90º, 270º]. A
maximum measured gain of GMAX=15.6dB has been measured for a scanning angle of θRAD=4.5º,
whereas minimum gain of GMIN=7.8dB is obtained at the maximum scanning angle θRAD=23º.
Simulated gain is quite similar for lower angles, although simulated gain is higher than
measured for scanning angles above θRAD>10º, where a predicted minimum gain of
GMIN=14.2dB is observed when θRAD=21º. This discrepancy between simulations and
measurements can be attributed again to higher losses of the varactors (not predicted by the
model employed in the full-wave simulations). Acceptable simulated and measured
mismatching response below S11<-8dB has been obtained for almost the whole scanning range
(θRAD>7º) of the antenna, however, simulations report a slightly better S11 in most of the
scanning range. Concerning the hybrid regime, also similar response has been obtained from the
four different configurations (pointing at ϕ=[45º, 135º, 225º, 315º]) and maximum gain for
lower angles almost match the predicted maximum gain from simulations, achieving maximum
measured gain GMAX=16dB with a scanning angle of θRAD=4º, and simulated GMAX=15.04dB for
θRAD=5º. Again, it can be observed that the gain decreases as the scanning angle increases. In
this case, the measured minimum gain has been achieved for θRAD=23º, with GMIN=4.33dB,
whereas simulations predicted a GMIN=11.31dB for θRAD=24º. Good mismatching response is
observed for the whole scanning range achieved in the hybrid regime. In this case, measured
S11<-6.1dB for θRAD>4º (S11<-7.8dB for simulation results) is observed in Fig. 4.4.9(c). Best
matching S11<-13.8dB is observed for the highest measured scanning angles. Finally notice that
the simulated directivity has been also plot in Fig. 4.4.8. From the difference between simulated
directivity and simulated realized gain, it can be observed that a constant dissipative loss about
~1.3dB affect to the antenna performance for every operating regime and scanning angle. This
means that the tunable HIS is practically presenting constant losses at any operating point
because likely it is not working too close to the AMC resonance at each operating mode.
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4.5 Conclusions
A novel reconfigurable 2D Fabry-Pérot (FP) LWA has been proposed in this chapter, with
simultaneous steering of its pencil beam in azimuth and elevation, fulfilling the last objective
of this thesis (O7). In general, it has been observed that normal passive 2D FP LWAs, created
from a simple FP cavity with an embedded source at the center of the structure, excite
cylindrical leaky waves which create high-gain pencil beams pointing at broadside, or conical
beams due to its symmetric geometry. In this case, a similar 2D FP cavity is proposed,
comprised by a two-dimensional patch-based PRS and a two-dimensional tunable HIS loaded
with varactors. An x-polarized central excitation, constituted by an embedded probe-fed stacked
patch antenna, excites polarized leaky waves which originates TM leaky modes in the x
direction, TE leaky modes in the y direction, and hybrid TE/TM leaky modes in the rest of the
radial directions. Thus, the dispersion of the TE and TM leaky modes, which propagate in the
principal directions, x and y axis, have been analyzed, obtaining the dispersion curves as a
function of the varactors’ junction capacitance, at 5.5GHz. From these curves, the scanning and
EBG regions for each mode have been identified. The tunable HIS has been divided in four
independently biased sectors (SA-SD), to control the scanning or EBG region at each section of
the FP cavity, and hence controlling the aperture field distribution of the 2D FP antenna.
Depending on the sectors’ configuration, different operating regimes can be operated: TE, TM,
TE/TM hybrid and broadside operating regimes. A fabricated prototype operating at 5.5GHz,
have been tested, confirming a continuous control of the pencil beam in elevation and discrete in
azimuth, being able to point at ϕ=[0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º, 225º, 270º, 315º]). The elevation
scanning range has been measured for each one of the eight configurations (one per azimuth
direction). It has been observed that a scanning range for the TE configurations from 3º to 23.5º
can be achieved. For the hybrid configurations, similar scanning range from 3º to 20º was
obtained with the worst configuration, and till 23º with the best. The poorer scanning obtained
was with the TM configurations, being of 2.5º to 12º with the best configuration operating at
TM regime, what disagrees with the simulation results, which predicted a scanning range for
TM case from 3º to 19º. These discrepancies for the TM case have been in principle associated
to the employment of inhomogeneous varactors, which causes an increment of losses which
particularly affects to the TM polarization, and rapidly degrades the gain of the antenna as the
angle increases. Analogously to the full-space steering 1D FP LWA presented in Chapter 3,
optimum broadside radiation have been also obtained with this antenna when all the sectors are
properly tuned satisfying the splitting condition, obtaining in this case a pencil beam pointing at
θRAD=0º. It must be noticed that only 25% of the antenna aperture is illuminated, except for the
broadside radiation configuration, in that case, all the sectors are active and the aperture
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efficiency will be higher. However, this antenna could represent an interesting alternative for
conceiving 2D scanning antennas because of its simplicity (it employs just 4 control signals for
the steering control and the structure is composed of two easily fabricable flat surfaces and a
stacked patch antenna as source) and low profile, in contrast to mechanically reconfigured
reflector antennas, electronic reflectarrays or transmitarrays, which require of external sources.
Also, it is thought that this antenna presents potential for scalability; the technology in which
this antenna is implemented can be easily scaled to millimeter or even THz frequencies with the
current manufacturing technologies, and in addition, the structure allows the integration of other
tuning devices more convenient for such higher frequencies (MEMS, liquid crystal,
piezoelectric actuators…). This advantages are not found in other technologies such as phased
arrays ([Hansen 1998], [Rock 2008], [Manasson 2010], [Raisanen 2012]), because of the type of
structure and reconfiguration mechanism on which this antennas are based. The simplicity of
this structure, in terms of integrated excitation and its low profile (just a few centimeters at
5.5GHz), could open up interesting alternatives for practical reconfigurable antennas with
electronic steering capabilities.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Lines
In this chapter it is summarized the main conclusions achieved during the development of this
thesis. Several ideas for improving the proposed structures and future research lines to propose
novel structures derived from the results of this thesis are also described.

5.1

Conclusions

As it was explained in the first chapter of this thesis, a wide variety of reconfigurable antennas
have been studied, especially in the recent decades, given the increasing interest for additional
functionality for current and future communication and RF-sensing systems, or the new
paradigms which are arising with the exponential expansion of wireless communications. In this
context, several fields are involved in the advances of reconfigurable antennas, such as
microelectronics or material engineering, which are looking for new types of switching and
smart materials to conceive new simple and low cost reconfiguration mechanisms, also intended
for reconfigurability at higher frequency bands. Then, the current tendency is to contribute with
new structures with higher compactness and lower cost, in order to provide affordable systems
in the future. In this way, LWAs seem to fit well with these demands. In fact, these antennas are
currently one of the most investigated topics to achieve new reconfigurable antennas. In the
framework of this thesis, we have focused on the potentials offered by Fabry-Pérot (FP) LWAs.
These structures are mainly characterized by its simple and low profile structure, with an
embedded source to excite the antenna, providing high gain characteristics. These
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characteristics make them interesting to conceive novel reconfigurable antennas for long-range
communication systems required in base stations, satellites or airborne platforms, where space
might be reduced and shared with other systems, or where streamlined architectures could be of
major interest.
The main contribution of this thesis has been the conception of novel Fabry-Pérot LWAs (FP
LWAs) with one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) electronic beam-steering
capabilities, employing a reduced number of control signals, simple dispersion-based
reconfiguration mechanisms and low cost technology. The development of a simple, but
powerful analysis tool to analyze the proposed structures has been crucial for the development
of this thesis. This efficient tool, based on the Transverse Resonance Method (TRM), have
allowed to predict, in a fast and accurate way, the response of the reconfigurable antennas, to
analyze its dispersion and ultimately optimize the dimensions of the structure. Therefore, it can
be said that this tool has served as a quick design guideline to obtain the initial dimensions of
these antennas. Otherwise, unfeasible optimization processes by full-wave simulations would
have had to be performed, what had complicated much more the investigation process and the
design of such antennas. In addition, the complexity of the proposed structures have been
gradually increased with each chapter, starting from a simpler 1D FP LWA for half-space beamsteering, passing through a full-space beam-steering 1D FP LWA, and ending up with a 2D FP
LWA with electronic-steering in elevation and azimuth. This ascension in functionality, which
has been also chronological during the development of the investigation, would not have been
possible without the achievement of each one of the objectives which have been pursued
throughout this thesis step by step. Below, these achievements are summarized by each chapter.
In Chapter 2, it has been demonstrated how a 1D FP LWA can attain beam-steering at fixed
frequency by employing a Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity comprised by a top Partially Reflective
Surface (PRS) and a tunable High Impedance Surface (HIS) with varactor diodes located at the
bottom of the cavity. This antenna is excited from one end by a TE01 mode, generating a fan
beam narrow in the H-plane (the scanning plane), and wide in the transversal E-plane. Here, it is
described the structure, and the Transverse Equivalent Network (TEN) which has been
employed to apply the TRM and find the propagation constant of the leaky modes excited in the
structure. Also, in this chapter have been described the pole zero methods employed to
characterize as equivalent admittances the frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) employed to
constitute the PRS, and the tunable FSS of the HIS. A dispersion analysis in frequency and with
respect to the variable capacitance of the varactor diodes (Cj) at fixed frequency (5.6GHz),
evidenced theoretically the steerability of the pointing angle in the first quadrant (positive
angles), as a function of the varactors’ capacitance, which was the initial hypothesis of this
work. This concept has been demonstrated by simulations and confirmed by experimental
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results of a fabricated prototype designed to operate at 5.6GHz and with an aperture length of
LA=5.2λ0 at 5.6GHz. A coaxial-to-waveguide transition was designed to excite the antenna from
one end. From the tests, a scanning range from 9º to 30º has been observed, at a fixed
frequency of 5.6GHz, as the varactors’ bias voltage is varied from 18V to 5V. Notice, that the
scanning range is limited by the decreasing gain, caused by the dissipative losses of the
varactors and dielectric materials, and the mismatching of the source. In order to analyze in
detail the antenna radiation efficiency, estimations of the losses due to the varactors and the
dielectric substrates were performed. The antenna presents radiation efficiency close to 70%
for most part of the scanning range, which is reduced as the pointing angle scans to endfire. This
reduction of efficiency is also noticed in the gain, which is reduced from 12dB to 5dB at 30º.
Thus, it is concluded that the operating point of the tunable HIS is determined by the efficiency
of the antenna, presenting maximum losses due to the varactors and dielectric materials when
the HIS is close to operate as a Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC). Finally, the study of the
pattern bandwidth for reconfigurable beam-scanning LWAs has been tackled, developing a
formula to estimate the pattern bandwidth from the information obtained from the frequency
dispersion curves of the LWA. In particular, estimations performed for the half-space
electronic-steering 1D FP LWA predicted a pattern bandwidth of 2.26%, whereas bandwidth
estimated from lossy full-wave simulations estimated a 2.22% at 5.6GHz, what agrees quite
well, despite the approximations assumed in the formulas. Also, it has been evidenced that
pattern bandwidth is mainly affected by the beamwidth (and hence the length of the LWA), the
pointing angle and also the decreasing of the gain due to the effect of varactors’ losses.
Therefore, objectives O1, O2, O3 and O4 enlisted in Section 1.2 have been achieved.
Chapter 3 presents a novel full-space beam-steering 1D FP LWA, able to scan at negative,
positive angles and also able to point at broadside (note that broadside was not attained from the
previous half-space LWA excited from one end). This approach is simple, in terms of structure
complexity, since do not need of metamaterials, periodic structures or additional SPDT switches
to achieve backward-to-forward scanning. Instead, the previous half-space 1D FP LWA was
modified, being excited from its center, and divided in two half-space LWAs with a single
common source, and each one loaded with an independently biased tunable HIS. In addition,
in this chapter it is demonstrated that exists an EBG region appeared because of the introduction
of the periodic HIS, which prevents the propagation of any leaky mode inside the cavity.
Thereby, this EBG region has been employed to act as an electronic-routing mechanism
which allows to reroute the leaky waves launched from the central excitation to the desired halfspace LWA. Thus, it is possible to scan at the first quadrant (positive angles), when the right
LWA is propagating, and the left one is at EBG, or at second quadrant (negative angles) in
inverse configuration. Also, optimal broadside radiation is achieved when both sides of the
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antenna are tuned at the splitting condition, where a single narrow beam is achieved pointing at
that direction. A fabricated prototype confirmed this reconfiguration concept, observing a
scanning range from -25º to +25º. The central coaxial, and two additional screws where
employed to match the antenna for every operating regime. The main drawback of this antenna
is that when scanning at forward or backward quadrants, half of the aperture is employed, so
just the aperture efficiency is reduced by a 50%, however, this electronic-routing mechanism
employed allows to extend this antenna to a 2D version for two-dimensional scanning, as
demonstrated in next chapter. With these results, objectives O5 and O6 are accomplished.
Chapter 4 concludes with the analysis and design of a 2D FP LWA for two-dimensional
electronic beam-steering capability at fixed frequency. Unlike previous 1D LWAs, which
scanned fan beams, this 2D structure produces a pencil beam narrow in both E- and H-planes,
which is able to be steered continuously in elevation, and at eight different azimuth angles. The
antenna consists of a two-dimensional tunable HIS divided in four independently biased
sections (SA-SD). An x-polarized central excitation, constituted by an embedded probe-fed
stacked patch antenna, excites a polarized cylindrical leaky wave which originates TM leaky
modes in the x direction, TE leaky modes in the y direction, and hybrid TE/TM leaky modes in
the rest of the radial directions. Thus, the dispersion of the TE and TM leaky modes, which
propagate in the principal directions, x and y axis, have been analyzed, obtaining the dispersion
curves as a function of the varactors’ junction capacitance, at 5.5GHz. From these curves, the
scanning and EBG regions for each mode have been identified. The tunable HIS has been
divided in four independently biased sectors (SA-SD), to control the scanning or EBG region at
each section of the FP cavity, and thereby controlling the aperture field distribution of the 2D
FP antenna. Depending on the sectors’ configuration, different operating regimes can be
operated: TE, TM, TE/TM hybrid and broadside operating regimes. A fabricated prototype
operating at 5.5GHz, have been tested, confirming a continuous control of the pencil beam
in elevation at discrete azimuth angles, being able to point at ϕ=[0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º ,
225º, 270º, 315º]). The elevation scanning range has been measured for each one of the eight
configurations (one per azimuth direction). It has been observed that a scanning range for the
TE configurations from 3º to 23.5º can be achieved. For the TE/TM hybrid configurations,
similar scanning range from 3º to 20º was obtained for the worst configuration, and till 23º in
the best. The poorer scanning range was obtained for the TM configurations, being from 2.5º
to 12º for the best configuration, what disagrees with the simulation results, which predicted a
scanning range for TM regime from 3º to 19º. These discrepancies for the TM case have been
in principle attributed to the employment of inhomogeneous varactors, which causes an
increment of losses which particularly affects to the TM polarization, and rapidly degrades the
gain of the antenna as the angle increases. Analogously to the full-space electronic-steering 1D
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FP LWA presented in Chapter 3, optimum broadside radiation have been also obtained with this
antenna when all the sectors are properly tuned satisfying the splitting condition, obtaining in
this case a pencil beam pointing at θRAD=0º. It must be noticed that this approach only employs
approximately the 25% of the antenna aperture, except for the broadside radiation case
(which employs all the sectors in the scanning region). However, this antenna could represent
an interesting alternative for conceiving 2D scanning antennas because of its simplicity,
compactness and low profile, in contrast to other solutions such as arrays of electronically
reconfigured LWAs or electronically reconfigurable reflector antennas, which require of
external sources. Thus, last objective O7 is attained with the results obtained in this chapter.

5.2 Future Lines
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Future Lines

Throughout the design process of the prototypes presented in this thesis, several factors have
been observed that reduce the efficiency, bandwidth and scanning range of the antenna, and
hence their practical applicability. New lines for the study and suppression of these negative
effects have been derived from these observations. One of the most important factors which has
limited the scanning range is dissipative losses due to the tunable HIS employed at the bottom
of the FP cavities. Losses are inherent to any structure, so it is not possible to mitigate at all, but
merely reduce them. In this case, most easy and trivial solutions go through employing
dielectric and metals with lower losses, or employing different materials. Also, a different
alternative consists of employing another type of tuning elements with reduced losses, such as
MEMS ([Chicherin 2006, 2011-I, II], [Christodoulou 2012], [Haider 2013], [Yashchyshyn
2010], [Zvolensky 2010], [Debogovic 2014-I]), instead of varactor diodes. Another option, but
more difficult, because probably would require a redesign of the geometry of the structures,
would be employing less resonant surfaces than tunable HIS, or design the FP cavity to operate
far from the AMC resonance of the HIS. Remember that losses were a determinant when this
tunable HIS was operating close to the PMC region, as was concluded in Chapter 2. The reason
is related to the high currents which are excited in the metallic patches due to the AMC
resonance which arise when the HIS is reflecting the wave with a reflection phased of 0º ([Costa
2010]). This current is directed through the varactors, which have associated an ohmic
resistance (as observed from the equivalent circuit represented in Fig. 2.5.8(b)) which increase
the inefficiency of the antenna. Also, another important factor observed was mismatching.
Given the high number of operating modes of the reconfigurable antennas proposed, especially
for the last 2D FP LWA presented in Chapter 4 (for which up to 9 different operating regimes
were defined), it is difficult to obtain from a single optimized non-reconfigurable source,
acceptable matching levels in the whole dynamic range. In this sense, mismatching could be
reduced employing some type of reconfigurable input networks, with the capability of match the
antennas as the operating mode is changed. This type of “reconfigurable source” was employed
for example in [Debogovic 2010], where an input network constituted by a varactor-loaded stub
was employed to improve matching readapting its reactance for each operating state of the
reconfigurable LWA. However, these solutions require of a more complex designs of the
feeding networks, and in most cases, additional control signals which tune the circuits when the
antenna is reconfigured.
Concerning future applications, it is thought that the antennas presented in this thesis might
have potential for scalability to operate at higher frequency bands. This potential resides in
their simplicity, and in the reconfigurable mechanisms on which they are based. The
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technologies employed here can be perfectly miniaturized and integrated with other tuning
devices more convenient for millimeter-waves or THz frequencies (MEMS, piezoelectric
actuators, liquid crystal…). This advantage is not always found in every technology. As an
example, it was mentioned in the introduction of this thesis that phased arrays ([Hansen 1998],
[Rock 2008], [Manasson 2010], [Raisanen 2012]) present several technical issues when the
operating frequency is increased. In this field, recent innovations have been published from
EPFL, where it has been developed for first time an original fixed-frequency beam-steering
LWA in graphene to operate at THz bands ([Esquius-Morote]). Many references regarding
reconfigurable LWAs and other technologies for mm-wave applications can be found in
[Raisanen 2012].
The results presented in this thesis can be considered as a first step for more innovative future
structures in the field of reconfigurable antennas. The author is currently investigating new ideas
which might suppose a step forward towards more compact and multi-functional antennas. In
this sense, two principal lines are being currently investigated.
First line aims to improve the 2D FP LWA steering capability exploring the possibility of
achieving continuous and simultaneous steering in azimuth and in elevation. Remember
that the 2D FP LWA proposed in Chapter 4, was able to scan in elevation continuously at eight
different azimuth angles. This comes from the different operating regimes which were defined
from tuning the four discrete sectors which divided the FP structure. Oblique azimuth angles
were obtained when the antenna was reconfigured with two adjacent sectors operating at the
same point inside the scanning region, while the rest are remained at EBG (prevented
propagation of leaky waves through such regions of the FP cavity). Therefore, the elevation
angle was chosen as a function of the scanning operating point in which the “active” sectors are
working, whereas the azimuth angle is a function of the chosen sectors’ reconfigured to allow
propagation. The hypothesis for obtaining continuous azimuth scanning is based on varying
independently the scanning point at which is operating each one of the adjacent sectors activated
in the scanning region (propagating). Thus, a control of the resultant radial direction of the wave
is achieved, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.1(a), where three examples with different scanning
operating points are tuned in sectors SB and SC (SA and SD tuned at EBG). Full-wave simulations
have predicted how the leaky wave changes its propagation direction, so a pencil beam arises
scanned continuously in azimuth, as can be observed in Fig. 5.2.1(b), where the associated
aperture fields and radiation patterns are depicted. At this point, further tests are being
developed with multiple configurations of two adjacent sectors in order to find out the
maximum elevational and azimuthal scanning ranges possible with the 2D FP LWA prototype
presented in Chapter 4.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.2.1 (a) Top view of the beam-steering 2D FP LWA. SA and SB are independently tuned at
different points in the scanning region to control the wave vector of the hybrid (TE/TM) leaky
mode in azimuth and elevation. (b) Associated aperture field for three configurations of the
adjacent sectors ([CST 2010]).
Second line which is also being developed consists of a pattern reconfigurable FP LWA with
simultaneous control of the pointing angle (θRAD) and the beamwidth (Δθ) of the radiation
pattern. Not so much works have proposed reconfigurable LWAs with such type of pattern
reconfiguration capabilities. For example, in [Lim 2004-II] was proposed for first time a CRLH
line with electronic beam-steering and also beam-shaping capabilities by modulating the phase
constant along the line. Recently, in [Devogobic 2014-II] was proposed a FP LWA with
beamwidth and beam-steering control. One of the key of our approach is that it is fully
integrated in planar Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) technology. This technology has
been quite studied in the last decade because of its planarity, low loss and easiness of integration
with microwave circuits ([Deslandes 2001, 2002], [Xu 2005]), what has a high practical interest
to develop novel planar and low cost LWAs ([Alphones 2013], [Deslandes 2005], [Gomez
2013-I], [Hong 2007], [Martínez-Ros 2012-I, II, 2013-I, II], [Machac 2013], [Suntives 2011,
2012]).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.2.2 Schematic of proposed reconfigurable 1D FP LWA in SIW technology. (a) 3D model
and cross section. (b) Front and rear views of the structure and defined unit cell (Teflon
substrates with r=2.2 and thicknesses h1=3.17mm and h2=0.127mm are used for the top and
bottom layers, respectively).
In our approach, the control of the pointing angle and of the beamwidth is integrated by a
tunable HIS, which mainly controls the phase constant (β) of the leaky wave, and a tunable
PRS, which principally tune the leakage rate (α) of the leaky mode. The tunable HIS and
PRS comprise the FP cavity which constitutes the FP LWA in SIW. The structure is inspired in
the topology of a recently proposed passive LWA in SIW, which has demonstrated flexible
control mechanism of the leaky wave propagation constant ([Gomez 2013-I], [Martínez-Ros
2012-I, II, 2013-I, II]). A simplified schematic of the initial structure proposed to implement
this reconfigurable antenna is depicted in Fig. 5.2.2. The structure is based on a double-layer
topology composed by a top layer, where the leaky-wave guide itself is integrated, and a bottom
layer where varactors and control bias networks are placed. Both layers are separated by a
ground plane. In the top layer, it can be observed that the HIS and the PRS, are mainly
constituted by periodic arranges of metallic posts, connected to the bottom layer through via
holes. The PRS and the HIS posts are separated in the x-direction a distance W (the equivalent
to the height H of the FP LWAs proposed in this thesis). Hence, W controls the resonance
frequency of this particular planar FP LWA. The posts of the HIS has the particularity to be
close to another denser array of metallic posts which acts as a ground plane, in order to grant the
AMC resonance which characterize any HIS ([Sievenpiper 1999]). Two control signals allow a
separated control of the PRS and the HIS.
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evidenced from preliminary dispersion curves obtained from full-wave simulations of the unit
cell of the structure (Fig. 5.2.2(b)). Fig. 5.2.3 shows the dispersion curves as a function of CjHIS,
for different values of CjPRS, at fixed frequency of 5.5GHz. Below, in Fig. 5.2.2, theoretical
radiation patterns have been obtained for different combinations of CjHIS and CjPRS extracted
from the dispersion curves. Table 5.2.1 shows the numerical values taken, and the pointing
angle and beamwidth obtained for each selected case. The reader is referenced to publications
IJ3, IC5, IC6, IC7 and SJ8, enlisted in Section 5.3, where preliminary results have been
published.
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During the research stage, the author of this Ph.D. has authored or co-authored several technical
works derived from the results achieved in this thesis or related with the topic of leaky-wave
antennas. Specifically, the author has contributed to the scientific community with 3 peerreview international journal papers, 7 international conferences, 10 national journal
papers and 10 national conferences. At present, 2 additional papers for peer-review
international journals are in submission process (IJ4, IJ5). Next, the references to the published
contributions are listed.
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The research work of this thesis has also given rise to one BSc. Thesis:
“Analysis of Leaky-Waves in Waveguides Loaded with Electronically Reconfigurable
Frequency Selected Surfaces” (“Análisis De Ondas De Fuga En Guías De Onda Cargadas Con
Superficies Selectivas En Frecuencia Reconfigurables Electrónicamente”), by Jesús Jiménez
Campillo, Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena, 2010. Supervisors: José Luis Gómez Tornero
and Raúl Guzmán Quirós. Grade A (10).
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